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ABSTRACT
A 0.015 scale model of a modified version of the MDAC Space Shuttle Booster
was tested in the Naval Ship Research and Development Center 7 x 10 Foot
Transonic Wind Tunnel during March 1971 (Test Number NSRDC 3110) to obtain
force, static stability, and control effectiveness data. This test was con-
ducted by Lockheed's Huntsville Research and Engineering Center for the Aero-
Astrodynamic Laboratory of the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center. Data
were obtained for a cruise Mach Number of 0.38, altitude of 10,000 ft
(q = 165 psf), and Reynolds Number per foot of approximately 2 x 106 . The
model was tested through an angle of attack range of -4° to 150 at zero de-
gree angle of sideslip, and at an angle of sideslip range of -6° to 60 at
fixed angles of attack of 0° , 60, and 150. Other test variables were elevon
deflections, canard deflections, aileron deflections, rudder deflections,
wing dihedral angle, canard incidence angle, wing incidence angle, canard
position, wing position, wing and canard size, canard control flap size and
dorsal fin size.
Plotted data for this test will be published
(DMS-DR-1139) with four volumes as follows:
I. Canard Parametric Variations
II. Wing Parametric Variations - Size
and Location
III. Wing Parametric Variations - Incidence
and Dihedral
IV. Surface Effectiveness, Model Buildup
and Directional Stability at High
Angles of Attack





Data plot pages 1310-1804
Data plot pages 1805-2207
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A 0.015 scale model of a modified version of the MDAC Space Shuttle Booster
was tested in the Naval Ship Research and Development Center 7 x 10 Foot
Transonic Wind Tunnel during March 1971 (Test Number NSRDC 3110) to obtain
force, static stability, and control effectiveness data. This test was con-
ducted by Lockheed's Huntsville Research and Engineering Center for the Aero-
Astrodynamic Laboratory of the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center. ]Data
were obtained for a cruise Mach Number of 0.38, altitude of 10,000 ft
(q = 165 psf), and Reynolds Number per foot of approximately 2 x 106. The
model was tested through an angle of attack range of -40 to 150 at zero
degree angle of sideslip, and at an angle of sideslip range of -60 to 60 at
fixed angles of attack of 0° , 60, and 150. Other test variables were elevon
deflections, canard deflections, aileron deflections, rudder deflections,
wing dihedral angle, canard incidence angle, wing incidence angle, canard
position, wing position, wing and canard size, canard .control flap size,
and dorsal fin size.
Plotted data for this test will be published under one data report number
(DMS-DR-1139) with four volumes as follows:
I. Canard Parametric Variations Data plot pages 1-525
II. Wing Parametric Variations - Size Data plot pages 526-1309
and Location
III. Wing Parametric Variations - Incidence Data plot pages 1310-1804
and .Di-hedr.al
IV. Surface Effectiveness, Model Buildup Data plot pages 1805-2207




The baseline model was a 0.015-scale modified version of the McDonnell Douglas
model 256-14 booster configuration which was designed by NSRDC to allow the
following variations in geometry: canard vertical location, size and incidence
angle; wing vertical location, size, incidence angle, dihedral angle and vari-
able wing tip fins; and dorsal fin size. A sketch of the baseline model is
shown in Figure 2. In addition to the geometrical variations, the model had
deflectable elevons, canard trailing edge flaps, dorsal fin rudders, and wing
tip rudders. Deflection angles were obtained by replacing the control sur-
face with a separate surface set to the desired angle. A typical model in-
stallation is shown in Figure 3 for configuration BlC2FlWlV1 with an aileron
control deflection of 20 degrees.
Four pressure ports were used for measuring the base pressures, and were located
as shown in Figure 4. Measurements from the pressure ports were used to cal-
culate the base drag coefficient.
To ensure a turbulent boundary layer, artificial transition strips were applied
as shown in Figure 5. Wing, body and canard grit size were calculated by the
method of Braslow and Know for a tunnel Reynolds number of 2 x 106 per foot.
Model Components Tested
B1 = Baseline MDAC booster body (length = 3.453 ft)
B2 = Baseline MDAC booster body (length = 3.06 ft)
W1 = Baseline booster wing (planform area = 1.355 ft2 )
W2 = Alternate high aspect ratio wing (planform area = 1.148 ft2 )
V1 = Booster wing tip vertical fin (planform area = 0.226 ft2 )




.o2del Component Tested (Con't)
D1 = Booster large dorsal fin
D2 = Booster small dorsal fin
D3 = Booster small dorsal fin
C1 = Booster large canard
C21 = Booster small canard
C3 = C2 with F1 portion removed
F1 = Canard trailing edge control surface for Cl (20% chord exposed aree)
F2 = Canard trailing edge control surface for C1 (40% chord exposed area)
F3 = Canard flap, F2 for C2 with F1 portion removed
For detailed information on the above components refer to the model component










See Data Collation Sheets for a complete list of combinations tested.
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The test program was conducted in the NSRDC 7 x 10-foot transonic wind
tunnel, which is a closed-loop, continuous flow tunnel with a Mach number
range from M.-= 0.30 to M = 1.20 at simulated altitudes from sea level.to
40,000 feet. Reynolds number can be varied between 1 x 10 and 3 x 10 per
foot by adjusting the settling chamber total pressure.
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TABLE I.. SADSAC NOMENCLATURE OF AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
SADSAC NOMENCLATUaF.
COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT NAME
BODY AXIS STABILITY AXIS WIND AXIS
CA Total Axial Force CA
CAg Base Axial Force CAB --
CAF Forebody Axial Force CAF
CD Total Drag Force - CD CDTOTL
CDB Base Drag Force _ CDB CDBASE
CDF Forebody Drag Force - CDF CDFORE
CL Lift Force - CL CL.
CN Normal Force CN
Cy Side Force CY. CY CC
CL Rolling Moment CBL CSL CWL
Cm Pitching Moment CLM CLM CPM
Cn Yawing Moment CYN CLN CULN
L/D Lift-To-Drag Force Ratio - L/D CL/CD
L/D Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio L/DF' CL/CDF
N/A Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio N/A
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This section includes a description of the data reduction accomplished
by NSRDC and by SADSAC
For SADSAC
A six-component strain gauge balance was used to measure the force and moment
data for this test (see Figure 1 for axis system orientation); four base pres-
sures were also measured but only two were used to calculate the base axial
force coefficient (CAB). Reference data utilized to reduce the measured data
to coefficient form are listed below:
Sref = Wing W1 planform area = 1.355 ft2
Iref = bref = Body B1 length = 41.436 in
The moment reference point (MRP) for all data in which B1 was tested is 31.14
inches aft of the fuselage nose, on the lateral centerline and 0.225 inch
above the vertical centerline of the model. The MRP for all date in which B2
was tested is 26.64 inches aft of the nose, on the lateral centerline, and
0.225 inch above the model vertical centerline.
Data submitted to SADSAC were CN, CA, CIM, CBL, CYN, CY, CL, CD, L/D, CAB, CAF,
BP(1), and BP(3); BP(i) and BP(3) are base pressure coefficients applicable to
base pressure tubes 1 and 3 (see Figure 4). The base axial force coefficient
(CAB) was calculated as listed below:




Al = total area of 10 nozzles at the throats = 0.0121 ft2
A2 = total area of 10 nozzles at the nozzle exits minus the total
throat area (Al)
A3 = total base area minus Al and A2
A3 = 0.1312 ft2 for high wing
A3 = 0.1372 ft2 for low wing
By SADSAC
A request for incremental effects of control deflection required additional
processing of the basic data by SADSAC. Coefficient data was obtained at
even values of angle of attack (a = -2, 0, 4, 6, 8 and 10 ) and then used
to determine the difference between the datasets, i.e. (CN) e=1 0 - (CN)6 e O
Incremental data were obtained for the following coefficients: CL, CIM, CD,
















SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
PLOTTED
CCNFIGURATION COEFFICIENT
VARIABLE CONFIGURATION CCODITIONS FIXED SCHEJULE PAGES
WNDSIZ INCIDW DINDRL WNGPOS CNDSIZ INCIDC CNDPOS
Canard Size W1V1 00 7.660 1 - 3 1 A 1-8
Canard Size WlVi O0 7.660 1 - 3 1 B 9-11
Canard Position W1V1 O0 7.660 1 C2 3° - A 12-19
Canard Position W1V1 00 7.660 1 C2 . 3 - B 20-22
Canard Incidence W1V1 0° 7.660 1 C2 - 1 A 23-30
Canard Incidence WiVI 0° .7.660 1 C2 - 1 B 31-33
Canard Size WiVl 0° 7.660 1 30 2 A 34-41
Canard Size W1V1 °0 7.660 1 - 3 2 B 42-44
Canard Position WiVl 0° 7.660 2 C2 3° - A 45-52
Canard Position W1Vi 0° 7.66° 2 C2 3° B 53-55
Canard Incidence WlVi 00 7.660 1 C2 - 2 A 56-63
Canard Incidence W1V1 00 7.660 1 C2 - 2 -B 64-66
Canard Size WiVi 3 ° 7.660 1 - 3 1 A 67-74
Canard Size W1V1 3° 7.660 1 - 3 1 B 75-77
Canard Position WlV1 30 7.660 1 C2 30 - A 78-85
Canard Position W1V1 30 7.66° 1 C2 3° - B 86-88
Canard Incidence WiVi 30 7.660 1 C2 - 1 A 89-96
Canard Incidence WiVi 30 7.660 1 C2 -1 B 97-99




VARIABLE CONFIGURATION CONDITIONS FIXED SCHEWLLE PAGES
WNDSIZ INCIDW DINDRL WNGPOS CNDSIZ INCIDC- CNDPOS-
Canard Size WiVI 30 7.660 1 - 30 2 A 100-107
Canard Size WiVi 30 7.660 1 - 30 2 B 108-ii 0
Canard Position WiVl 30 7.66° 2 C2 30 -.- A l-118- .
Canard Position W1V1 30 7.660 2 C2 3o B 119-121
Canard Incidence WlVi 30 7.660 2 2 - 2 A 122-129
Canard Incidence W1iV 30 7.660 2 C2 - 2 B 130-132
Canard Size WiVl 0° 7.660° 2 30 1 A 133-140
Canard Size W1V1 0° 7.660 2 - 3 1 B i41-143
Cahard Incidence W1V1 0° 7.660 2 02 - 1 A 144-151
Canard Incidence WiVI 00 7.660 2 C2 - 1 B 159-154
Canard Size WlV1 °o 7.66° 2 C2 3' 1 A 155-i62
Canard Size WlVl 0° 7.660 2 C2 30 1 B 163-165
Canard Incidence wivi o° 7.66° 2 C - 1 A 166-173
Canard Ihcidence WVl b ° 7.660 2 2 - 1 B 174-178
Canard Size W1V1 30 .7.660 2 - 30 1 A i77-184
Canard Size .Wivl 30 7.660 2 3 1 B 185-187
SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
(coMrINUED)
COIFIGURATION COEFFICIEtN 
VARIABLE COFIGURATION C(ODITIONS FIXED SCHEIFDULE PAGES


























































































































































.-VARIABLE CONFIGURATION CONDITIONS FIXED' SCEDULE PAGES
WNDSIZ INCIDW DINDRL WNGPOS CNDSIZ INCIDC CIDPOS
Canard Size WI 3 7.66 1 5 - A 287-294
Canard Size Wi 3 ° 7.66° 1 - 15 - B 295-297
Canard Position - Wi 30 7.66 - 1 C2 15O ..- A -29 8305
.Canard Position WI .3° 7.66° i C2 15 - B .306-308
Canard Size Wi 3° 7.66 .2 - 15 1 & 2 -A & B .309-352
:Canard Position Wi 0° & 3° 7.660 1 &-2 Cl 30 & 15° 1 & 2 A & B 35-3-440
Canard Incidence Wi 00 & 3° 7.66 .1 & 2 .C1 1& 2 A &.B -441-528
Wing Size - - 0° & 3 7.66© 1 C2 3 .& 15& 1&2 A & B .529-616
Wing Size - 0°& 3° 7.66 2 C2 3 & 15 ° 1 & 2 A & B 617-704
Wing Size - & 3° 7.66 1 Cl -30 & 150 . & 2 A & B 705-792
Wing Size - 0 & 3 7.66 ° 2 C1l 3 &.15 1 & 2 A &B 793-880












VARIABLE CCNFIGURATIIC CCNDITICIS FIXED SCHEIULE PAGES
WNDSIZ INCIDI DINErL WNGPOS CIDSIZ INCIDC CNDPOS
Wing Location {W1V1 00 7.660 - C1 30 & 150 1 & 2 A & B 1134-1221
W1V2
Wing Incidence W1V1 - 7.660 1 & 2 C1 & C2 30 & 150° 1 & 2 A & B 1310-1485
Wing Incidence W1V2 - 7.660 1 & 2 C1 & C2 30 & 150 1 & 2 A & B -1486-1661
Wing Incidence W2 - 7.660 1 & 2 C2 30 & 150 1 & 2 A & B 1662-1738
Wing Dihedral 1 0° & 30 - 1 C2 30 1 & 2 A & B 1739-1804
. V2
N2
Elevon Deflection WliV 00 7.66° 1 C2 & 30 1 A & B 1805-1848
Off
Wing Tip Rudder Deflection WV1l 0° 7.660 1 C2 & 30 1 A & B . 1849-1854
Off
Dorsal Fin jWlVl 0° 7.660 1 C2 30 1 A & B 1855-1876
lW1V2l
Canard Flap Deflection W1V1 00 7.660 1 C2 30 1 A & B 1877-1898
and Size & Off
Canard Effectiveness W1V1 00 7.660 1 C2 3° 1 A & B 1899-1964
& Off
Aileron Effectiveness WV1i 00 7.660 - 1 C2 & 3° 1 A & B 1976-2074
Off
aUNAKT DATA PCT- INDEX
~~~~....... -~~~~~~~~ - PLOTTED .·
.ONFIaURATIO1f COEFFICIENT
VARIABLE CCIGURATICN CQNDITIONS FIXED SCHEDUELE PAGES
WIDSIZ INCIDW DINDRL WNGPOS CNDSIZ INCIDC CNDPOS
Elevon Effectiveness WlMV 00 7.660 1 C2 & 3 C 2075-2090
Off
-Rudder Effectiveness . W1V 00 7.66 1 C2 & L-_3 1 D -.-. 2091-2102
Off
Canard Effectiveness WlVl 00 7.660 1 C2 30 1 E 2103-2126
Aileron Effectiveness WlV1 0 7.660 1 C2 & 3 ° 1 F R127-2180
Off




(A) CN, CA, CIM, CL, CD, L/D & CAB vs. ALPHA
--. CLCM vs. CL
.. '.~) CBL, CYN & CY vs. BETA
'., ( DCL,  DCIM, DCD & DL/D vs. ELEVTR
(D) DCYN, DCBL, DCY, DCD, DCIM, & DL/D vs. RUDDER
(E) DCL, DCI,"I(<A & DL/D vs. CAN.ARD
(F) DCYN, DCBL, DCY, DCD, DCIM & D/D. vs..AILRC 
(G) ., cx & CY vs. ALPHA
Notes:
1. Positive directions of force coefficients
moment coefficients, and angles are
Indicated by arrows.
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability












Figure 1. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and


















Note: Grit is Carborundum
All strips are 1/8" wide
To. 100 Grit







MODEL COMPONENT: BODY.- .B.I
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: M-.,j9. , tuk - b2-6... boS-c -. 9SA -''
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - Z'
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
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Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
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Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
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MODEL COMPONENT: V I
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
( b, -_ t -. . S . Le A Ch.1 4.'~ C.>




















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fbs. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B,.L. of .25 MAC
FULL-SCALE
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TABLE VIII. //;
MODEL COMPONENT:
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 4 $ 
DRAWING NUMBER: MS.C9 1)C A I' Zo 30 -1



















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
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Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC
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Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord
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TABLE X.
MODEL COMPONENT:







Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord






























Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord
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TABLE XII.
MODEl. COMPONENT: (1 -- __
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
DRAWING NUMBER: s*ezc. A ISZo I 8 -5T



















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC, inches
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC




































Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
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Root (Wling Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC, inches
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC


































































Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC, inches
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
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''TABLE XV.
MODEL COMPONENT: FI1 rvTn. QA,-ftZ C I
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
(aZj c: , 4A - ,eq .e C t -_'e_ F







Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord
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F -( r' Arl /5-RA:' MODEL COMPONENT:
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: _ _ Y A,=_., , 








Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord























MODEL COMPONENT: Z u,v 'T4 e Aj. rft-r C \
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: tBo o,~ Aw c_~. t _- .. ,. ,.,J.t9,Q
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Ratio iovable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord
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Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord

























MODEL COMPONENT: F 3
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Cc.~, f lFp4 ,
A,. . _ A . .·







Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord
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a ALPHA angle of attack, angle between the projection
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane and
the body X-axis; degrees
BETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis
and the projection of this axis on the body
X-Z-plane; degrees
Q PSI yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; degrees
PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is
rotated toward- the positive Z-axis; degrees
P air density; Kg/m3, slugs/ft3
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
V &peed of vehicle relative to surrounding
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec
q Q(PSI) dynamic pressure; 1/2PV, psi, paf
Q(PSF)
M MACH Mach number; V/a
RN/L RN/L Reynolds number per unit length; million/ft
p static pressure; psi
p total pressure; psi
CP pressure coefficient; (p-pa0 )/q
69
NCM'CL ATURE ('Continued)
Reference & C. G. Definitions
S'ADBAC
SYMBOL M DEFINITION
S wing area; m 2, ft2
Sre SREF reference area; m2, ft2
c wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference
chord; m, ft, in (see Iref or LREF)
fref LREF reference length; m, ft, in.; (see c)
bref BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft, in
Ab base area; m2 , ft2 , in2
c. g. center of gravity
MRP MRP abbreviation for moment reference point
ARMP abbreviation for moment reference point
on X-axis
YMRP abbreviation for moment reference point
on Y-axis













force or moment about the Y axis
moment about the Z axis



























CN CN normal force coefficient; FN/qS
CA CA axial force coefficient; FA/qS
CAf CAF forebody axial force coefficient; CA- CAb
Cm CIM pitching moment coefficient; My/qS Lref
CY side force coefficient; Fy/qS
Cn CYR yawing moment coefficient; M<qS bref







CL CL lift force coefficient; F JqS
CD drag force coefficient; FDqS
CDb CDB base drag coefficient
CDf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb
Cm CIM pitching moment coefficient; My, /qS lref
.CY side force coefficient; Fy/qS
On CIN yawing moment coefficient; MZ,s/qS bref
Ce CSL rolling moment coefficient; MX, /qS bref
L/D L/D lift-to-drag ratio; CL/CD





horizontal tail incidence; positive when
trailing edge down; degrees







































trailing edge to the left
trailing edge down
trailing edge down with respect
to control surface
antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees;
positive trailing edge down:
left aileron - trailing edge down
right aileron - trailing edge down
left elevon - trailing edge down
right elevon - trailing edge down
left spoiler - trailing edge down























CNDPOS CNDPOS canard vertical position (l=high, 2=low)
WNGPOS WNGPOS wing vertical position (l=high, 2=low)
i-w INCIDW wing incidence angle, positive when trailing
edge down; deg.
SW DIHDRL wing dihedral angle; deg.
ic INCIDC canard incidence angle, positive when
trailing edge down; deg.
ACL DCL incremental lift coefficient, algebraic
difference of two runs.
ACD DCD incremental drag coefficient, algebraic
difference of two runs.
ACM DCIM incremental pitching moment coefficient,
algebraic difference of two runs.
AL/D DL/D incremental lift drag ratio, algebraic
difference of two runs.
AC~ DCY incremental side force coefficient,
algebraic difference of two runs.
ACn DCYN incremental yawing moment coefficient,
algebraic difference of two runs. Body
axis system.
ACe DCBL incremental rolling moment coefficient,




A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse-
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
made up in two sections:
(a) a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
(b) a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
the above mentioned information.
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ-
izations:
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens
NSRDC Mr. D. Chadock
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog-
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
W. R. Morgan
Department 2780
Chrysler Corporation Space Division
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY,






















INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMAT7ON
3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




























-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 4 10 14 te
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIFTION INCIDC CNDFPO INCIDW
(RN212Z) Q NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC1FIFWVI 3.000 2.000 3.000
I(RHN'26) NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER B1CFIWIV 15.00 2.000oob 3.000
MA CH 0.382
WNGPFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
r _, i _ = tT ! '' I! i! · !i ' ! i ! · ·.
=== == -
_ _ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
===__====L=
__ _ x si _-_,_
>-=   ==-__ ^ S= == ==~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
== = __  = _ = __ =====~~~
_ ___ ___ . _ . . _ . _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- 4 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 I6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYHSCL




NSRC.-3110.NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFI W V






2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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-16 -1°12 -10,- - 6 '- 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
¢RN21,22) ' NSRDC-3110.MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIdVl( RN2.6) NSROC-3110,NSFC/LM$C BOOSTER BICIF Wl Vi
NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
.I A.. L. . I . I . 1
- 2 0 2 4 6
P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDoOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3.000 2.000 3.000 2.o00











LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 31-10, BETA =
-6 -4 - 2 a 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 is8
0
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 - 22. 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ON INCIDC CNDFOS' INCICW WNCPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
>OSTER BICZFlWIV1 3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000( SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
OSTER BlC2FIWVZC1 3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
OSTER BICZFIW2C1 3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 BREF 41.4360 INCHES



















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
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(R NT$ {I'i ) 
C RNZ2 i)
,RNZ25 7 ) 0
-6 -4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRCC-ZIloMSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FI Wl 
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIlWIVZDI
NSRDC-31fO,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BI9C2:FIWD/t
6 8 10 14
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS
3.000 IO 0.000 .o 1.000
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.OD
MACH
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:Kt, ALPHA. DEGREES
NCCIO C CNCFOS INCICW
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CONFIGURATCION DESCRIFTION
a 4 6 8 10 12 14




N51C-3I10.,NSFC/LSH C BOOSTER BICEFIW2D1
16
WNGPOS
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000
3.000 1.o000 0.000oo 1.000
0.381
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. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .I . - -. 3 - a











2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW
R BICZFlWlvI 3.000 1.000 0. 00
R BICZFIWlV2D1I 3.000 1.000 0.000
R BIC2FlW20I 3.000 1.0GO 0.000
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES




























































INAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0








1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES






LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
ft > * ~~~~~~~~~~. .
~~~~~~.., 1:.








-0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 O.6 0.8 1.0
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION




1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
INCIDC CNOPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 .000 0.000 1 .000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
3.00DD 1.000 D.QO 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES





























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
-~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
























































-,0 -6 G -4 -
SIDE SLIP
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-31lV,MSFC/ LMSC BOOSTER BICEFIWVI1
NSRDC-311j0,SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIV2D1
NSRDC-lN3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER 1BC2FIW01









1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
-. 040




-0o 1 4 4 6 8 10 12 14 1 S
SIDE SLIP
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
NSRDC-3110, SFC/LHSC BOOSTER 1 C2F1WIlV























































. *. I . . I .LL.. .L.
-6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW WNGFOS REF:
TER BICZFlWIVI 3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF
TER BIC2FIWIV2DI 3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 LREF















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITIJDINAI r.ARArTFPlDcTIrS. mcDnr ',tn oTA - n
lw~~~~j~ 
11F t J I I[ Ip ~I Up tj W A
I rTT r r r r r r- - - -
· I~~~~R
"00~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-A -e -, -~ 
- -
? 
. . . I- . . , . . I .i l J.l.k. .i lI' . I a~~~~~~ ~~~l , J
U 2 4 I 6 to 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. lFGRFFE
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION


































































































2 4 6 8 10 22 14 16 18
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA,. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS
rR B1C2FWlVIV 15.000 1.00o 0.000 1.000 S
R BICZFlWl.V2CDI 15. 1000 0.000 1.000 Ll





















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA
i
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
B5 ____ 2=- __- 9 . - -.
-- ____ _ ___ __ _ _ __
0 - - - - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
-. - 6 - 4 - 2 O 2 4 6 8 10 .12 14









I~~~ I ... .. . .I[~ 
9
16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
I.OO00 SREF I.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
1.000 BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRP 31.1400 INCHEs
YHRP .0.000 INCHES











































-10 -s -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES




HACH 0.379 SCALE 1.5000 PERCNT
PAGE 543
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
i f ! r ! ! i ! i i i F '. ! · ~ i ! w i i ! i ' :
B~~~~~...'. 
-- -- - - -- - - - -- - - -- -~~~~~~~, 
"- ' "- ~ i ' ---- 
41-11 X X ;X0 F- 44~~;,~
XT TWI
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s - - - - - # - / - - - - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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-4 - 2 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26











INCICC CNDOOS INCIOW WN&POS REF
15.000 1.ODO 0.000 1.000 SREF
15.000 1.000 0.00 1.000 LREF


























































2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNDFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
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2 .4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1a
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA: DEGREES
INCICt CNCFOS INCIDW WNGFOS
R BIC2FI1WIV 15.OO0 1.000 0.000 1.000 SR
R BICZFIWIV201 15.000 i.ODO 0.000 1.000 LR















































( RN205 ) 
RNZIZ 9-7 )









15 .DO 1 .000 0.000
1 5.000 1.000 0.000
15.000 . 1.CO 0.000
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES















- 2. 0 2 4






6 10 :12 14 1:
WNCPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.ODD LREF 41.4360 INCHES
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- -6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
FITION INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW
C eoosrER BICZF1I W VI 15.000 1.000 0.000
C BOOSTER B1C2FIWIV2D1 15.000 1.000 0.000
C BOOSTER B1CZF1W2DCI 15.000 1.000 0.000
14 ]16
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMA TION
1.OOU SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES




















































- 2 a 2 4 6
ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCICW
15'. 00 1 .000 0.0OO
15.000 1.000 0. 000
15.000 l.DOD 0.000
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF .41.4360 INCHES






























































2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGRE
INCIDC CNDFO$ INCIC
R B1 CFI W VI 3.000 1.000 3.0C
R 81C2FIWlVZ01 3.000 1.000 3.00
R BIC2FIWDO1 3.OOD 1.0DO 3.00
J6
ES
CW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
aO 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
D0 1.000 LRE.F 41.4360 INCHES






















TUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSROC 3110. BETA = 0
I
6 - - 0 2 4 6 8 tl 12
I
14 16 s18 20




















































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0













6 8 t2 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNOFOS INCIDW
R BIC2FIFWlV1 3.000 1.000 3.000
R BICZFIWIV2C1 3.000 1.000 3.000









1.00D SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
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ANGLE OF. ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNCFOS INCIDW
NSROC-3110,]MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWI¥V1 3.000 1.000 3.000
NSRCC-311f0.MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlC2FIWUIVZI 3.000 i.ODL 3.000



























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIOW WNGPOS
TER lCZFI WIVI

























































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSo NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
e~~~ _- -_ _--_7; \ _ _
r
4, _ '_
4 .-- - -__ __ _____ ___ _
, .. . " _ _,
., / .... .
S
4 ___ _____ ___ __ ___
I~~~~~I_
I
- 8 - 4 222 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1B 20 22 24 26











lNCIDC CNCFOS INCIDW WNG°OS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
3,000 i.OOO 3.000 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
























































2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS
R BICZFIWl VI 3.000 I V0 3.000 1.000D
R BICZFIWIV2CD 3.000 1.000 3.000 1.000










LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
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I















IINCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS
3,000 1.000 3.000 .000
3.000 1. 000 3.000 1.000









































LMSC/MSFC  BOOSTER STUY., LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA O DEGREES
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0 2 4 6











8 10 12 14 16
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES






















-R STUDY. LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC






I J t t1 i L I J * _ t ~ I I I t I I l l
-6 - 4 -2 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
TION INCIOC CNDFOS INCIDW
BOOSTER BICZFIWIV1 3.000 j1.00 3.000
BOOSTER BICZFIWIV2DI - 3.000 1.000 3.000
BOOSTER BICZFlWZDI. 3.000 1.000 3.000
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES











a 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
N INCIDC CNDPOS INCICD WNGPOS
STER BICFIlWIVI 15.000 1 .000 3.000 1 .OOU S
5TER BIC2FI Wl VZC1 15.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 L



























































1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES




SCALE 1.5000 FERCNTMACH 0.381
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0 2 4 6
I
aO 1s 14








INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGP5O
15.000 1.000 3.000 1 .000 SREF
15 .000 1.000 3.000 1.000 LREF
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSROC 3110. BETA = 0
.............. ~ .........-- .....--. ewv- .. w.-wv w..w- ---- .... .vif ~tt Isl )~i llw liw EJ'i i~w ~"if wBi"' w~i Ill wJl ~ E i~l f'Ii
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. 4. I .. . .. . . . . .. -i I . . . I iL I. . .!.· i I I I .J- 4 v. L._ 
4 10 14 1[6 '8 20 24 266
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSCC-110,4NMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CEFIWI¥1
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14 16 18 0o 22 Z4 26































YMRP . .0000 INCHES
ZMRP 0.2250 INCHES
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110' BETA O0
F--4-- -- -. K -
- - ___ - , -- - 2
I 
_- _-.-- - - -- - - - --- =-
- -6 -4 - 2 0 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 is to Z2 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET sY4¶3OL
( AN2.29 ) L
I(RN22 '9 ) C
NA CH
CCONFIGUATION DESCEIPTION
















































































2 4 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGF
INCIDC CNOPOS IN
R BIC2FIWIV1 15.000 1.000 3
R BIC2FIWIV2DI 15.000 1.000 3








CI.DW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
.000 1.000 LREF 41.436D INCHES




SCALE i .500D PERCNT
PAGE 568
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY,. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDo 3110, BETA =
i !
IJ I * [
- 6
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA
.o0 r
-=
_ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ ____ :
- *OD --- _· * --- *II _ j . . . . . . . LG _ 
-0,6 -0.4 -D02 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
DATA 5ET SYHSOL
(RN2037) 
















WN GPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
1.000 BREF 41 .4360 INCHES
XMRP 31.1400 INCHES
YNRF 0.0000 INCHES
ZMRP - 0.2550 INCHES


















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
Tl. .l] .l. llT . . , ..
I
I* . . l' - tl
I
I I I r ' l [,t* 
_= - \ S= _= =e 
_ _~~~~~~~.- 
- = L:- N S == = = D L =_ ^~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Ii
-14 -l2
-10 Bo 4 0 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNz0SB) Q NSRDC-31101MSFC/LMSC BOIOS






INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15.000 1.000 3.000 .D000
15.000 1.000 3.000 1.000
15,000 1.000 3.000 1.000


































































I RN2l3f ) 
(RNZ230D) 
MACH







- 2 0 2 4
ANGLE, BETA. DEG
INCIDC CNDPOS





INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 .1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
3.000 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
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2 4 6 0 10 12 14 16 ie 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R B1C2FIWIVI 3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
R BIC2FIWlV2CI 3.000 2.000 0.000 I.000 LREF. .41.4360 INCHES















-. 20 - . - --
-10 - a - 6 - 4
f. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET Sy'PCL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN0D09) Q NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWlVI
(RN2201) NSRCC-3I1O.MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZF!WIV2Dl
(PNPE265 ) ( NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CZFlW2DI
HACH 0.381
INCIOC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES



















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
*{~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ i
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2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW
R BICZFiWIVl - 3.000 2.000 0.000
R BICZFIWIV2CI 3.000 Z.000 0.000
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II_ 
. I I II I ELLi ___
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4 - 2 0 2 - 4
ANGLE OF A
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION .
NSRrC-31.1i SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BJC2FIILIVI
NSRCC-3110, !SFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2F1WIVZD 1
NSRDC-3110iMSFC/LHSC BOOST£R B1C2FIW2DI

















1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES






LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA =
~tlmmd*l Ol,*mll~mJtf Ill ill tit ill !.! .li* ll* ~Jl ~.J ill '~4
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2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
IN4CICC CNCFOS INCICW
TER BIC2FIWIV1 3.000 2.000 0.000
ITER BlC2FI WlV2C1 3.000 2.000 0.000
TER BlC2FlWICI 3.000 2.000 0.000
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 :SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES


























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2F W VI 3.000 2.000 0.000
NSRCC-31SO,MSFC/LMSC 00OSTER BICZFIWIVZO1 3.000 2.000 0.000
NSRDC-3120,HSFC/LM$C BOOSTER B1CZFIW2D1 3.000 2.000 0.000
0. 38i
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT-.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
















- -. 20 
-0.6
;~~~~~, . ,, , ....
teY t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t I~~~~~~~~.









DATA .SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICO DESCRI:FTICON
(RNZO0S9) NSRDC-3J1D,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FlWIVI
(RN2201) U NSRDC-3110HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BtCZFIlWlVCI













1.2 1.4 1.6 1.6 2.0
DW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
00' 1. 000 SREF 1.3550 SC.FT.
00 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES


















































-14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 -
SIDE SLIP
L CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
NSR0C-3110,l SFC/LNSC BOOSTER B1CZFIWlVl
NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICZFIWI VZDC
NSRDC-311JMHSFC/LNSC OOSTER BIC2F1W2DI




15 .000 2.000 0.000
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NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER B1C2FlW1 l
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICFIW1 VZC1
NSRDC-311D,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2VI
0.3o2





3. OO 2.000 0.000
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES






























-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW
TER IC2FIWI V1 3.000 2.000 0.000
TER BICC2FIW1V2CI 15.000 2.000 0.000
TER BlC2FlW2C1 3.000 2.000 0.000
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41 .4360 INCHES






















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOC
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FIWIVI 15.000 2.000 0.000 1.0OD
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CZFIWIV2I0 15.000 2.013 0.000 1.000
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2 4 6 8 10o 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCICDW WNC
NR 81C2FtWI V 15.000 z.000 O.CO 1.
R 1BC2FIWIV2C1 15.O00 Z.000 0.000 1.
fR BiCZFIW2D1 15.000 2.000 0.000 1.
0.382
18 20 22 24 26
GFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
001L SREF 1.3555 SQ.FT.
.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES






























































a - 6 - 4
- 2 D 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION




INCIDC CNCFPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFE
15.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF
15.000 2.000 0.000 1.00D LREF
















































1 JL LL..I...I...I...I...I... 
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNG
R BiC2FI WI VI 5.000 2.000 0.000 1.
R BDC2FIWIV201 15.000 2.000 0.o00 1.
R BIC2FI1W21 15.000 2.000 0.000 1.
PFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
¢ RNS2013) t ) NSRDC-3110 NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER SICFIlWIVI
(RN2205) I§ NSRDC-3110GMSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2DI
(IN2269 ) 0 NSRCC-311OM.SFC/LMSC BOOSTER IC2FIW2D1
HACH 0.382
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
15.D00 2.00D 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
15.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
15.000 .000 O.COO 1OCDO REF 41.4360 INCHES
XHRP 31 .1400 INCHES























IRN.0I 3 ) 
(RN2269) O
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3I11 MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BlCZFlWIVI 15.000 2.000 0.000
NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CZFIWIlV20 15.000 Z.OO0 0.000
NSROC-3110,MSFCiLMSC BOOSTER BICEFIW2CD 15.000 2.000 0.000
0.382
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES















-r0 - e - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZOI3) I NSRCC-3110G,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER S1C2FIWIV1
(RN26i5) NSROCC-311OMISFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2DI(RN22069 0 NSR0C-311D.NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FWZlDI
MACH 0.382
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFOhHATION
15.000 2.000 O.ODO 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT:
15.000 2.000 0.000 1 .000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES






















CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FIWIVI 15.000 Z.000 0.L.0 1.000 REFS 1.3550 SQ.FT.
NSROC-3110iSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWlV2DI 15.000 2.000 0.0 00 1 .000 REFL 41.4360 INCHES




0.352 SCALE 1.5000 PERCNT
PAGE
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY., LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
-14 -12 -10 - e - 6 - 4 - 2
I
I 2 4 5 10 12 14 16
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
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2 4 6 8 la 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW
R BIC2FIWIVI 3.000 Z.000 3.000
R BlC2FI W V2C1 3.000 2.000 3.000







20 22 24 26
YGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 SREF 1.3550 S5.FT.
.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES







. j. ... T X











- - - - 2
rUOY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = O
0 a 4 6 8 0o 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK 9 ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL
IRN041 E ) 





NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC 80OOSTER BICFIWIV2DI1
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWZDI
0.380
INCIDC CNDPOS INCZOW WNGPOS
3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF
3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 LREF












































-0.6'*_ 20 B2 24 26









2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCJDC CNDPOS ZNCIOW WNGFOS
R BICZFI WI Vl 3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000
R BICFI WI V2D 3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000



































.00 b - -. 6 - 4 -. ..









-10 - 6 - 6 - 4 - t 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
IRN2041) Q NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
(RN2Z33) NSRDC-3I110 MSFC/LSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2DI
(RN293) O NSRDC-S110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2DI
MACH 0.380





3.000 2. 00 3. G000
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.0GO SREF 1.3550 SC.FT.
.1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
























DATA SET StH JL
(RN2041 ) R







2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCICW WNG
R BICZFI W V 3.000 2.000 3,000 1.
R BIC2FIWIVZDI 3.000 2.000 3.000 1..
R BIC2FIW21O 3.000 P2,00 .3.000 1.i
POS REFERENCE INFORMATION
O000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES

















(RN2045 )( RN2233) 
(RN2293) O
MA CH
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6 -14 -1 - - -
-. 1
C:
4 -. 01 :-
-I1 -14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET tYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNI204) Q NSRDC-3110.MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWlVI
(RN2234) NSRC-3S110 SFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVC2D
IRNNZ9¢) CO NSROC-3II(OIMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWZDI
MtA CH
- L, 2 4 6 6
ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS
3.000 2.000 3.000 1 .000OD
3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000
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1.00D SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES















































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26









INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS
15.00D 2.000 3.000 1.000
15 .OO 2.000 3.000 1.000


































0 -6 -4 - 2 0
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 31
-6 -4 -2. 0 2 4 6 8 10
IO, BETA = 0






ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA,. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCICC CNDP05 INCICW
NSRCC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI 15.D00 2.000D 3.D00
.NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIlWIVC1 15.0G 2 .000 3.000
NSRDC-311ON,SFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CZFIWZDI 15.000 2.000 3.000
0.382
WNGPFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.0UO LREF 41.4360 INCHES
1 .000 BREF 41.4350 INCHES





















































I RNZ237 ) 
( RN1229 7 ) 
MACH
l














ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
HSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCFZFIWVI 15.000 2.000 3.000NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICEFIWIV2C1 15.900 2.000 3.00D
NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2ZC 15.000 2.000 3.000
0. 62
PAGE 609
al - b - 4
r
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA =o
= T .. .
f. .












o 2 4 6 a8 0 12 14






















































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
I ·~~~~_
i 1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'
F I I I I I r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~h I I ~~~~~I I I 















NDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 3.DD I.ODD0 SREF 1.5550 SQ.FT
2.000 3.000 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHE





































-10 0 2 4 6 8 la 1Z 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
_L C-~~~~~L_~. I . . . .. a - . . . I . I - . . I I . I . . I . . I . . I - . .
. .. . . . . . .
- n - A - AI - 4-
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-33110,MFC/LHSC BOOSTE B1XCFIWIVI 1*5.000 2.000 3.000
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICgFIW1VZD1 15.000 2.000 3.000
NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER I1CgFIWZD1 15.000 2.000 3.000.
0.362tZ
WN5POS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1 .3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES















































































LREF 41 .4360 INCHES
BREF 41 .4360 INCHES
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I I I I
-8 -- ' 4 -4 - . 0 2 6 8 10 12 14 16
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-14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4
SIDE SLIP
L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCZFlWl VI
NSRDC-311D,M HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZF1Wl V21
NSRDC-3110, SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWZD1
























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LATERAL
.95 Lt I ' - I ' ' 1 1 . . . I - v - ' I * 















J k J .1 J. !L . 1 1
-12 -10 - 6 - 6 -4 - 2 a a 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION









1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES





































6 8 10 12 14 $6
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNDFOS INCICW WNG
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.
























CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN207) Q NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOST
(RNZ209) 1 NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTI
NACH 0.382
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIOW WNGPFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
ER BIC2FIWIVI 3.000 1.0O0 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



















a -6 -4 - 2
I
0
IC I l IS. B I. L. 14... ,16 IB. I 22 I .. 2C B 2 aJ 12 14 6 is 20 22 S4 ' 6
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTION INCICC CNDFOS INCIDW
NSRDC-312D,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICEFIWIV1 3.000 1.000 0.000
































IMCr/MSFr RAPIRTF.P CTIIY. I1NfITIIlINAI rC'ARATFRlC: TIr'. NcRlnr 111n. RFTA = n
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
. _. z_
. _ o... · .
to - 8 6 - 4 2 0 2 6 0 t0 t2 t4 t *e 20 2 24 2







NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BZC2FWI lV2DI
0.382
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3,.0DD 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF
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a -6 -4 - 0 2 4 6 10 12 14 I6 18 20 e2
_4 36
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
NSRCC-3110oNSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BlC2FI WI V
NSRDC-3110.MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVZDI
0.382
INCIDC CNFPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF .1.3550 SQ. FT.








































6 8 10 12 14 16
ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES
18 20 22 24 26
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.0I0 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
IPTION INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS
SC BOOSTER BICZFIWS VI 3.00D 1.0D00 0.000 2.000
SC BOOSTER BICZF1WIV201D 3.000 1.000 0.DO0 Z.000
0.382
I0. BETA: 0
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-.-'"o2% -0.4 .- 0.2 OD 0°2 0.4
LIF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RN2017) D NSRDC-3110 NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FI1WVI
(RN2209) NS.qC-31 ,.HMSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWlVZCI
MACH 0.362
T COEFFICIENT, CL
INCICC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.









































Z.OOO .SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURAATION DESCRIPT1ON INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC 'BOOSTER BIC2FIWlVI 3.000 1.000 0.000
NSRDC-3110. SFC/LMSC BOOSTER. BIC2FlWlV21 3.000 1 . 00 0.000
MA CH
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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a -6 -4 -2
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTI
1 1 I
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
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-'0o -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYM4OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZO21) Q NSRDC-31SOIMSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI-
(RNS221) £ NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2DI









2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES











2 4 6 B 10 12 14 16 is 20 *22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
TER BlC2FlWIVl 15.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1 .3510 SQ.FT.TER BIC2FIWIVZOI 15.000 1.000 .D000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES









































ANGLE OF ATTACK., ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 8IC2FIWlVI 15.000 1.000 0.000
NSROC-3110MHSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2DI 15.000 1.000 0.000
NSROC-3110HMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2DI 15.000 - .000 0.000
D.362
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES































2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCICW
tER BICZFIWlVI 15.000 1.000 0.000
TER IBCZFIWlVZCI 15.000 1.000 0.000
TER 81 C2fI WEol 15.000 1.000 0.000
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.uoo SREF 1.3550 o.FTr.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
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15.000 1.OOU 0.00. 2.000DO
15.000 1.OD 0.000 2.000



















































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
-12 -10 -8 6 -4 -
I
£ 6 10 1 2 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION




INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.0O0 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
15.000 1.000 0.o00 2.000DO LREF 41.4360 INCHES





























































SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW
NSRDC-3J110,SFC/ LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FIWIV1 15.000 1.000 0.000
NSRDC-3110,J MFC'LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIW1VZDI 15.000 1.000 0.000
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWZDI 15.000 1.000 0.000
0.381
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41 .4360 INCHES

























L4 -IZ -10 - -6 - 4 - 0 42 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCICC CNDPOS INCICW
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOO8S1ER 1CZFI WlVl 15.000 1.0 00 0.000
NSRCC-311r',MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2DI 15.000 1.000 0.000
NSRDC-11DOHSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2DI 15.000 1.000 0.000
0.351
NSRDC 3110,- ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES












3.ODB I .000 3.0003.000 1.000 3.000
3.000 I.000 3.000
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
2.000 BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XHRP 31.1400 INCHES
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES





























JrUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
........... T .. ................. T -
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NSRDC-311, MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2DI
I .1 I :







20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES






























t--o 0.3 I .0.0 .P.
.1 -so - - 6 -4 -2 a0 2 4 6 8 1a 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RN2049) NSRDC-311D)HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI 3.o000 1.00, 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.355D SQ.FT.
¢RN 241) NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2DI 3.000 1.000:' 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES

























NSRDC-311D0,SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2Fl WIVI
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIV2DI





3.000 1.0 D 3.000
3.000 1.000 3.000
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.0O0 SREF 1.'550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION INCICC CNDFOS INCICW WNGFOS
NSRDC-110,IMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIW2VI 3.000 1.000 3.000 2.000
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIlWIV2D 3.000 1.000 3.000 2.000
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSROr 3110, BETA-- 0
..e I l } I I L I I · ! I ! , 1 I I I r I ! I I I · I I . I . I · ! I I I I V I ' ! · ! 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPFTION INCIDC CNOFOS INCICW
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFlWZVI 3.000 1.00G 3.000
NSROC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2D1 3.0 000 3.000
NSRDC-311I0,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2C1 3.000 .0D0 3.G00
0.382
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
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-1L - -6 -4 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES








































































LL -. -oo ' 
-.010
- i6 .01 -r; -i0 - - - 6 - 4
(RNC50) O NSRDC-SZIDtHSFC/LNS C BOOSTER -1CZF W--
MACH 0.381
ANGLE, BETA. OEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.00D 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
3.000 1.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
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2 0 2 4 6 8
ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS
3.000 1.000 3.000 2.D00
3.000 1.000 3.000 2.000
3.000 1.000 3.000 - .000
0.381










LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA =
A
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
ON INCIDC CNCFOS INCICW
OSTER BIC2FIWIVI 15.000 1.OoD 3.000
OSTER SBC2F1WIV2D1 15.000 1.000 3.000







18 20 22 24
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
_ _L 
2 4 8
,. ... , .. ..
10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
























2.003 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
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2 4 6 6 o0 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW
R B1C2FlW VI 15.00D 1.000 3.000
R BIC2FIWIV201 15.000 1.000 3.000
R BIC2FIW2CI 15.000 1.000 3.000
0.381
16 1S 20 22 24 Z6
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
. . , , r , ,T ,T , T , r . - . V .r .T . T . - . . . . . . . .,. . . .,...,,I
, ....
4 




-so -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 lo 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
ANGLE OF ATTACKt ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCICC CNCFPOS INCICDW WNGOS REFERENCE INFORMATIOI
(RNZO53) a NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIW1VI 15.000 1.00G 3.000 ZO.GO SREF 1.3550 SQ.
(RN245 ) NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FSWIVZOI 15.000 1.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INC




























-0o -6 - 6 - 4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
¢RN2053) NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
(RN2245) NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2GI
(RN230S5 O NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FIW2DI
MACH 0.301
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNOPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE' INFORMATION
1.5 000 1.0O 3D.0OD 2.O0D SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
15.000 I.DOO 3.0DU 2.00 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
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. _ _ . _ __~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-0..6 -0.4 -D.2 0.0 0.2 0
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlC2FIW
NSRDC-3110 ,SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZF1W
NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW
.4 0.6 0.s 1.0 1.;
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
INCIOC CNDFOS INCIDW
dIVI 15.00 1.000 3.000
lVICl 15.000 1.000 3.000
12C1 15.000 I.0O 3.000
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-18 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4
SIDE SLIP
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
NSRDC-311 ,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FIWI V
NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV21I
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER 31BCFIW2CI


































































-12 -Io - s
ONFICURATION DESCRIFTION
-6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6








15.000 1.000 3.000 2.000 SREF
15.000 1.000 3.000 2.000 LREF
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CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDpOS INCICW4 WNGPOS
R BICZF'lW1VI 15.000o 1.000 3.000 .LGOO
R BICSFIWIV2DI 15.OD 1.DOD 3.000 e.00o





































2 4 6 S o10 l2 14 16 16 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERI
R 81C2FIWIVI 3.000 2.000 0.000 2.D00 SREF
R BIC2FIWIV2CI 3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 LREF


















2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW
NR BIC2FIWIV1 3.000 2.000 0.000
NR BICZF1WIV201 3.000 2.000 o.000



































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
iW i w . . . . . . . s! w ' iw . wB . . W . ." W ,, , !. ,, V: I , , ,, ,, Vf ! * !
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o 2 4 6 S 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ON INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW
OSTER BIC2FIWIV1 3,000 2.000 0.000
OSTER BIC2FIWIV2D1 3.000 2.000 0.000









































































- 6 - 4 0 4 8 10
I _. A ._ -
I2 14 16 18 20
=0
24 26






INCIOC CNDPFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMHATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
3.000 2.000 0.00D 2.o00 LREF 41.4560 ' INCHES






LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA
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BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS
NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlC2FIWIVI 3.000 2.000 0.000 2.L00
NSRCC-3110,IMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVV2I 3.OD 2.000 0.000 2.000











ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFICURATION D ESCRIFTIOCI INCICC CNDFOS INCIDW
NSRCC-31110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BSC2FIl/1V1 3.000 2.000 0.00O
NSRCC-3110,NSFC/LHSC BOCSTER BIC2FII2D1 3.000oo 2.000 0.000
NSRGC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER DICZFlibZD 3.000 2.000 0.001
NSROC 3110. BETA = 0
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
















































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FWVlV1 3.000 2.000 0.000
NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FlWIV2CI 3.000 2.000 0.000
NSROC-31I0,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2DI 3.000 2.O00 0.000
0.382
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
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INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNOFOS
3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000
3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000







































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
C''~ '''I''',, T ! '' m"' ''I''''!! ·! !·! !m ·!




-10 a 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6























































































LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
-.3 .0.. ==== =-=='
-. 040 - J *
-- 0 6 -14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW
(RN2026) B NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BlC2FlWlV1 3.000 2.000 0.O0D
(RN2218) a NSROC-3110,NSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWlV2C1 3.000 2.000 0.000
(RN2z78) 0 NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2zI 3.000 2.000 0.000
MACN 0.381
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SC.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
























BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACiERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALI
>- -
.05








-16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 -4
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RN2DZ6) NSRDC-3JIOMNSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI
(RN22)8} NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2ZI
(RN2278 ) O NSRCC-3110MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICFIWZD1I
MA CH







6 10 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES






LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
L~~~- f-
/ e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*
b' ... b' '1------ vff-f--
to 14 16 18 20 22 24
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYI4OL
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
.,i t IrT w ryy f w r , I '. ., I w"n "T ,, i r . .' w ill ir ~ t t !I[ i
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( RNZ 2Z ) R
( RN2261 ) 0
MA CH





0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ON INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3STER BC2FIWlVlI 15.000 2.D00 0.D00 2.000
OSTER BICZFIWIV2I1 15.000 2.000 0.000 2.000
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WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES




SCALE I .5000 PERCNT
2 4 6 e8 0 o 12 14













































































NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RHN2129) R NSRCC-31D, MSFC/LMSC 8OOSTER BICFIWIVIl
IRN2221 ) NSRDC-3110MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BiC2F2WIV2D1
(RNS221 ) O NSRCC-3110.FSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 0IC2FIW2OD
A CH 0.381
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
155.0o 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 S.FT.
15 .000 2.000 0.000 2.0D LREF 41.4360 INCHES







































2.000 SREF 1.5550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES







.2 tor r T R 
.1D
.10

























































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN20301 Q NSRDC-3110 ,SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWlVI
CRN222E) £1 NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlC2FlWIVZD1
(RN228'z) NSRDC-3110iHSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FlW2D1
NACH 0.361
INCIOC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15 000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
15.000D 2.000 0.O00 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES






LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS,





















ffiN a2Z ) O
(RNZZSZ) 0
-14 -12 -10 - B - 6 - 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFI GURAfTON DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDFOS INCILw
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BC2FFIWIVI 15.D00 2.000 0.000
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2OI 15.000 2.000 0.o00
NSRDC-3l10,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FlW2D1 15.000 2.000 0.000
MACH
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES






LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES














2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.Fr.
2.0OD LREF 41.4360 INCHES
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NSRCC 3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER i
NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTEI





ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW
R BIC2FIWIVl 3.000 2.000 3.000
BIC2FWI V2DI 3.000 2.000 3.000













i~ 11 ii ii il l I l a l II A. II I I Il, II I I I I I
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlC2F WI VI
NSRDC 3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIV2DI
0 NSRDC-31O0,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2CI
MA CH 0.380
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
3.0000 2.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES

























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSo NSRDC 31!Oi BETA 0
-r , -r , I J , ] 1- 'r' ', * , , , · * , , , ,1 ~ rr , '. "*, ,t *' ,-- . _ _ _ _ , , ,
] ]
a z ~~~~~~~~....
...... c f _ _ _ ~-- .. 
_ _ ~
- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
O30L CONFIGURATICON DESCRIFTION
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER ElCIFIWIV l
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFIWlVI
CH






16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.































( RN20S97 )(RN21 01 R
MA
--- L
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS° NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
_L __ : , '--/ , _ .... 
r 0 __WCT_ 











15 .000 1.00 
0. 83
INCLDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


























-10 - a -6 ' 4 -2
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0





















_ _. _ i a r , . _~~~/
_ _ _ . ._. _ __ \~~~~~.
CONFIGCURATION CESCRIFTION
NSRDC-3110.MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
NSRDC 3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER
NSRCC-311 .HSFC/LHSC BOOSTE
2 4 6 6 l0 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW
R BIC2FIWIV1 3.000 2.000 3.000
BICFI WIVZCI1 3.000 2.000 3.000


























































- 8- A6 -4 -. . 4
-10 - B -6 -4 -2 a 2 4
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(RNz207) NSRCC-3110 MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BLCZFIlWIV
(RN224 9) NSRCC 3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIV2VI
(RN2309) 0 NSRCC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICBFIWzCI
MACH








2.000 SREF 1.3550 SS.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES















-10 -6 -4 -2 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(RN2s57) n NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI
(RN2 49 j NSRDC 3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlC2FIWIV2DI
(RN2309) O NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICSFIW2DI
MACH 0.360
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.00 O . COO 3.0G0 2.000 SREF 1.3550 S. FT.
3.000 2.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
3.0GG 2.005 3.000 2.000 BREF 41.4360 INCHES
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1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DCESCRIFTION INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-31I0,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FSWIV1 3.000 2.000 3.000
NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FIWIV2DI 3.000 2.000 3.000
NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlC2FIW2bl 3.000 2.000 3.000
0.379
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES

























































L -. 000 
- .00 o
16













2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES













LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS,
.S r - I, . I -, , , w Ii . I I I I I ' . 1 . i ' 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA-. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTICN INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
NSRCC-'311i,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIlIVI 3.000 2.000 3.000 2.000
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWZ1VZO 3.000 2.000 3.000 2.000





































FUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
I B4 10 12 14 16 22 24




































































(RN231 3 ) 0
i L,-,
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
- 4 2 4 10 12 14 16 i8 20 22 24 26











INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNCGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.0DD 2.000 3.000 2.OOG SREF 1.3550 S6.FT.
15.000 2.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES








































2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFPOS
R B1C2FIW IV 15.000 2.000 3.000 2.000 S
R 81C2FIWiV2DI 15.000 2.000 3.000 2.000 Li
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4 - 2 0 2 4 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRFPTICO INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI - 15.0 .0.00 3.000 2.oo0 SREF 1.3550 Sa.FT.
NSRCC-311 ,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FlWlV2D1 15.000 2.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA
0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14
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4 6 B 10 12 14
OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
WlV1 15.000 2.0D0 3.000
WlV2C1 15.000 2.000 3.00b
WD01 15.000 2.D00 3.000



















































a -6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
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-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4
LIF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CRNZ061I ) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BC2FI WI V
(RNZ253) B NSRDC-31i0,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 81C2FlWIV2CI
(RN2313) O NSRDC-31l0,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2DI
MACH 0.385
CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC
0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 i.B 2.0
T COEFFICIENT. CL
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 3.0.00 0 000 SREF 1.3550 SOQ.FT.
15.0 300 2.000 . 00 2.000 LFEF 41.4360 INCHES
15.000 2.000 3.000 2.000 BREF 41.4360 INCHES






































15.000 0 2.00 3.000
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES



















































-6 -2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,. BETA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCICW
R BSC2FLWIVI 15.000 2.000 3.000
R BIC2FlWIVEOl 15.000 2.000 3.000
:R B1C2F1W20D 15.000 2.000 3.000
14 16
WNGCFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES




















6 - 4 -
SIDE SLIP
CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-30IDMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2F1 WIVI
NSRDC-311,MSFC/ LMS(: BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVZDI
NSRDC-SIO.NMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlC2FIW2DI
0.381







2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
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8 0 2 4 6
ANGLE OF ATT
I
8 10 12 14 16
ACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNCPOS INCIDW WNCFOS
3.000 I.00D 0.000 1.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFoS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRDC-3110,SFC/LHSC B00OSTER BICtFIWIVI 3.000 . 00D 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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L
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0








( RNZO6 ) 
( RHN21 29)
HACH
6 -4 - 4 6- 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFlWIVI 3.000 /1.O0 0.000
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFlWIVCDI 3.D0 1.000 0.000
0.381
16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1 .D0 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES




























-1o. - - - 2 4
I-
-- 0.o4 
--10'~ -8 e -- 6 -4 -2 2ANGLE 4
ANGLE OF I
DATA SET 5YMHCL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2065J h NSRCC-3311MHSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlVI
(~RNzI9) 2 NSRLC-31iO.MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BlClFIWlV2Oc
.A CH
6 8 10 12 14
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCICW
3.0G I .OO 00 . O0D
3.005 1.000 0.000
0.381
16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1. 550 SQ.FT.
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ANGLE OF ATT
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
































































* . I , , . I ._. .... _ I iL . . I .
2 4 6 8. 1d 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFOS INCICW WNG
R SICIFI WIV 3.000 1.0IO 0,000 1.
NR BlCIFIWIVCI1 3.000 1.000 0.000 1.
GFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
00G SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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''' '''I''' ''''I''' ''' ''' ''' ''' ' '' ''' ''' '''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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F 
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: : :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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,S · .
I
-0.4 -S.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0








INCICC CN9POS INCICW WNGPOS
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INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.00O 1.000 SREF $.3ss5 Sa.FT.







































































4 -2 a 2 .4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW
.R BICIFl W VI 3.000 1.000 0. O0
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-10 -14 -12 -10 - - a -4
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZ066;) NSRDC-3110,MSfC/LNMC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
I(RZ130) 1 NSRDC-311D,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFC WIVzDI
MA CH







1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


























L1 <- 1- f- --
...
, .x
" . . " ..  . . . . . . , .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_
-_ - 4 - a 0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOf DESCRIPTION R
(RN2069) Q NfSRDC-311DNSFC/LMSC BOOSTER SICIFIWIV1
(RN2335) NSRDC-ZI1 1,SFC/LNSC 1O05STER 0iC1FIWIV2DI
MACH 0.31I
2. a 6 8 .1 .2 , s4 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNOPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
18
15.000 t1.00 0,000 1 .000 SREF











































































WNGPOS - REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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-8 -6 - -g 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16




INCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW WNGPCS
15.00 D .OD 0.000 1.ODD
I5.0DO 1.000 0.000 1.000
0.381
REFERENCE INFOHaTrION
SREF 1.3550 S. FT.
LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 4. .4360 INCHES
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NSRDC-31J10NSFC/PI SC BOOSTER BlCIFIWIV2Dl
6 a 10 12 14 16 1s
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
15. 000 1 000 0.000




1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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16 18 20 2e 24
INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.DO0 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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NSRDC-3110 NSFC/LHSC BOOSTER 1ICIFI WIVI
NSRDC-311O,MSFC/LHMC BOOSTER BICIFW:VZODI
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNH
15.000 1.000 O.,OO 1.
15.000 1.000 0. Oo I.
0.301
.000 EREF 1.5550 6Q.FT.
.000 LREF 41i .4360 INCHES
BREF 41t .4360 INCHES
XNRP 31 .1400 INCHES
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES
ZMRP O.25 0 INCHES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCI:C - CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI 15.DOO 1.000 ;0.00
NRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BiClFIWIV2I. l:.ODO l.bOD D.00DD
0.581
WNGPOS REFERENCE [NFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 S5.FT.






























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 
l-1-,-- --- r- -I-- - -v-r-r- -i--v- v-i v--- -i--- rv-- -v--- - 1n- I-1 - lwwl 
! ' i' ~ i !-- 1-
! 3 ! ! !_"I i I. I' :' i ! ff ___K- _ _ _ _ _F _________ __________________ _____ __ ________ _______________
\~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ....--- s
--- - Bs - - - - - - - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-.- - - - -
-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 e 1.0 2 .e
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
DATA SET fBYCOL CONFIrGRATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
(RN2069) Q NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1ClF1UIVI 15.000 1.00D 0.000
(RN2133) NSRDC-3I10,ISFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2D 15.o000 1.000 0.000
MACH 01381
1.4 1.6 i.e 2.o
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 S..FT.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = O DEGREES
~~~r~~~i~~~f"F"I~~__ JT
. _ _ _ . __ _,:
._ · ,_ _, ___
- 4 a
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
15I000 1.000 0.000 1.OOD SREF 1.3550 S41.FT.


























-14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6
DATA SET S7YMBOL
( RN207?0 ) 2




NSRDC-31s ONSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BOCIF1WiV2D1
0.379
I I ; I - I i I - I t i i i i -
I I III
-_ o-oi 14 161D a 2
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA
-. 0SO
0 DEGREES
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA9 DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
:R 6ICIFI1WV1 15.000 1.000 0.000
fR BICIFIWIV2D1 15.000 1.000 0.000
0.379
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 3.3550 SQ.FT.






































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
ffIi !II I·! !!! !'f -- I I ! I If" · if ! I 11 If I!* rJ 
I~~~A I
\ I 
-w -- -- -S- --- - -- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- - ---. - -~~~~~~~~~~~
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-10 - -6 -4 - 0 2









INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15.000 1.000 0,o000 .00D
15.000 1.00D 0.00G0 .000























































2 4 6 10i 12 14 16 s1 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R 0B1CFIWVI 3.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
-i.
-.04
fgil~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~g-7l~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ .'gl i i w · 1 LT









a 4 6 8 e :12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
R BICIFlWIVi 3.000 1.0 D 3.000
R BICIFIWDV2DI 3.000 1.000 3.000
0.583
126 si 20 22 24
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
1.00D SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3.000 1.000 3.000 1.000
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
-0.0 a
-A0
…-1-1': 1 1 1 1'1-
8 - G -4 -
w . . . . . . . .. , ......
2 2 4 6 a 10 12 14
ANGI F O*F ATTACK. AI PIA. lF;GRFF; S
DATA SET SYMBOL CCONFI GURA TON DESCRIPTION 
cRNa207; 9 NSRVC-311,NSFC/Lf4SC BOOSTER BiCIFlWIVI
(RNH216 1 NSRDC-3110,M3FC/LH3C BOOSTER BICIFIWIVIS
16 1t
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3.0S0 1.000 . 3.000 1.000
3.000 i.000 3.000 1.000
MACH 0.383
20 22 24 26
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
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INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3.000 1.000 3.000 1.000
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERIS1
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 31
6 - 4 - x D 2 4 12 *4 16
I0. BETA = 0
20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SY9BOL
1(RNZ0971 ..I RNZ 61
CONFIURATICON DESCRIPTION
NSRD0C-310 ,MSFC/LM4SC B005STER BICIFIWIVI
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFlWIV2DI
MA CH
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 3.D00 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SR.FT.
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( R os8 )
I RN2A Lz1 6 O
MA CH
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CONFICGURATION CESCRIPTION INCIDOC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3j10D,M5rCLM$C BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI 3.000 1.0DD 3.000
NSRDC-3110 ,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIF1WIV2D1 3.000 1.000 3.000
0.381
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1 .3550 S.FT.
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r SIOE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
0ATA SECr SY80OL CONFIGURIATONI DESCRIPTION
LRN20906 NSROC-31S0,1NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI







1.000 SkEZ 1.3550 SQ.F1
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a 10 i2 14
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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i . -- / z -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . I -z
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-10 -
DATA SET SYN90L
I RNZ2 I )
1( RNZ2 65 1)
NACH
O -6 -4 - 2 4
ANGL E OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSROC-3110D MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
NSROC-3S,0 NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BlC1FIWlVV20




1 s15.000 1.000 3.000
O0.5 1
16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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15.000 1.000 3. o00
0.301
16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SC.FT.
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NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFJIW IVDI
MACH 0.381
6 O1 14 16 18 22 24 26
TTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.O0O 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.355D Sg.FT.














LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA= 0
__ . _ _ _ * . r _ e _ _ _ _ __ -- r.
_i __ ___.___.._
·~~ __
____ __ _ __ _ _ __ 
_ 8 _~~~~~~~~~~
TT 4 4 W44X T~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
tV 4 P5= <7
- -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRNZO1) Q NSRDC-3110J HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIVI
(RNZ1651 R NSRDC-3110 NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVZDI
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIOW WNGPOS
15.000 1.000 3.000 i.000



































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 
"~ * i i i' w r i i rl I r wy ~ ir il l i w i w i Irw i fi yis i--r-1-r-T
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g # -o I
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1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






















































-so - - .- 4 - 0 4 10 14 16 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL




N SRC-31JD10SFC/LHSC BOOSTER B1CIFSWI¥V2I
0.38Z
INCIDC CNDP03 ZNCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
15.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
_ ___ _____________ _____ ______ _ ______ _ _ _____ ___________ 
__________ ________ *___________I____a
_ _ _ _ _ __ ,, , I _ _ % b~~~~~
-0.4 -o.2 0.0 0.o 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 .1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
DATA SET SYMNBOL CONFIGURATICON DESCRIPTION
(RNZIO1) I NSfADC-3110,MSFC/L$SC 00BSTER BICIFlWIlV







1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.Fl
































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA 0 DEGREES
.o~r ** I ww w . g w ~l, I l ws lg i I wwT ' w wi fB wl g w f I l w
06 -. - - - - -
as - - - - -
.04
.03 -_ - _ _ .n\_ 
.02 _ - _ -_ -__ _ --. _
.00 - - -- - -
. 8
.03 
.04 _... _ -_ _ 
.0..
n7- __ _- - -- . . . . - __ _
-12 -10 - 8 - 6 -4. - Oa 2 4 10 12. 14 16
-. 0s . .. 
: -16 -14




SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
oNFFIGURATIOCN OESCRIPTJON
BSRDC-3IO, NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC1FIWIVI
SRDC-3110iD,SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWiV2CI
0.380
:INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.














































-14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 O 2 4 6 B
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTION INCIDC CNOPOS INCICW
NSRDC-3110 HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIVI 15.000 1.000 3.000
NSRDC-3110*MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFWIYV*D1 15.000 1.000 3.000
0.300
10 12 14 .16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.OC0 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



























-0 -4 - 0 4 6
SIDE S IP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ON -INCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW
OSTER BICIFIWAVI 15 .OD 1.000 3.000
OSTER BICIFIW*IVD1 15.OOD- I 000 3.u00
10. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORNATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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-6 -4 - a
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
2 4 6 8 tl0 2 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW





3.000 2.000 0.000 1 .000 SREF























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA =0
.10 
I4 











2 9 4 6 6 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. 'ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW
R BCIFIflI VI 3.000 2.000. 0.000










































- Q - 6 - 4 - 0 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDFOS INCIOW WNGFOS
CH
NSRDC-31110,SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFI IV1
N5RDC-3110.NSFC/LMHC BOOSTER BICIFI WlVD1
0.381
8is
3,000 2.00O 0.000 1.000 SREF
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
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~ 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CHNDPOS INCID
R B1CIFI WIlI 3.000 2. 000 0.000







1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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INCIDC CNDFOS INCIOW WNGPOS
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000
0.301
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NSRDC-311OM SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIJW1V2D
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIOW WNGPOS
3.000 2.000 0D.00 1.000

























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS,- NSRDC 3110, BETA 0 










ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CO'flGVRATJON DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPO0 INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RNZnT'~:J) Q N..~SRDC-3lIV,;SFC/LM$C BOO5TER ,lCtFswV1 3.000 2.000 a.00o %.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
PRH.137~' NSRDC-3S.l0,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER Bj.CJFIlW.V2D 3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 LREF 41.436 0 INCHES
BREF 41 .4360 INCHES
XMRP 31.1400 INCHES
.0RP 050000 INCHES
ZMP 0.50 INCHE 4 6 20 24 

























































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSi NSRDIC 3110. BETA = 0
. . .: .w w.f :




. _ __ . __ . _ _ 1 .
I
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
-_ - --\1 , ___ _-
___ 
- - -t -_ - '
___  __  __ _ ___ _ _ __ _ _
-14 -12 -o0 - 0 6 - 4 - a 0 2 4 6













1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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INCIODC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3.000 2.O00D O.0OO 1.000
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000
0.381
REFERENCE INFORMATION
























STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
- -14 -1 0 -
-5o -i4~ -S1 -10 S- D - 6 S- 4
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(RN2074) W NSROC-3110 NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER B1CIFlWIVI(RN21J3C) I NSRCC-3J10,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BCIFIWI VZ2D1
MA CH








I.DDD SREF .3550 SQ.FT.























-10 - L. - S - 4 - 2 4 6 2 10 12 14 16 Ie 20 22 24
-10 -
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAs DEGREES
VATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION4 CESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW wmrPOS REFERENCE INFORMATlOb
t RN207?T) NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BiCIFIWI.VI 15.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 sQ.
IRN2141) 3 NSRDC-3110,MSFClLMSC BCOSTER BICIFIWIVZO1 15.00U 2.000 0.000 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INC
XMRP 51.1400 INC
YrRP 0.0000 INCZRr 0.22.50 INC


























'-0 -1 - - 4 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF J
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
~(RN27O?,) n hSRDC-3110 SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI(RN2141) NS RDC-S. 3110, SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2D1
MACH 0.580
6 8 10 12 14 16 i1 20 22 24 26
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
±5.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
.. l t**wgrwwTTI r ~ n-s 
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- 10
-g - ' -4 2 o 4 3 8 10 12 14 ie 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF
DAT* SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN7OT) Q NSROC-3110 . SFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1ClFIWIjI




I 15.000 2.000 0.0G0
0. 60
M i'POS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.00D SREF I.:;550 SQ.FT.









































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS
NSRDC-3110.$SF-/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFlWIVI 15.000 2.000 0.000 1.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIODC CNDP03 INCIOH
R BlCIFlWIVI 15.000 2.o 000 0.000






30 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




































-sO -4 6 - 4 - 0 o 4
ANGLE OF i
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI&URATIOI DESCRIPTION
(RN.207?) 0 . NSRDC-311OSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFI w Vi
(RN2141 ) NSROC--3110,SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BiCIFIWIV2DI
MACH







I.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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_ 4 6 8 10 t12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES-
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
ER BIC FIIWIVI 5.000 2.000 0.000 i.000


















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2177) Q NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
(RN2141) NSRDC-311GMSFC/L"SC BOOSTER BlCIFIWIV2DI
*ACH 0.360






1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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-4 - 2 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNDFOS INCIOW
*R SICIFIWIVI 15.000 2.000 0.000






1.000 SRgF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
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N5RDC-3110 tSFC/ LNSC aOOSTE
NSRVC-3110,iSFC/LHSC BOOSTE
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
ER BICIFI[WIV 15.OOD0 2.000 0.000 1.000




























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES








SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
R BIC$FlW1VI 15.000 2.000 0.000
:R B1CIFIWIVZDI 15.0CO 2.000 0.000
0.380
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3150 SQ.FT.
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[UDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
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- 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF'-ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-311iDUSFC/LN5C BOOSTER BICIFWI VI
NSRDC-3110,"SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVZD1
0.*68
16 1s 20 22 24 2B
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 3.000 1,000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




























.0o - - -4 - o 2 4.
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONI
IRNwDS}l Q N* SDOC-310D NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
IRN216S0 NSRDOC-3110 SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC$FIUWIV2D
MACH 0.361
,J i .. .h 1. i .. L. I. L..l&j I, . L, L .14 . .Ui I II..- 
6 8 1P 12 14 16 1s8 20 2 24 26
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 3.000 1 .000 SREF 1.1550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA
~~~~~~.--_
~~~~~~~~~~~~~. , , .
130 12 14 16 18 20 
= 
_2 24
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZOS) n NSRDC-3110HNSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BClFIWlVI
(RN2169) NSRCC-3110 5SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2DI
MACn 0.381
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.00D 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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RN21 9 J 
6
TUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
a 2 4 6 8 l0o 12 14








16 18 20 22 24
WNGPOS REFERENCE INJFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 $Q.FT.
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LMSC/MSFC RBfSTFR R STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
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- 2 2 4 10
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DE
CONFICURATION DESCRIPTI O4






14 16 8$ 20 , 22 24 Z6
GREES
INCIDW WNPCOS R ERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 00 0  SRF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
3.000 1.000' ,EF 41.4360 INCHES
/,BREF 41.4360 INCHES





















































1.000 SREF 1.3550 $Q.FT.




























ICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0-
- - - - - - - - -~- -T
_~~ __1 _ 
I.. _ _ _ i_._
- a - 6 - 2
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(PH2105) NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOS
(RN2169) Z NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOS
nACH
6 0 10 12 14
. ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW
STER BICIFIW I 3.000 2.000 3.000























































1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
INCIDC CNDPOS INC' 0W WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
3.000 2.00U 3.00 1.O000 LREF 41 .4560 INCHES
BREF 41.4160 INCHES
XHRP 31 .1400 INCHES
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES
ZHRP 0.2250 INCHES
SCALE I .5000 PERCNT
PAGE 778
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
I~~~.... I , i -'
X-X~~~~ 
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I. _ ,._.____
0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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_== == =To ===
-10 6 4 - 2 o 2 4 t
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN.1061) NS9DC-311VNSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI





. 10 12 14 1t
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.












































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, ALPHA - 0 DEGREES
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFOS INCICW WNGFOS
NR BICIFIWIVI 3.000 2.000D 3.0a 1.000







































LMSC/MSFC BOOST\TUlDYS LATERAL CHARTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110O ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
-i!i1 1 ''I''iiiii i l!IiIi ~* 'l ''1 '!1-X
- - t.- - +- -J
_ 
) X - -- -~~i' 
- ._ . L_. . r . . I L I . L. . L. i. .I . .l . . I I· . I I I I IS , I I.-.
-6 -4 - 2 a 2 ,4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATO1N DESCRIPTION
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Z *.e









¢ RN2109 ) 
ACH.
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CCONFIGURAION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER SICIFlWIVI 15.000 2.00I 3.000
NSRCC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVZDI 15.000 2.000 3.000
0.381
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
I.U00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC B0OSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
i " ·!"!!i ;i! i !T~ i ! ~ "* T ! !T · ! i i" ,i ! z I : 7 iT i In --r-~~"1
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- 6 - 4 - 2 I 2 4 6
i1
12 14 16 20 22 24 26









1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.















































a 2 4 6 0 ID 12 14 16: 18 20 22 24
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
I0N INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMAT
DOSTER BICIFIWIVI 15.000 2.00 3.000 ' .. DD0 SREF 1.3550 5
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2 4 6 a 10 - 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNOPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
R BICIFIlWI VI 15.000 2.000 3.000 1.000























- 6 - 4 - 2 0 2
ANGLE OF
CONFJIUiGATION DOFSCRIPTION 
NSRDC-3.10, MSFC/LSC BOOSTER BICIFlWIVI
NSRDC-31 IDSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BSICIFIIV2DI
D, ~SJ1
6 8 10 12 . 14
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW
5 flo0D 2.ODD . 000
15.000 2.000 3.000
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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- - 0 ,





10 12 14 16 1s 20 . 22 24 26
K, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 3.001 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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r~~~ ~~  ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- 0 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 iD 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DArA SET SYNBOL COPNFIGUJRATION DESCRIPTION INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW
IRN2/nI) Q NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI 15.000 2.000 3.000















































-0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 D0.
LIFT. CC
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOON DESCRIFTION
tcRNtO9)  NSRDC-3110NMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIVI
(RN2I73 t NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LN5C BOOSTER B1CIFIWIV2.D
4ACH . 0.3S1
6 0.0 . %. .4 15 l.6 .8 2.0
GEFFICIENT, CL
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF :1.3550 SG.FT.
15.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 LREF 41.436D0 NCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
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10 -,l, -JL -~ - 8 - 6 - 4 i JO ' v i &
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INIDCC CNDPOS INCIDW I
TER' 01CIFIWIVI 15.000 P'. 000 3.000
[ER BICIFIWIlVDI 15.000 2.000 3.000
MACH 0.3S0
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 :SG.FT.
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-14 -1. -10 - -6 -4 - 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
COCFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-311 ,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC1FIWiVI 15.000. 2.000 3.000





B 10 12 14 16I
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


















-10 -14 -12 -10 - - 6 - 4 -
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET 9SYNOL CONCFIGURATION DESCRIPTtOH
(RN21102 Q NSRDC-3110,SBFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC1FIW/IV
(RN21 74 ) NRDC-31I0 iNSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIECIFIWIV20
NACH
- CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC







1.000 SEEF 1.3550 S. F .





SCALE 1 .5000 PERCNT
PAGE 792
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
_l' _. ll .;l "_~ _I _W _l _1' . '........' __; .... !; ._._i._eT ; .... !..........!....... j__ __ _TT7
._ . _ . .
D 
,
. _ e __, 
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
I_ _1 11 Ill iT_ __ ___ 1_1
- -4 -_2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110INSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWlI V
NSRDC-3110,ISFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFl WVI






18 20 22 24
.::n 
-0.P






2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
7I I TTT i T IT I TT -1 r
I~~~~~~~~~~






4 T X X 4X4'T' ' 
-. 0 - -_ - a 2 4 9 8 10 12 %4 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION
RN20o1 ) H NSRDC-3IIOSFC/LMSC BOOSTER lCIlFIWIVI
(RNZ145) NSROC-35lO,NSFC/LUSC BOOSTER BIClFSWIV¥
MACH
INCIOC CNDPOS




2.000 SREF 1.3550 Sa.FT.































13 20 22 24 26









6 - 4 - 2 o L2 4 6 10 12 14





16 1'8 20 22 24 26
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW WNGPFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.















































(IRN2O1 ) a(RNZ145) i
MACH
100~~~~~~~~~~~~~
__ _ _ _ __ j_
_ 
__ 
r _ . _ _ __~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
_ _K_ _ _/
,__ ,_ _ __ gY__.,? ___ __ 






to 12 14 16 i9 20 22 24 26
ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




ZMRP 0. Z250 INCHES
SCALE 1.5000 PERCNT
PAGE 796






























3 -4 D Z ,
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSROC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B CIFIWI VI
NSRDC-S3110,HFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
0.380
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 g4 - 21
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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a2 14 16 1 2 22 24 26
DEGREES
INIC'" WNGPOS
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.00D SREF






















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA =
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b~~~~~~~~~~~~~r,,~, 
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f'~/ _" 
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.-- _ _ r _ . __~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 31
i - -4 -2 O 4 6 il
I0, BETA= 0
14 16 16 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMIBOL COIFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
"IRN2SI) NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIW IVI 3.000 1.000 0.000 Z.000 SREF 1.3550 5 S.FT.
(RN2145) NSRC-3110,NSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFiWIVI 3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41,4360 INCHES
XNRP 31 .1400 INCHES
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES
ZHRP 0.2250 INCHES
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3




DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
LRNO2f )C) Q NHSRC-3'110DMSFCLMNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlVl(RN2tI45) NSRVC-3110,NSFC/L$4SC iOCoiLR BICFIWlVl INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS3.000 1.0003.000 1.000
0.360
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X X X W 44X~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
6-4 - E 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3.000 1.00O 0.000 2.000
3.000 1.000 0.000 Z.000
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INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.00D
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6 -4 - 0 2 4 6 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
R BICIFIWIVI 3.000 .OO00 0.000 2.000




















''-10 - a-6 -4 - 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYM0BL CONFIGURATIOC DESCRIPTICt
s(RN20oJ5 .* NSRDC-3110, MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV1
R 4NZ49I q NSROC-3110%NSFC/LNSC BOOSTEk BICIFIWlVZDI
MACH 0.361
6 8 10 12 14 16. 18 20 22 24 . 6
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SR.FT.





























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC CNDPOS INCIOW
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIlFIWIV 15.000 1.000 0.000
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LSC B00OSTER BICFlIWSV2D1 15.000 1.00D0 o0.0
0.361
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA =0
A~~ -1
I~~~~
2 4 6 ,10 14 o20 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET 5YHBOL
( RNZO I }( RNZ%49S)
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
NHEDC-31QN1M FC/LNSC BOOSTER BACIFlWIVI
NS9DC-311$,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWSV2DI,
MA CH
INCZOC CNDPOS INCIrW. WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF
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- - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 1o0 2 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATI(ON DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-311V,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI 15.000 1.000 0.000





2.000 SREF 1.3550 S5.FT.















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA - 0
-rrr--- s-----v----s----,- r - r- s-vi -- -rr -v- -r-----v--i-- -- v- -r-v r-r -v-i
-.-i-- - - --1 -- -- 2 - --
I f
-- -I--:---- -
{ " -9 --- --
2 4 1D 14 18 20 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
tRN2085) D NSRDC-3110.NSFC/LHSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIVI
(RN2149) L NSRDC-3110 NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWV2DI1
INCIDC CNDPOS INCILW




2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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NACH
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NSRiC-3110,I SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BlCIFSWIVZDI







2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
0 I -a - - -G - O 2 4 6e 0 o10 12 14 16 IG 20 22
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA BET SYMBOL






INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
15.0D0 1.000 0.000 2.OiOU SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
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1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







-. 2Aa 1 4NO
DATA SET SYrBOL
(RNZ085) NQ SRDC-3110,HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
(RNZI49J q NSRDC-31DOMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2DI
NACH 0.381













LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
_~~~ ~ B .B ? . . . . . " , ,
==--= == -
.. .... 
I ~ ,,-- 
-- - --- - ---- -~I 1
~. ,, ,- ,- --
I s0 
-.. .
-14 -10 - a -6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6
S:IDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYNSOL CONFIGURATION £ESCRIPTION
(RNDO66) Q NSR5C-3110DjM4C/LNSC BOOSTER 81ClF2WIVV





8 q10 1 14 16
INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORNATION
0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
0.000 2.0U0 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
































-1 -4 -12 -0 . . 8 a 4





SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BCIFIWlVl 1.000 .OO . 000 0.0oo
NSROC-3110,O SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWtIV2DI 15.000 1.000 0.000
0.380
WNCPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



























4 6 8 10 12
· ..
' [..... _ .. . ..
.. . . ... , _. . . ... ' -'
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA =0
--
iLL. I _
-14 -12 - a 6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6








INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
15.000 1.000 0.000 .2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL
Z 1.20
LU




- 8o -e - 6 ~ 4 - O 2 4 6 0 10 12 14 16 i 0 2D 2 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION





MACH 0.380 SCALE 1.5000 PERCNT
PAGE 815





", < t ,, . . ., . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-6 -4 - a0 4 6 tO0 12 14 . 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK:. ALPHA, DEGREES
[ON INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNG
3OSTER BICIFIWIVI 3.Goo 1.ODD 3.000 2.
TER BSCIFIWIVZD 3.000 1.00UD 3,000 2.
0.300
is 2Z 24 ee
GFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
.s00 SREF I.3550 SQrFT.























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI
tR5N2113) Q NSRDC-3110NMSFC/LNSC BO
IRN2177) R NISROC 3110 HSFC/LMSC BOOS
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
MACH
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA '0
~ I ~ w I i E I I I w w I I w ~ I I I I I ~ ~ I w i w i i i w ! I ~ ~ F'l' I i I i i I I P ! ~ ~ f ~"Y'~r l I I I
i





- 4 a 29 4
ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2113S) NSIDC-3IjIHSFC/LNSC BOCSTER BICIFIWI¥I
RH2177T ) NSRDC 3110 SFC/LHSC BOOSTER BlCIFIW¥IVDI
6 8 I0 ,, 14 16 18
TTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS
3.Ooo 1.000 3.oOD 2.000
3.000 1.000 5.000 2.000
0..30


























































5Lf/M!h-. BUUUT1N STUUDY, LUNUIIUUIN^L I.HARAI.I.RIS1ILS NSRUC 3110. U.IA = 0
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ___...L _..L.. _...L.L 4.L . . _ _ __ _
_ -o -0 -4 -' 8 -J 0 2 _ __
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, -7 , _,_, , 7,_
. '
lO - 5 -- 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 iO i7 i4 16 IB 20 2Z 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMnOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTZON
(RN2113) NSRDC-31I1DMSFC/LMSC DOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
(RN2177?) NAsaDC 311D MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFWIYV2DI
MACH
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW WNGPOS
3.000 1.000 3.000 2.000


















0 ._ L t '
.G0
.0o
-10 -0 -0 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 S 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHSOL CONFiGCURATIOŽ. DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
lRMZj113) Q NSRDC-3liiOSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIHWIVI 3.000 1.00(0 3.000(RNI1771 NSRDC 5110 UMFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVZDI 3.000 1.000 3.000
MACH 0.300
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.










- 2 - - - _ 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
,(RN21,3) ~ NSPDC-311D0,SFC/LHSC BOOSTER B1CFtWlVI
(RN2,??· NSRDC 3110 NSFC/LM4SC BOOTER BICIFIWIVZDI
MA CN 0 3 4H H . 50 






2.000D SREF 1.3550 sa.FT.





















I[rq. Mqnr 1ql. RFTA =-'i 11J1 U iUUJILIi J JIUUI * 'L IN J JUU1 L iii1i I lAV9 U1 i Y l" '% i
". .
.~~~~~ a so 12 _ . to -20 2 4 9
~~~. .,
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
).0 - 0 - S - 4~ - 2 0 2 4 6 t' - 0 12 'S4 16 18 20 22 24 26K
QATA Ss.T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTIO
(RN2i13) ) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
IRN2177) ZS NSADC 311D0 SFC/LNSC BOOSTER
IA CH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CHDPOS INCIDO WJNG
R B1CIFIWIVI 3.000D 1.000 3.000 2.t
BICSFIWIVZDI 3.000 1.000 3.000 2.t
0.380
CPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






























- -0. -0.4 -0. 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
DATA SET SYmnBO. CONF3CURATIOM DESCRIPTION INCIC CNDP0S INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RN2113) Q NISRDC-3110,HISFC/LHSC BOOSTER 0IC2FIWIV3 3.000 1.000 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





~~~~~MACH 0.3~~58~0 ~SCALE 1.o00D PERCNT
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F_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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- - 0 2 4 6
SIDE SL.IP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
R BI CFIWXVI 3 .000 1.000 3.000
R BICIFIWtV2D 1 3.000 1.000 3.00D
O.381
8 10 12 14 16
WNGeOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREESTIT .W1 ., B w §s  w  ..I |t l- -t-s-§~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!-----------
S~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-- -- - - - -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I 
-~~~~~~~~ 
'-- " ...
' , ,- , · , ' ... I , -
W--- f - - <~· 
· T 
-10 -_6 a 4 -2 2 4
:SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES









INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.00D 1.000 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





























































-14 -12 -in - 0 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6









































8 -6 -4 - 2 0 4 6 a 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF. ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNOFOS INCIOW WNC
MSRDC-3I10,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFlWIVI 15.000 1.0DD 3.000 2.
NSADC-3lOG,MSFC/L"SC BOOSTER BlClFIWIV2Di 15.000 1.000 .UDoD Z.
0.381
15 20 22 E4 26
gPOS . REFERENCE INFORMATION
000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
F TT I I I, II I III III I I I ! ~' } | I ! J I I I J I I I j ~' ~1 i 
'~~~~~ i/
~~~~~~~~~~~_ _ .a.. _ _._..-
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(eN1261 ) A 
MACH














2.000 SREF 1.3550 S.FT.






































(RZI VI ) L




2 4 6 6 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW
R BCFIWIVI  15.000 1.0D0 3.000
R IBCIFIWIVZDo 15.000 1.000 3.000
0.381
16 i8 o0 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




ZMRP O. 02250 INCHES
SCALE 1.5000 PERCNT
PAGE 829
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
- -~- -- -- ------ 1-
A I 
-i- - - I _ _
0 4 6 B 10 14 16 18 20 22 24 26









INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.351U S.FT.






































a 2 4 6 0 0Q 12 14 t6
ANGLE OF AI TACKo ALPHA, DEGREES
N NCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW WNGP(
OSTER BICIFlWIVI 15.000 1.ODD 3.000 2.0C











































'O 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 '6 18 20 2Z
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
XN INCIOC CNDPOS INCIPW WNCPOS REFERENCE IN
STER B1CIFIWIVI 15.000DO 1. . 000 ..00 0 SREF 1.35








XHRP 31 .1400 INCHES
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES
ZHRP 0.2250 INCHES
SCALE I .5000 PERCNT
PAGE 832


















































































_ :- _ . _-- -I --- -I ...
'i ._X_ 
_~~~~~~~~~, , i "......._
_ f S ___ _~~
_J -_ -1 -I __ _ _ _ 0t? 4 1
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNS211S) O WSRDC-3110,MSFC/LFSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVIIRN2182) 83RVC-31I0,0fFC/LIMC 0OOSTER B1CIFIWIVZOI
MACH 0.380
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.0DU 1.00D 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.










































_~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ , , ., , _._,
-10 - a - 6 - 0 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BET-A. DEGREES
INCIDC CNOPOS INCIDW WNGPOS.
R BlCIFIWIVI 15.000 - 1.00D 3.000 2.000
R BICIFlIWv2Dl 15.000 1.000 3.000 2.000

























(RNZ11s) 0 NSRDC-311D MSFC/LNSC BOOSTE


































NSROC-31S0I HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIF11I1VZDI
_- 6
ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15.000 I.O O 3.000 2.000
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6 8 10 12 14.
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
16 18 22 24 26
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.D00 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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- 0 - 6 -4 - 2 o 2 4 6 6 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CNrFI GURATII D CuESCR IPT IC I
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI





16 18 20 22 24 26
INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.































'~'~'~'~'pr' eRIPTIrl ~ I - 1
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0





















16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES




























-10 - - -6 4 - 2 2 4 6 6 o 12 14 s6 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACKP ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RNI2069J NDSRC-3110 45FC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFFIWIVI 3000 2.000 0U.00 2.000 SREF 1.3550 $S.FT.





















-sO 0 - - 4 - a 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYM0OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
Z39) B 0 NSRiDC-31I0,NSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV t
(R I N21) NSRDC-3110,SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2DI
MACH 0.300
6 8 10 12 14 16 1a 20 22 24 26
ATTACK. ALPHA , DEGREES
INCIDC CNOPOS INCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.D00 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


























rER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS9 NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
IIII II l!!!IIw!I.!p!IIi!!.-_ _ _ _ iI ~!·!!II .__ _ _ _ _ ''i
~
_ --- __ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .,,_ 
~~~'.. . .. _ _ _ I-s__, _,
_~~~ _ ,, ._._
- -4 - 2 C
COiFIOURA TION DESCRIP TI ON
2 4 6 8
ANGLE OF ATTACK,
NPSRDC-3110DSFC/LHSC BOOSTER. ICSFIWIV W
NH5RC-3I10,i SFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIV2D1






INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORNATION
0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





















ICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = .
/
......... ' - /f--- J6
- g F < - - --- --~~~ICS
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~' '-f |-- 
4 8 10 12 14












16 18 20 22 24 26
WNCPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






















- - - - -- - - - - - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
G . . . . . . . . . . l
-0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNYZO9) Q NSRDC-311fMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFlWIVI






1.2 1.4 1.6 1. Z2.0.
INCIDW WNCPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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6 - 4 - a a0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNOPOS INCIDOW
R BECIFlWIVI 3.000 2.000 . DOO















~* ~~~~~~~~~Lz.zj-LLN L 
., . I . . . . . ./· _sb _sn _ 1 
f I TI I I
-a -12 -10 - a
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110O ALPHA O0 DEGREES
-12 -o0
__ ~~~. . " .
=__ =-=! = 
_ _L \...._
.__" 
_... _,,,...= s== 
..- ...., 
_ _ _ 0 0 ^ _ . _I
a -4 - a 4 6 10 12 14
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYNOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW
(RH2090) Q) NSRDC-310,MSFCc/LHSC B005TER BICIFtlIVi 3.000 2.0O O.ODUO(RNZI54S)1 NSRDC-31IO,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2DI 3.00D 2.000 o0.00
A CH 0.370
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF - 41.4360 INCHES























































I .J. . I . . I I .L4 I 4.L. 1 .* * L
6 -4 -4 2 0 a 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
R BICIFIWIVI 3.000 0 .00 0.000




























INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
15,000 2.00o O.Oo0 2.000 SREF I .3550 SQ.FT.
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. I .s . .l . .. I j . . . I. I L .LL I r .I .L . .I . I 
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 s8
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS
R BICIFI WIl 15.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 Si












































· RN21z 57) 
MA CH




NSRDC-31I10, SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIClFIWIV2DI
6 6 t0 1Z 14 16
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNiPCS INCIDW WNGFOS
15.000 2.000 0.000 2.000
1 5000 2.ooo 0.000 2.000
0.361































DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRN2v093) NSDRC-1210,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE(RMN2157) ' NSRCC-I1O.NSFC/LHSC BOOSTE
JtACH
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK" ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
R 81ClFIWI V 15.000 2.G0 0.000 2.00OD






































O Z 4 6 B 10 12 4 1
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAP DEGREES
IPTION INCIDC CNOPOS INCIDW
C BOOSTER BCIFtFWIVI 15.000 2.000 0.000
C BOOSTER BICIFIWIV201 15.000 2.OG0 0.000
0.361
I6 18 20 2Z 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF :.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF '41.4360 INCHES
XNRP 31.1400 INCHES













LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA O0
g- ! -I !- IJ I -- 1-- J F!!I!III!IIII~ !!!" d·!I!!f·Ia~~l '
w~.......'
b - - - .~~~~~~~E 
-Ia - - - 4
DATA SET SYNBOL






NSDRC-3!1I' MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIClFIW
NSRDC-311I1,SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BiCIFIW
4 6 8 SO 12 14
OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCZCC CNDPOS INCIDW
dlVI 15.00D 2.000 0.000
41VZDI 15.000 2.000 D0.000D
0.381
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






















16 i8 20 22 24 26















10. BETA = 0
I i' l~ . Br 7 I e ' I!I IB r'!I !II w! IT I i ~ ' 'r' . I~ w
_ _ _ __ . _~~~~~~
_. ... . _ _ __ _ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
.- _ _ _ v f _ : _ ---


















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONfIGURATION DESCRIPTIONA C FF WURAT10V IESCRXPTIOd
(RNfO9Z5) 0 NSDRC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BJCFIWF Vi








2.000 SREF 1I3550 SQ.FT.


































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
- .00 -
-10 -
DATA SET SYH SOL




~~~~~I, .- = ' =o-s 
.: I j[ I ] Bi i-- 
.~~
- - 6 -4 -Z .0 2 4 





INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15.000 2.000 0.000 2.00e


























































- 6 -4 - 2 t. 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA9 DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
TER eICIFIWIVI 15.000 2.000 0.000
TER BICIFIUIVZDI 15.000 2.000 0.000
0.381
I0 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORNATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT..
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___ _9 \ ____ _ ___ _
_ _ -S Q ~\ ___
X X 3 :XL \\, 
-I4 -i2 -10 - e - 6 -4 - 2 0 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES






NSRDC-3i10, SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFIWIVI
NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIClFlWIVZDl
INCIDC CNDFO3 INCIDW WNGPOS
15.000o 2..O 0.000 2.000
































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
. .___.....
_ _ _ _ _ _g ___~~~~~~~






w z f 
-~~~~~~
_ _ -_ _ _ _ _ X_ ._ . . _1 --- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
0 2 4 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFISURATION DESCRIPTION
HSRDC-3110 ,SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC1FIWIVI
NSRDC-3S110MSFC/LN$PC BOOSTER BICIFlWIV2D1
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3.000 2.00D 3.000 Z.000
3. 000 Z.000 3.000 2.000




























































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGCPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSROC-3110,HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI 3'.000 2.000 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
P I I · r - r · , ; , .I .I t .! . .; ! .! , IT r 1 " · !s · * * * I * * ! d" * -; * * * ~ !I&'* ~ ii
'
I 11 T~~~~~~~~t eeW$<<~~~., ,
2 4 10 14 16 is 22 24 Z6









INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.














































NSRDC-3110,I SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlVI
NSRDC-30IIWSFC/LMSC 'BOOSTER BICIFIWIVZDI
0.382
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENLC LNFORHATION
3.000 2.DO0 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
3.000 2.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES




































1 2 4 6 a 1o 12 14 16 is
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
$TER BICIF WIVI 3.000 2.000 3.000 2.000





























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATICD OESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
N5CRODC-3110H-C/LXHSC BOOSTER OICiFIWlVI 3.O00 2.000 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SC.FT.








LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA 0
~ ~~~! ' T rTrrr 
- --- - - -- -~~~~~///-- 
_ _ -- 7 _ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_ Z __~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_ _ _ _ _ _ _~~~~~~~~
-8 - 6 -4 - 0 2 4
ANGL.E OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2121) NSRDCP-3110:NFC/LNSC BOOSfER BEC.Fiwivl
(R21S851 I NSRDC-3110N SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFlWIlV2D
MACH
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DATA SET S5
RN215 ZI)t ZI 55 




MRDC-SI3DW SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2DI
NACH 0.182
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNCF
1.4 1.6 . 1.8 2
FOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
.3.000 2.000 3.000 2.000 SREF
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
R B1C IFIWIVt 3.000 2.000 3.000




2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRP 31 .1400 INCHES
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
: i li IW ' I d. WW I~ ww lll ' l f li i i: i 
[ I -
~^Ar ~ ..---- ,
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ i 3 i : ._ .
-12
-10
- 6 -4 - 2 0 Z 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
O4TA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN221,Z) NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC SOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
(RN2S86) NSRDC-3110,SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BJCIFIWIV2DI
INCIDC CNOPOS INCIDW
3.0D0 2.00D 3.000
3.000 2. o00 3: 'o
8 10D 2 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CONFIcURATION CESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV 1 3.000 2.000 3.000 2.00o
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- 6 -4 -- 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlClFlWIVi
NSR0C-3110HNSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC FIWl V2Dl
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
15.000 Z2.00 3.000
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I . _ __ _. _ __ __ . __; _ ._ _ _ . __ __ I * I 1 . . . Ir , . . I it lrii lr w!!
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _i _ -
_ _.._._____._
_ ___ _7l/_
_ _ < _ 7 _ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
-_ 1, 0 - a
A TA SET SYMBOL
(RN1Zs I Q
MA CH




O 2 4 6 a8 10 l 14
ANGLE OF- ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
)N INCIDC CNVPOS INCIDW
STER B1CfFIV WI 15.000 2.000 3.000
STER BICIFlWIVZDI 15.000 2.000 3.000
0.382
16 18 ;2 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
2.000 SREF 1.355D SQ.FT.
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-. 20 o
so - a - 6 -4 2 0 g 4 6 8 so0 12 14 16 18 20 22













2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRDC-3110 NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFlWIVI 15.000 2.000 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONPFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RiNlZs5) hSRDC-3110 .MSFC/LSC BOOSTER DICIFIWIVI
(RNZJIS9 NSRDC-3110UMSFC/LMSC BOO51ER BlCIFIWlV2DI
MACH 0.382
INCIDC CNDPOS XNCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 0.ODO 3.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110 HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFWlVlI 15.000 2.000 3.000
NSRDC-3110D MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFlWlV2Di 15.000 2.000 3.000
0.382 
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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NSRDC-3110,MO FC/LWSC DBOOSTER BICI FWI V2D

































































DATa SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
RNZ125) g NSlRDC-31DQMSFC/LN$C BOOSTER B1CFIW2VI(RNZIs9) NSRDC-32I20 SFC/LS$C BOOSTER B CIFIWIl VZD
nACH
0.6 0.8 1.0 I
T COEFFICIENT, CL
INCIDC CNDPOS INCID



































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIZN DESCRIPTION0
(RNZt?6) ' NSRVC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 1BCIFIWlV1








INCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 9REF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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.040 !
-. 043 --
-- * "' ' , 1
: - -. -- - -
-~~~~~~ : . I~ I -: 
[ ~~ i 
- : I . . .
- - - - - - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-14 -10 - a -6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 a 10





NSRDC-3110IO SFC/LNSC OOSTER BlClFWIVI
NSRDC-3210,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2DI
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15.000 2.000 3.000 2.000






XMRP 31 .1400 INCHES
YNRP 0.uOOO INCHES

















































( RN21 90) 
H4ACH
STUDY, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
-12 -0 8 -6 -4 - 0 2 4 6 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION5 DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDFOS INCIOW WNGPOS
NSRDC-3110IOSFC/Ln$C BOO$STIR BICIFIWIVI 15.000 2.000 3.000 2.000










LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
'. .... I 
.- _ _<-----r _ _ ____
18 20 22 24 26a 4 6 a SO. 12 E4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
IINCICCI~NDPOc INrlnW IDATA SET SYMOOL
(RN2Dz ) Q
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TUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
l; I i I i I [ I I I ~ll I I I il .l I I . Il [l ll' ~1 i I . [ I I1 I d I I i I. i I . I . FI I i I J l Jw--w--- -- 
rr r r T'' X~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~)
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NSRDC-3410,WSFC/LN5C BOOSTER B1C2FI IVI
NSRDC-311,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BCZFI WI VI
22 24
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.F'




































O 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 10 i8 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
26
-4 - 2



















- 4 - a o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DCESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
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-0D.6 
-10.
_ -_ . ... - -_ _ .-
_ _ _ R ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
- ·
2K
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16 20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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-10 - o - 6 - 4 - 0 2- 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYNI60L CONFIGURAT7O1 DESCRIPTION
fRN2a01) * D NSSDVC-31IO,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BSICZFIWVI
(RNZOI T) N5hCC-3110,NSFC/LMSC -OOSTER BICZFlWIVi
A CH







1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
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*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ , ,-ru.~IU:I 
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NSRDC-110,HSFC/ LMSC BOOSTER BICOFIWI V
0.3S1
o a Ii 22 14 16
: ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
18 . 20 22
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000O 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SO.FT.




































































- - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWlVI 3.000 1.000 0.D00 1.000
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INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDC WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORnHTION
3.000 1.000 0.00 - I .000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







-0.4 -D.v U.D i.2 1.4 1.6 s.8 2.0
LMSC/MSFC


































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZDZ2) Q NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
(RNN2OB) NSIRC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
MACH

















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110., ALPHA = O DEGREES
-. - - -- 1111 ii ii L i· I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·
2:1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·
_= - = - == = t= _ =~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-10 -. - 6 - 4 E 0 2 4 6 8 10 a 2 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOYN DESCRIPTION
RN2002) Q NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BiCF!WIVI
(RNZo01) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2F!IVI
INCIDC · CNDPOS INCIDR WNGPOS
3.000 1.000 0.D0 1.000DD








































































- 2 D a 4 6
P ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
3.000 1.000 0.000
3.000 1 .00 0.000
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




ZMRP I 0.2250 INCHES
SCALE 1.5000 PERCNT
PAGE 891

































a -6 -4 - 2 0. 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURKATION DESCRlFTION






... ~ iX I 'l ~ i i{{ ~I ~ ' ' 
= ,P AW
t W X T 4tt WX~~~
16 18 2P 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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DATA SE1 5SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2009) NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LNSC BOOSTi
(RN20Zs5) NSRDC-3110,II FC/LMSC BOOST9
MA CH
iI TUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS,
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS
ER ICe2FIWIVI 3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIODW WNGPOS
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSrER BIXC2FlWIV 3.00D 2.000 0.000 1.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDFOS INCIDW
7R DIC2FIWIVI 3.000 .ODC .00G
.R BIC2FIWIVI 3.000 2.000 0.000
0.381
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.OuO SREF 1.3550 SL.FT.









































.Os .. . ..... _
.05 - 4
-s0 - o - - 4 - ANGLE 4
! ANGLE CIF
DATA 5ET SYMHOL C0Ni1rGVRAT109l DESCRIPTION
RN2009) Q NS3RC-3110, SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI
'RN2zV25 N8RVC-31I0.tSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI
4ACH 0.381
[STICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 24
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNCPOS REFERENCE INFOIRNATION
3.000 2.0D0D 0.DD 1 .000 SEF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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_ _ _ _ __ __ __ ___ _ _ 
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20 22 24 . 26
K.













1.000 SREF 1.3550 SC.FT.









































INCIDC CNDO05 INCIDI WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1 .oDo REF 1.3550 S.FT.
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DATA SET srYBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
lRMZ009) Q NSRDC-3i SFCILMSC BOOSTER 8lCZFIWVI











































-10 - ' - - 4 - 2 a 2 4 6 : 10 12 24 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
[ON DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW WNGPOS REFEgENCE INFORMATION
,NMFC/LNSC BOOSTER IC2FI WI V1 3.000 2.000 o0.00 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
























-4t -14 -12 -o10 - - -4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYBSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
RNM2010) NSROC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER lBC2FlWIVl( RNZD26) NSRCC.-O310,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIW1Vt
MACH 0.382
P ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.00oD SREF 1.3550 S.FT.













~~~~~~~~I .- ____I -___ 
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ D 1 ---- ~~~~~~~~, .
-14 -12 -10 - -24 ,e 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
.... 
... .










8 10 12 I
WNOPOS · REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





















































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSIRDC-3110,ISFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2DI 3.000 1.000 0.000




1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.














-O - - - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 6 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA SET SYHM3OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICN INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WHircOS REFERENCE l'i;FOHAMTION
(RN2 1 9 3) Q NSRDC-31IS0MSFC/LH3C BOOSTER BEC2FIW1V2DI 3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3is0 SG.FT.
(RN2209) NSRDC-3110 4SFC/LCSC BOOTER BICZFWlIVODI 3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XHRP 3 .1400 INCHES
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES
ZMRP 0.2250 INCHES


















a - 6 - 4 O 2 4 ;6 - 1 12 14




16 1a 20 24 26
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 S9.FT.
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- _ _.
_ _ _ _ . _z~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_ _. _ _ z ' _
_~~ _ a t 
_ .__/_ 
i.
ANGLE OFATTACK ALPHA, DEGREES10 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET 1THBOL COHFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZ193) Q NSRDC-3IJO,NSFC/LMSC 6OOSTER BIC2FIWIVtD1
(RNz209) NSRDC-3l1la SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICgFIWIVZDI
HA CH 0.380
INCIDC CNDPOZ INCDCW WNGFOS REF
3.000 1.000 0. o0 1.000 SREF
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA: 0
.lit _ _ _ _ T II ~ 1 *l *~' ! I! II i'l I~ Il I1 -7 T-r -' I i 1I s
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__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ -____w
-_ t _ __: -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_ _ _ _ __~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
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INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3-.000 1.000 0.00 1. 000 SREF
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
o T-F 1 1 ---r 11 w-~r -rII--- T--T- - T-,1IF T1 r-r ----- r~ -f~ -#T-e
0~
II
S --5t b --- - -- --- -
A~~  - -
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O _ " -' ... __O~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~O _ __ 
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5 _ M 
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-to - a - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 6 0o 12 14 : 16 is so 22
ANGLE OF ATTACK.. ALPHA. DEGREES







INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.0 D0



























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
O 2 4 I sO 14 16 1is 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(R2193) NSRCC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW1V2DI
C(RN'9S) 1. NSRDC-3110 .SFC/LHSC BOOSTER B1C2FIWtV201
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
L l . 1 b ' f I 1 1 W I I 1 I · '! ' I , '! ' I d I i t
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0.2 . 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
INCIDC CNDPOS
TER B1C2FIWlV201 3.000 1.000
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-14
DATA SET SYMBOL
I(RNZ194 ( RP;;1 El)
-10 - - -4 -
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGUATIXON DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSROC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FlWIV2D1 3.000 1.000 0.000
NSRDC-311O,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2F1WIV2DI 3.000 1.00O D.ODD
NACH . 0.377
It 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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_r _ .. _._.. . _ ,
,. . _ . " 
. _., _ _._._.. k,- ~ __. ' _ :
X~~~~~~~~ r._- .,,AS..;- . Le.--,
.I 
_,-==_ =- =
_ _ b . _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- a -4 - 0 2 4 6




8 I 0 ?2 14 16
oPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






DATA. ET SYINOL CONFlCURATION DESCRIPTION .INCIDC CNDPOS I.NCIDW
(RNzI94) Q NSRDC-31JO,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2DIs 3.DO0 1.000 0.000



































6 -4 - 2
CTnFC C1 TP i
I)lU- bLJr A
CONFI&URATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110,NMSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFJWI V0DI
NSRvC-3110 DMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVZDI
0. 3T7
2 2 4 6 8
ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000
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DATA SET SYMBOL







0 2 4 6 10o 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ON IN,.,L CNDPOS INCIDW
OSTER B.C2FlWVI2DI 3.000 2.000 0.000
OSTER OIC2FIWIV2DI 3.000 2.000 0.000
0.381
16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORNATION
1 .000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES






















0 2 4 6 68 0 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
R BIC2FI1WV2DI 3.G00 2.000 0.000D
NR BIC2FIV IV21C 3.000 2.10JO 0.000
0.381
14 16 1s 20 22 24
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
.DODO SREF- 1.3650 SQ.FT.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
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- 6 O 2 a 10 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL






INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3S.00 2.000 0.000 1.Uo0 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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CONFIGURATIJO DESCRIPTION








INCICW WINGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
















































T -sw TT 0ww ww waw f f T'- _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· 
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. __ __ _ _ :_. ! __~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
,___ __ 7 _ _ _ X _ -0,,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
________ __,
-- _ _ · __
_ __ _-/ 
·XFtt 
~~~~~._/ ...........w __.._? ,
a .- 6 .0 2 4 6 B 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSROC-3110,NSFC/ L"SC BOOSTER 81C2FIUWV2il
NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BSIC2FIWIV2Il
FACH
;6 18 20 22 24 26
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDo WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORnATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.00o SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
































1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.








































1.000 SREF .. 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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3.000 2.00 . 0.0O00
0.361
10 1e 14 16
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.0DD SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
























LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA O0 DEGREES
-12 -10 -. 6 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGUtRATION DESCRIFTION INCIDC CNDPOS !NCIDW
NSRDC-3110,HSFCLNSC BOOSTER BIC2FWIV2gDi 3.000 2-.;000 0.000
NSRDC-3110,.SFC/LN3C BOOSTER BIC2FIWlV291 3.000 2.000 0D.D000
0.381
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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NSRDC-310 ,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CZFIW2DO







1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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-4 - 2 0 2 4 6 O 12 14 16 i8 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA° DEGREES
CONFIGURATIO CDESCRIPT1ON INCIDC CNDPOS INCICDW
N-SRDC-31IO, NFC/LhSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2DI 3.000 2.000 0.000




1.OD0 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGPOF REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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- a - -4 - 2 O
OL COCF IGURA TI DESCRIPTI ON
NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LHSC BOOSTE
NSRDC-3I10D, SFC/L"SC BOO0TE
LI 4 ;6 8 10 1l 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDOW
R DIC2FIWZDI 3.000 2.000 0.000
.R DIC2FIW2DI 3.000 Z.000 0.000
MACH 0.361
16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGF03 REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF I .3550 SQ.FT.



























































0 2 4 6 10 1Z 14 16 1,
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ON INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
)OSTER BICEFIWZD 3.000 200 .0 0.000 1.00D






































1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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,, i · ~ ; i- T T- i ~iw r wlr iT wIw, wi .i I Wii i -~ ilw xIi I 
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0 4 6 10 - 12 14 1 16 18 20 z2 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2265J Q NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWZDI
lRN2277) NSRDC-3110,NMFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIJZODI
MACH
INCICC CNOPOS INCIDW
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1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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-4 - 0 2 4 6 08 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW
R B C2F1W2D 3.00DD Z.00 0.000




I.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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SIDE SLIF
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
£RNZZ66) Q N5RDC-3110,HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2Dl










IDW WNCPOS ·REFERENCE INFORMATION
oo00 1.000 SREF . 1..3550 SQ.FT.
o00 2..0G0 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XHRP 31.1400 INCHES
Y"RP 0.0 o00 INCHES




















2 4 6 6 a 0 12 14 16 18
ANGLE .OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
T£ER BIC2F1W1VI is5.Go.000 1.000 D .OO- I. Ss




















-. 04 0 -4. .. ..
-so - - - 4 2 4 10 14 6 8 20 2 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
(RNi2U05J NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV1 15.000 1.000 0.000 1.OD SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.





















NSRDC 3110. BETA 0
2 4 6 8 tO 12 14 16 18 2 252 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
HR B1C2FI IVI 15.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
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DATA SET SYMOL
IRNZD5O ) 
( RN202J ) 
HACH
6 - 4 - 2 C 2 4
ANGLE OF
CCNFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
NSRDC-311O,NSFC1LNSC BOOST ER BIC2FI WIVI
NSROC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI




15.000 1 .000 O.000
0.379
s a 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.D000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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DATA SET SYM4BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(IRM2010) Q NSRDC-31IOaNSFC/LMSC B0051




g 4 6 8 10 12 14 is
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS
R BICEFi*iV1 15.000- i.000 0.000 1.000
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16 18 20 22 24
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
















-lo . -a6 -4 - 2 0 g 4
ANGLE OF
DATA 'SET S¥nBOL COt4FXDURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN20o5s) Q NSROC-3J10,HSIC/LHSC BOOSTER B1C;F,,IVI
(RNaOZI,.) NSRDC-31JO0,SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFSltIVI
MACH 0.379
6 8 10 12 14 10 18 20 Z2 84 2e
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
15.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA =
-. 0 L-
-0.6
-~~ ~ ~-,. ~ ~ ...
-0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
DATA SET SYIBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRPTiCON
(RN2005)) Q NSROC-3110,USFC/LMSC BOOSTER BJCZ2FtiVi







1.000 SREF 1.3550 S.FT.















































J -. 05 
-.D
-. 07
DATA SET SYMBOL '
*RN20061 Q
' (RN2022 ) L
MACH






P ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCI DC CNDPOS INCIDW
15.000 iO000 0.000
15.000 1.000 0.000
8 10 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
.1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.























-. 04 S -a1 -14
DATAE SET SYMBOL
(RN2006)1
( RNZOZ ) 
NACH
-12 -io -6 -4 -2 0
_ _ . . ..... _ ...
2 4 6 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LN$C BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV1 15.000 1.000 0.000
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI 15.000 1.000 0.000
0. 00
1O 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

































CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0
-4 -4 2 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCICW
R B1C2FWIVI s15.000D 1.000 0.000
R BICFIIWIVI 15.000 1.000 0.DOD
tACH
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


























[STICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA =
ANGLE OF ATTACK.-ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATICN CDESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110,INSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI 15.000 2.000 0.000
NSRDC-31O0,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER SIC2FlWlVI .15.000 2.000 0.000
0.3b82
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FWI VJ
NSRDC-3I10,NSFC/LMHC BOOSTER BIC2FIWiVJ
0.382
IHCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW WNGFOS REFI
i5.000 2.000 0.000 I.000 SREF







































NSRDCC-31J HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWlVI

































-0o. . . ... ... ."
-a - -6 - 4 - 2 D 2 4 6 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO INCIDC CNDPOS INCIIW WNCPOS REFEEENCE INFORHATION
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INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15.000 2.D00 0.00 1.D000













LMSC/IISFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
/7
2
.- iH f-. f _-
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- 8 - a -4 .- 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 14 16 18 20 22 24 Z6





N5R.DC-3i0IMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FI WIV
NSRCC-31IDNSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BC2FI W VI
0o3s2
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 0.000 l.000 SREF 1.355D SQ.FT.





























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0












2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
COCFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSROC-3110,HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FlWIVI
NSaDC-311 o,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER 1C2FI WIVI
16 18
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15.000 2.000 0.000 1.000



























































INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
lVI 1S.0OO 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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SIDE.SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL CCONFIGURATON DESCRIPTION INCIDOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
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-14 -12
-10 -6 -4 - 2 2 4 f
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA° DEGREES
CONFIGURATIO,' DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3z1i0HU FC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CFZIW1VI
























j -. os 
-
-.10
-16 -14 -SIC -50 -O -6 -4 -Z 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA 6ET SYBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
IRNZOI4) Q NSROC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI 15.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDC WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1. 5. 1.000 0.O0 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
15.000 1.ODD D0.OD 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES




























































1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
cRN219T) Q NSROC-310,IMSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FlWIV201
¢RN2213) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFlWIV2I1
MACH 0.381
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.0D0 1.o00 0.00D 1.D00 SREF 1.3550 So.FT.
15.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41 .4360 INCHES
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2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 -
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
tJ INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
STER B1C2FlWIV2D1 15.000 1.000 0.00D 1.000
STER BICZFwlV2Do 15.000 1.000 0.00O 2.000
0.381
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-6 -4 - o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
COIFIGURATION CESCRIP.TION INCICC CNOPOS INCIDW
N5RDC-31Q,NSPFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FI¥WIV2I 15.000 1.000 D.O0
NSROC-3110,$SFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2F1W11V201 . 15.DO . 1.000 0.000
0.381
16 18 20 22 24 26
WNCFPO REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.




































a 4 6 6 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R 1BC2FIWIVD01 15.000 1.000 0.0o0 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


















- - 7 - 6 - 4 .- I 2 4
ANGLE OF ;
DATA SET SYMBOL CCONFIGURATION DCCRIPTIOIN
(RNE297) S NSROC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER 81C2FIWIVZDI
(RN2.3J 2) NSRDC-3A 10,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FlWlV2rD
0.301
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.0UO0 0.000 1. lO SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.




















IL~~-&~L- ~ &~ -.~
-- *. . . . . . . . . . . ' .
-0.0 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4
LIF
DATA SET SYNMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RANSIS) NSRDC-3110:dVSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFlt/IVZ0D(E*,Z13  NSRDC-3110 ,SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2F1WIV2ODI
MNA C 0.3SS1
T COEFFICIENT. CL
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
15.000 1.000 0.0DO 1.800 SREF 1.3550 SQ..FT.
15.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES






































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2iS s) Q NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BsC2FJlWVDa
(RN2214) NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIV2DI
MACH 0.502
ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDP0o INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1S.DOD 1.Oo0 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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-t14 -12 -d10 - o - 6 - 4 - 2 O 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
COnFIGURATIO; DESCRIPTIO : INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110 1*SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICEFIiliV2D1 15.000 1.00 D 0.000






1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
·~~~~d ~
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NSRDC-3l1 .MSFC/LNSC aOOSTER 81CF1IWIV2DI
NSRCC-3l104,SFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2DX





8 10 12 14 16
WNGPFQ REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.00O SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
































14 -12 -10 - -
0.382
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY 'LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
T -r T ~~~~~~~~
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2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES































































- -4 - 2 2 4
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110ISFC/ LNSC 800iTER BIC2EFIVDV01
NSADC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOS5TER BIC2FIWUVZDI
0.381






1.00o SREF 1.3550 SO.FT.




















- - - 4
- 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BCEFIWI VZDI
NSRDC--3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2D1
0.381
10 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2 00 0.000 .D000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




















_ __ __ ___ -s _ _~~~~~~~

























2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
R BICZFlWIV2D1 15.000 2.000 0.000
R BICZFIWIVZDI 15.000 2.000 0.000
0.381

















































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
.00 - - 6 - 4 - a-515 - 6 4 2 2 4 B 10 12 14 16 1s 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(IN2ZOS) NSRDC-3110, SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFiWIV2DI



























-S 1 - 6 - 4 - Z 4
ANGLE OF i
DATA SET SYO30L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRN2a5) Q tJSRDC-3$10 NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2DI
(RNZZ2l J NSR0C-3110 MSFC/L4SC BOOSTER BICZFIWIV2DI
MACH








1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFT1IO INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIV2D1 15.000 2.000 0.000
NSROC-3II0,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIUIVW D1 15.000 2.000 0.000
0.381
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


























CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
N59DC-3110,l SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BSCZFIWlV2DI 15.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.









LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
i1 tl i !- t ! i! w
b--S! i i i 1 1! i i i i il i d ~ iJ i ~
C
1-1<I -I 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ -. - _ _
[- N~
I I I .
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN.ZOD6) NSRCC-I1IH SFC/LNOC BOOSTE
(RN2222) R NSRDC-3110, SFC/LMSC D00STE
- 6 -4 -4 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETAt DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
ER BIC2FlIWVZD1 15.000 2.000 0.000












































-16 -*4 -12 -1i - a
MACH O.382
'-= = =I= = . RL =, ==-.
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( RN222 ) 
NA CH
i Ii ' i i· , ~wi i' iiwirl "T-a- ~-r-T
-
~ --- -- *'T
- -- - - - - - -- -- ~~~~~~~~I !w 
w-=...=.. == ==
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P~~~~~~~~~~~
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-6 -4 - 2 O 2 4 6 5
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW WNtFOS
TER BIC2FF1W1V2D 15.000 2.000 0.000 1.000
TER B1C2FIWIV2D t 15.000 2.000 0.000 2.000
0.302
10 12 14 16
REFERENCE INFORMATION








LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = O DEGREES
Ha- - T- 7 X- T
e____ _ ___ _1At- _ __ _ ____










NSRDC-311,D SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWlV2D1
0.382
2 0 2 4 6
ANGLE. 'BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
86 O . 2 I
15.000 2.D00 0.000 I.000 SREF







































































l RN2261 ) Q
- * RN2g7'Z3 )
MA CH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPT;ON INCLOC CNDPO$ INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LN5C BOOSTER BlC2FIW2CD 15.010 .DU0 0 aoo 1,.00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.














-10-4 -0 -6 4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET 5YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIOM
(RMN22513 ! HSR-l)o5CSFr/LNSC 3OOsTER BICOFIWSI2
RN12273) NSROC-311GMSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFI2OI
CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC
6 8 10 12 14 16
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15.000 1.000 0.000 1.000






























TUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA =- 0
T JI · ., ,. .w ... ff. ... ., .-. !§ ... I!i ' .! T f !mi If 
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ '
·X4tttFf
O - a - 4 -2 4 0e 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION' CESCRIPTiONt
NSRDC-310,NMSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BlC2FlWZDI





1s 15 20 22 E4 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
I.0UO SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.












LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
g.3 r
-- - - - - .- 
- - -- -r
..-. 1-------
- - …
- 2 O 4 6 I 10
ANGLEI F ATTACK. Al PHA. nl
COFXICURATLON DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-31I0DSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CF1W2D1S





14 16 18 20 22 24 26
EGREES
INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000: 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. RFTA = ;





( RN Z73 )
NA CH
C - 6 a 2 10 14 16 16 20
I
24
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
HSRDC-3110,4 SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2DI
NSRDC-3110.NSFC/L£eSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWZDI
0.5o1
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.













































DA TA SET SYTMOL






INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 0.00 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES































.000 . ^ . ^* ................... . ._
-0 - 6 - 4 - 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYNHOOL COrFIGURATION DESCRIPTICN
(RN22612) Q NRSDC-311O.NSFC/LMNC BOCOSTER B1C2FIlWZI
(RN2273 ) NSRDC-311VD,ISFC/LHSC BOO5TER BIC2FIWZD1
MACH
-- I~~ ~~~ ~~~ · ._.....'
_ _ _ __ _ 7 _~~~~'
_I__ _4._
.- _ . _ _ ._ _  _ _'' :'
_ __4. .f_ .. .. ,/
6 8 10 12 14 16
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15.000 1,000 0.00D 1.000
-15 .000 1.000 O.OO0 2.000
D.501










LMSC/MSFC-BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
~~~~~~~~~-. .





CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3IL0,NSFC/LPI-SC BOOSTER BlC2FIW2D1 15.000 1.000 0.000
NSRDC-31O, mSFC/LN.SC BOOSTER BIC2FFlWZD 15.000 1.000 0.000
MACH
WNGPFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
.1.00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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- - - - . -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l
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: - _ __ _I _ t- '..
*
. . _ _ _ _ _ ... ............................... 
_ _., -~~~~~~[ 
6 -4 - a 0 2 4 6





a .10 1 14
INCICC CNOPOS INCIOW WPIvFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 0.000 I.D00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA
162
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4 -12 -10 - - 8 - 4 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRCDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2DI 15.000 1.00D 0.000
NSRDC-3110,iSFC/L.HSC BOOSTER BSlC2FIW201 15.000 1.000 0.000
0.381
8 10 12 14 16
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF. 1.3550 SQ.FT.





















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
, I II r i Ir Tr i ! ii i I p .i. ~ Tr I* i Ii '~ * * , . ' 'i ~r
. * 
\
. _ V -~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~ 1- ..-
14 -12 -1 3 - a - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 B 10 12 14 e6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATIOCN DESCRIPTO'N
(RN226Z) G NSRODC-3110,NSFC/LH5C 800STER CBICFIWZD1




























































_~~~~~~~~~~~~ :, , .,__,
_·_._ 
: _ w ; _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_ _ t- 7.......
_.... [ __ ,, L. . ....... _.-
-e 6 - 4 - 2 D
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA.
INCIOC CNDP
R BIC2F1WZD1 15.000 2.0
R BIC2FIW2DI 15.000 Z.0
0.379
12 14 :6 i8 20 22 24 26
DEGREES
POS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
300 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 S'Q.FT.



















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONPFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRDC-3110.SFC/LNSC BOOSTER 01C2FlW2D01 15.0D 2.000 0.000 I.00 SREF ' 1.3550 SQ.FT.



































15.000 2. 0U0 0.000
NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.D00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







'LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
. _ ..... _] 
_ ·
X z ...........













INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS
15.000 2.00D 0.000 1.000

































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
EILLi I I I I -_
- - - - e- --
- --- - - - - - ---A- - --
F- -- - - ........ 
--- -- - -- -- -- --- -- -- / r- - - - - :- -7-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
__ __ ___ _ ,7 .___A
_ _ _ G_ = t .s _ .I
r ___ _.F . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ 7
i -4 - 8 4 10 12 14 16 10 24 26









INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
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- - 4 - O 2 4 6 10 l2 14 16 tB tO 22 2', 26













1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



































- 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110,tSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CZFIW2DI 15.000 Z.000 0.000




1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


















.8 08 . . . . . .
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARAC [ERISTICS, N';RDC 3110. BETA = 0
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-







IRNS:: I ) 
HA CN













Z.00 o0.000 1.000 SREF
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. X .~~~~~~~~~~~~







-14 -12 -%0 - e - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DL CONFICURATIO CESCRIP7Fi. INCIOC CNOPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110USFC/LMSC 0OOSTER BIC2FIWZD1 15.000 2.000 0.000
NSRDC-3jIV0NSFC/L1SC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2DI 15.000 2.00 0.000
MACH 0.379
a 10 14 i6
WNGFOS REFE:RENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 St.FT.







































-14 -12 -10 6
CONFI GURATION D£SCRIPTI ON
NSRDC-311i,S5FC./LSC BOOSTI
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC 8OOSTE
-6 -A -2 _ 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
ER GBC2Ft1i2D .. 15.000 2.000 0.000
ER BIIC2Flt4Dl 15.C00 2.000 0.000
0.379
6 8 10 1I 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORNATION
1.000 SREF ' 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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-16 -14 -12 -10 - B - 6 - 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOC DESCRIPTION
(RM227J0) NSRDC-31iONSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWZDI
(RNZ20Z) NSRCC-321DMSFC/LNSC BOOSTER IC2FFWZDIC
MACH
- 2 0 2 4 6
P ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW




1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
























ANGLE OF ATTACKI ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRDC-3110,rSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICRFlWl1V 3.000 1.OOU U.o000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
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--~~~-7
.......... I -- _--
-10 - {
DATA SET SYMBOL
R N2017 ? 

























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA =
.~1 A~ E__ .1 . I .! __l __I _1 _l ._~ _1 _l .,. _l . ___',. __ r-t fl I^
.~~~~~~ 
.; I_ . . . I> . .._L .t . .AA . .. L-* . . A...I . . . J . . I I . ' I I . .. I I_ I e I , . I
T i
4~le
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
- .j.- - -…,I
- 2. ~g 4 a 0to I2 14 16 18 20
ANGLE OF ATTACKP ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYNOL ' CONFIGURAtION DESCRIPTION
RN2001 ) NRDC-3110,.3FC/LNC BOOSTER B1C2FIWIVI







1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

























-1a -a -a -4 22 24 2
.


















0 -4 - 2 2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGUL'RAT1ON DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDCW
NSROC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER 8IC2FIWIV± 3.000 1.000 .0D00
NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BiC2FIWIVI 3.000 1.000 0.000
0.381
20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.












































.___ < _ __ _ __ __ __ __, .~~~~~~~~~~I
m.rI i- _
.1.r




2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS
NR DIC2FIWIVI 3.000 1.LGO 0.000 1.00D
R B1C2;FlIVI 3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000
0.301










LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
rr1l 2' 1., 1 r.,.,T .' 
~..... i - -
_ _ 7 / 9 X __ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
....... __._ 
- 4 - 0 .2
ANGLE
CONFIG URATION DESCRIPTION
NSR0C-311 ,PSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFlW
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW
I
4 6 8 10 12 14 16
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
Wi Vi
11 Vi
3.000 1.000D 0.000 1.000
































































OATA SET SIYMBOL . COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
- 2(R )2001, ( NSRDC-3110 NSFC/L3MSC EOOSTER- IC2FIWIV 
(RNZOI?) H N5DC-31ZD,.SFC/LNSC BOOSTER SIC2FIWIV1
MACH 0.381
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
3D.00 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF i.3550 SG.FT.




ZMRP 0 .250 INCHES
SCALE 1.5000 PERCNT
PAGE 1008




















( AW2017 71 
_~ ~~ iCfg X














ZNCIOC CNOFPOS INCIOW WNGPOS
3.000 .o000 0.000 1.000
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000
0. 301
PAGE 1009
1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8. 2.0
-- I




























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC CNDFPOS I GW
NSRDC-310IDSFC/LNSC BOOSrER B2C2FIWIVI 3.000 1.000 0.OG0
NSRDC-3110.1NSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BiCZFW1VI . 3.000 1.000 0.000
0.381
WNGPOS 'REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 'SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
". I , --
:~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~.. · - . .
- -= == -=--- == == =~~~~~~~~~~~'
: - - - - - i - - - - -~~!: '





-2 0 2 4 6 S 10
P ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW






1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







































































I . f f . I g 2 ~~~.. . r . ' . ' 1 . ... . ' , -w.._~_Ir
"<- L- ' ' ..
t ff t~',,





6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
R 81CeFIlIV1 3.00 1.000 0.000
BC.C2FIIWVI 3.000 1.000 0.000













































- - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAo DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION - INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRCC-3SI10HSFC/LP-iC BO0S3TER BIC2FIWIVl 3.000 2.000 0.000
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NSRDC-SII,, ISFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FI t VI1
0.SSI
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




































-10 -3, - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICOi DESCRIPTION
(RN2009) ~ NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
(RN20251 NSRDC-311O,H SFC/LNSC BOOSTER B1C2FII4WVI
MACH 0.381
,ITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC
6 8 10 i2 14 16 18 20 2g 24 26
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.00D 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







'LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA =
.. , . :
_ _ . __ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- I 




- 2 0 2 4 6 a D
0
l2 14 1 18 20 22 24 26
.DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOC DESCRIPTION
(. RHN20) SRDC-3110,DSFC/LMSC BOOSTEF
CRNZ025 1 NSRCC-3110MNSFC/LMSC BOOSTEF
MACH 0.381
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BIC2FIWIVI 3.000 2.00 0.00D0 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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__ .. e / 
a - 4 2 4 6 e 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGf
CONFIGURATIOW DESCRIPTION
NSROC-3110,4SFC/LNMC BOOSTER 81C2FlWIVl





















































NSRDC-3Jj,, SFC/LHSC 0OOSTtR BICZFIWIVI
0.381
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 I.o00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
I.00D 2.000 0.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRP 31.1400 INCHES




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA =
_- ;_ T , i · _ _; . _ . __i . _ __ _; .j ._ _ _ _ . _ _ . '_ _ _ . -. w . , ~ w w i , ,r . . ~ ,i
; ~. ... ___......_
/
.~~~ . _" ... ,_e.
s acr
0 2 4 6- -6 -4 -2 a 10 12 14 l6
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DCESCRIPTION
IRnZpD.9) NSDOC-3110 NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIV1
(RNZZES) R NSRDC-3110N SFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CZFlWIVI
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000
3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000
0.381
0




















































-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4
LIF
DATA SET SYMBOL COIFIGURATION DESCRIPTICON
(RNO209) Q NSRCC-311D0ISFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
(RNZO25) a NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
MACH 0.301
FT COEFFICIENT, CL
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICO WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



















-. o3 _ 
oD -. 05 - _ _
Z
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIJURATION DESCRiPTION
(RNz01O) Q NSR[C-31O1,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCEFIWIVI
IRNaZo26) NSRDC-3Sit0 SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlC2FIWIVI
MACH 0. 38
CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110,
- 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 iz 14 16
P ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.














U -. 005 




-. 040 - - -
-. 05 ..
-1G -14 -52 -10 - O 6 - 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2010) NSPDC-3110,NSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICFIlWIVI
( RNQ26 ) ' NSROC-31 0, NSFC/L.4C BOOSTER BIC2F1Wl Vl
IACH 0.382
P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGrOS REFERENC£ INFORMATION
3.000 2.00G D.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
3.000 Z.O0O 0.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES




















LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110.
6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 0o I2 14 A6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BIC2IFJIWV 3.0DD 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
2
. f f . . | | e . . . r Trr .~~~~~~~. ., , ,. T........s_
.~~ 
B~~~~
6 10 16 1i 22 24 26





HSRDC-311SDSFC/ LMSC 0OOSTER 01C2F1WIV01
NSROC-3110M SFC/Lf4SC BOOSTER BiCZFlWIVEDI
INCIDC CNHPOS INCICW WNGPOS
3.000D 1.000 3.000 1.UD
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0 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CCONFGURATIXJ DESCRIPTtON INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-311,OWSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVDZ1 3.000 1.000 3.000





10, BETA = 0










LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
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16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORgATION
1.000 5REF 1.3550 SO.FT.







DATA SET SYMNOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZS5) * NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2D1














































2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1s 20 22 24 g6
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAi DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BICZFIWlV2OI 3..000 1. 3 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






















-1. .- .- L - 4 - 2
-,1a -8 - G - 4 - 2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2Z251) NSRDC-31D,15 FC/LHSC BOOSTE
I(RN2Z4I) NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
"A Cn
· STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS,
2 4 6 *8 1D 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNOPOS INCIOW
-R BIC2FWIV2D1 3.000 1 .000 3.0DD
.R B1C2FIWIV2D1 3.DD0 1.00D 3,D00
D.301
WNIGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
































DATA SET 51H9OL CONFIGURATIlON DESCRIPTIO1
IR N2r25 ) NSRDC-3s10 HSFC/LWSC P00STI
(RNZ241 ) NSRDC-311SOHSFC/LWSC BOOSTI
HACH 0.301
2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 1t 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
:ER BIC2FIWiV2D1 3.000 1.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIG'URATION DESCRiPTION INC;CC CNDFOS INCIDW
NSROC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2D1 3.000 1.000 3.000
NSRDC-311D0,SFC/L.NSC BOOSTER BIC5FIWI.V2:1 3.000 1.000 3.0O0
0.381
WNGFOS, REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.355D SQ.FT.
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3.4 -o.2 0.0 O.P 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
CONFIOGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNCPOS
NSRDC-s11iMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2DI 3.000 1.000
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVZDI 3.000 1.000














LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
-14 -1, -aO - e 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPFTION
CRNZZ26)B NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER B1C2FlWIVZDI
(RNH242)J NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 8ICZFIWIVZDI
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPC
3.000 1.000 3.000 1.O1
3.000 1.000 3.000 2.01
0.370
8 10 12 14 16
OS REFERENCE INFORArTION
i0D SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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NSRDC-310,N SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWI V2D0
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6 - 4 - 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPO6 REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BIC2FF1W201D 3.000 1.OOO 3.000 1.000 SREF I.3550 SQ.FT.
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ANGLE OF
CATA SET S1IM3OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN22353) NSRDC-311 M,NSFC/LN$C BOOSTER SIC2FIWIV2DI(RN2249) N.SROC 3310 NSFCILNSC BOOSTER B;1C2FIWIV2DI
MACH







1.D00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY9 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA 0 O
-4 -2 a 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
'ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL COFIGCURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2233) NSROC-3110,MSFC/ LHSC BOOSTER B1C2FiWWV2D0
(RN2z49] NSRDC 3110 NSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FlWIV2DI
D.382
Ss . 20 24 26
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.00D 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI
IRN2233) Q NSRDC-311cMHSFC/L"SC BO
RN2249 ) NSRDC 3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOS
MACH 0.362
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 8 20O 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ON INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
)OSTER BIC2F1IWV201 3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 S9.FT.
iTER BICZFIWIV2D1 3.000 Z.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3l10 NSFC/LHSC BOOSTER ElC2FIS1V2DI
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DATA SET SYM4BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(N;2233 ) Q NSCDC-3110,IFC/LNMSC SOOSTOI
(RN2249) NS DC 110 .43FC/L$SC BOOSTER I
WA CH
2 4 t0 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREE .
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
R 51C2Flw1V2,1 3.000 2.000 3.000
SlC2F11diveol 3.000 2.DOD 3.00o
0.302
I1
oG 18 a0 at 24 to
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
























-10 - O - a - 4 - g - O
CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110,
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES,
DATA SET SYHoOL CONFIGURATIO DESCRIFPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCXCW WNCPOS
(RN22331 NSRDC-31ID,NSFC/L4S.C BOOSTER I.C2FIW.IV21 , 3.000 2.000 3.000DD I.OD0
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ANGLE OF ATTACK
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNil133) Q NSRDC-3SID SFC/LNSC BOOSTER B1C2FIWlV251
(CN2249-) SRDC 3110 NS'C/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFIWlV2DI
MA CH






16 is 20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
r
-- N-~~ '" " - I- 
----N -: -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- - -- .h i,
<-l - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - -~~~
-0.4 -0.2 0.D 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1 .4 1.6 1.8 2.0
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2Z3) 1 Q NSRCC-31iOVMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVZDI
(RN2Z49) NSROC 3110 NSFC/LNMC BOOSTER B9C2FIWIV2D
NACH 0.382
INCIDC CNDPFO INCIDW WNGPOS REFE
3.0100 2.OD0 .00O 1.000 SREF


































































.SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTIOI4 INCIDC CNDPO5 INCICW
NSROC-S110 MIFC/LMSC BCOOTER 6IC2FIWlVZD1 3.000 2.000 3.000
NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER B.ICZFIIV2D1 3.000 2.000 3.000
0.382
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.






































- 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 (
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
ER BIC2FlWIVZDI 3.000 2.00 3 .00
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CHARACTERISTICS, NSROC 3110. ALPHA =
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW
NSRDC-3IIO,4SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWlV2C1 3.000 2.000 3.00O
NSRDC-31J0,NSFC/LNMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIt/VZDI 3.000 2.000 3.000
0.382
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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- 6 E 0
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIOIN









WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION :
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








































1.000 $REF 1.35§0 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
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IN rLrrl U r r Xo ww r- 0
INCIDC. CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION.
3.000 1.000 3.00D t.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.









































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDOC CNOPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRDC-311,VNSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FIWZDZ 3.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNI 8) R NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
(RN23d01 NSRDC-3S10,NSFC/ LMSC BOOSTE
MACH 0.380
*4 6 a 10 it 14 16 10 20 22 24 2e
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BICZFIW201 3.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = O
·




















- 2 a 4
ANGLE OF A
CoAFI VRA rTION DESCR IPTION
NSaDC-S1I0,45FC/L0NSC BOOSTER ,1C2FI-W201
NSRDC-311D,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BC2FIW21DI






16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORhATION
3.000 1.000 3.000 1 .000 SREF 1.3550 S. FT.



























14 16 18 20 22 24 26
LMSC/NSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0I
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-,a4 -0.2 0.o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 i.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 . 1.6 .0o











1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



































SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DCECRIPTION INCIDC CNOPOS INCIDW
NSRCC-S31U,HSFC/LHSC aOOSTER BICZFlWZDI 3.000 1.000 3.OD0
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER VICZFIW2DI 3.000 1.ODgD 3.000
0.379
WNiFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.00D SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
















































- -4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW
ER BICZFIW2Di 3.000 1.000 3.000
ER 01C2FIWDZD 3.000 1.000 3.000
0.579
6 10 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.










































- 2 0 2 4 6 6 14 12 14 16
P ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES,
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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CONFIGURATION OE$CRIPTIC
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION ItCIDC -CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRDC-311O,MSFC/ LM5C BOOSTER BIC2FIW2D1 3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 Sc.FT.





































6 8 10 12 14 16 IB
0
20 22 24 26
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 3.000- :.OD SREF I.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS.- NSRDC 3110, BETA 
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24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NsRDC-3110u SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2DI
N5RDC-31lOrSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCZFIW201
INCIDC CNDPOS INCCDW WNGPOS
3.,OD 2.000 3.0UD 1. 000











































a 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 t8 O2 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK° ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BIC2FIWZD1 3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIoD
R BIC2F1W2D1 3.Q00 2.00o 3.000
R B1C2:FwI'D1 3.000 0 32.000 . 0
0.381
WNG¢:O3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 5Q.FT.






































DATA SZT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZ293) N mSRDC-311DmSFC/L4SC BOOSTE
(RN2309) NoRrC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
MACH
2 4 6 a la 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS INCIDW
R BIC2FIW201 3 .000 2.000 3. 00
R BICZFIW2D1 3.000 2.000 3.000
0.381
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






















CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNCPOS INCICW
NSRDC-3;11OHSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FlW2D1 3.000 ;.000 3.000
NSDC-31S0INSFC/ LHSC BOOSTER BICZFIW2DI 3.000 2.000 3.000
0. 381
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA DEGREES
~~~I ... .
_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.. .>X_ 
.- ===EtK _ 
-4a -t2 -1O - 0 -
DATA SET SYMNBOL CONFIGURATIONl DESCRIPTIO0
(RN2294) N SRDC-3110tS FC/LNSC B00STEI
CRN231S) NSRDC-310,NSFC/LIMSC BOOS3TE
6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLEo BETA, DEGREES
INCIODC CNDPOS INCIDW
R BICZFIW201 3.000 2.000 3.000




1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.










































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ __o__'_ 
=-~~~~~~ _= ======F=_ 
==_ __= ___ _=-=
_~~ ~~ __._______
_ _ _ _ _ 
. . _ _ _ _ __-_
-14 -12 O10 6 -4 -2 o 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CC*NFI;URAT10N CESCRIPTION
(RN2294) Q NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFSI2D1





B 10 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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-12 -10 - -_ -4 -_ 2 a 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICON









1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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,1,t.. ,,1,, ,JI
DATA SET SYBOL
C RN201 ) 
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFI CURA TON DESCRIPTICON
NSRBC-3110tMSFC/LMC BOOSTER BICFIWI1VI
NHDC-3110O,SFC/LHSC OOSTER BIC2FWI VI
0.379
INCIDC C. NDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.OD 1.000 0.00 1.000o SREF . 1.5550 SQ.FT.
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( RNZbO5 ) 9
(RN 202,)
HA CH
B -6 - 4 - 2 2 4 .6 8 10 12 14




INCICC CNOPOS INCICW WNGPOS
15.OD 1.000 0.000 1.000
















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
C - !''... ;Tr . rrrrr
.'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - . _I 
2 4 6 I. 10 Az 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES













1.000 SREF I1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
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;;XX~~~~~~~~~~ I . I;
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16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES





























0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16is
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CON INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNG
00STER B1CFIWI VI 15.000 1.D00 0.000 1.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STJODY LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERIST
11111 I.'1I
ICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
L- T <4
tE Tt
_E _ _ _ _ 
__ F __ _ __ _, _ __ ___ T1 -LW 1~~~·....... 
6 - -4 - 2 0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICON DESCRIPTI4N
(RN20O5) Q SROC-310,NMSFC/LNSC 8OOST£(RN2021) 2 NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTE
MACH 0.379
2 4 6 a 10 17 14 16 1 20 g2 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCLCC CNDPF5 INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
-R BIC2FIWIVI 15.000 i.noo 0.000 o .ooo SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

























.000 . . .U
-so - I
I- I I
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA =
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0
__i _l _ll _,i _l l _' T2 * I* -Iw l l l i il r I t l i l ' l














5 .000 1.000 0.000
15 .000 1.000 0.000
0.379
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
















































-.06 -- 4 -- - .. .-
SIDE: SLI
__ -. 0? -~'-' -
-16 -4 -J~- ~O -8 - 6 - 4
DATA SET SYMBOC :CONFIGURATION DSESCRPTIW
(RN2D0061 NSRDC-3J11,MSFC/LNSC 00STER BICZFIWIVI(RN2022) N$SRCC-3110ONSFC/LSC OOOSTER BIC2FIWIV1
NACH 0.380
P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
5.a00 100o0 0.000 1.000 SREF 1 3550 SQ.FT.
15.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
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14 -12 -10 - - -6 -2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
NsRDC-310N MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV1 15.000 1.U00 0.000




1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
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- 6 - 4 - 2 0 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW
[R ItC2FIWIVl 15.000 1.000 0.000
~R BIC2FIWIV1 15.000 1.000 0.000
0.380
6 10 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SRLF 1.3550 SG.FT.












































-10 - 6 4 - 2 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMNOL CONFIGURATION VESCRIPTION
(Rt203II N SRDC-3110,NSFC'/LMSC BOOSTER BCZFIWlVl
(RN20I29) NSRC-3110.HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICFIWIVI
MACH 0.532
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 0.COO ,000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER SrUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
.. . . . . . . . . ... _. .. . . .
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~~~~~~_,_ ______ , 
-4 - 2 0 e 4 s I 14 16 e8 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIG IRATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
(RN2o01) B NSRDC-Si110NSFC/LN$C BOOSrER BICZFlWIVI 15.000 2.000 0.OOO
(RN20Z9) NSRDC-310 NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI 15.000 z.000 0.000
MA CH 0.382
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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- - - 6 - 4-2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET :STMOL, CONFiGURATICON DESCRIPTION
IRNZ13)  NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFllJ VI
(RNZG29) NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LM5C BOOSTER BICZFlWIVI
MACH D.382
6 8 10 12 14 16 t8 20 22 24 26
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 .000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




ZMRP . 2250 INCHES
SCALE 1.5000 PERCNT
PAGE 1081
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INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS
S5.000 2.000 0.000 1.0D0
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-- 0 -- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4
ANGLE OF
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRN,201:3 NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CZFIWIV1
(RANZ29) Z5 NSROC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
MACH 0.362
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW ,4NGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC!MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
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6 6 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






















































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDYv LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
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1.2 1.4 1.6 1.6 P.O
INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






















-- 6 -14 -12 -10 - -6 - 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYNSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2014) NSRDC-3110,NSFCXLMSC BOOSTER 01CEFIWIVI
(RNZG30) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LHMSC BOOSTER EICZF'WIVI
MACH 0.361
P ANGLE° BETA° DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


















7 16 -4 -12 -10 - - - 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFrIGURATION DESCRIPrlON
(RNS014) Q NSRDC-3110 ,PhFC/LNSC BOOSTER BlCzFl WIVI
(RN20 30' L NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2F1 WI VI
MACH






1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.












































-6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCICW WNGPOS
TER BiC2F, WIVI t5.D00 2.000 0.000 1 .000











LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
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-10 - 8 - 6 -4 - 2 2 4
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
HIRDC-3110,HSFC/LHSC 00OSTER BIC2FIWI VDI
HSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FtIWVZDI








1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.F

















































'0o -0 -6 -4 -2e 0 4
ANGLE OF 
DATA SET SYNIBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
RNI2ZgI D NSRDC-3110,I SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFlWIVZOD








1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LWSC BOOSTER BiC2FI.Wl VZD1
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW




I.000 SREF 1.3550 SS.FT.



























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 31
2.0
-0.G a
-10 - . -6 - 4 - 2 0 Z 4 10 12
10. BETA= 0
wl! _i -w ! 1Fw! ___ __l _i ___ II! 'Jl!§§ iw! Tfi ii! !l i ! )'';
S - - - - -- - -- s~~~~~~~
B-- -/?- 
14 16 18 20 22 24 26
DATA SET SYMBOL
I SRN22S- ) '
( RN2245 )}
NACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC CNDPOS INCICW
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/L.-SC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2D1 15.000 1.000 3.000
NSRDC-3110DHSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWlVZDI 15.000 1.000 .3.000
0.580
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.00 3.D000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSROC 3110, BETA 0
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6 8 10 12 14 16
TTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CHNPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15.000 1.000 3.000 1.000
15.000 1.000 3.000 Z.000
0.5380
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DATA SET SYMB0L CONFIGURArION DESCRIPTION
(RtNZz) Qj NSRDC-311D0. SFC/LMSC BOOS
(RN2§45) J NSROC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOS
MACH
O 2 4 6 8 la 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
~; INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
TER BICZFlWIV2D1 15.000 1.00O 3.00O
STER.B CZFIW1V2D1 15.000 1.000 3.000
0.380
16 16 20 2S 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT..
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NSRDC-3I1 N,HSFC/LHNC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2DI






1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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-6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
TER BICEFlWIVZDI 15.000 - 1.DO 3.000





B 10 12 14 16
REFERENCE INFORMATION


































- - 4 - Z 0 2- 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW
-R BIC2FIl V2DI 1 .000 1.000 3.000
R BIC2FIWIVZDI 15.000 1 .000 3.000
MACH
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.













-. 5 * .. - . . . .
U
-. 15
-16 -14 -1 -10 - - 4 -
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYPNBOL CONF[GURA TION DESCRIPTION
(RN230) a NSRDC-31laHSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BrICFIWIV2DI
(RN2z46 I NSRDC-S31ODNSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFZWIV2eI
HACH 0.301
3110. ALPHA 0 DEGREES
ANGLE, BETA9 DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNCFPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 .D000 3.00D I.000D SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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- G -4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110,1HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FI WV2Di
NSROC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER- B.CtFIWlV2DI
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUOY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
_ _ ___~~~~~~~~~~~, _ . _ _, -  . ____XR__Sw._t '*w2, $,
_ .  v- ___ __
_ _ _ __ _ __
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-. 0lo - - a -6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







NSROC-3JIONSFC/LS C BOOSTER BIC2FIWlV2DI
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15.000 2.000 3.000 1.000
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INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







TUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
. .- 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CZFIWIVZDI 15.000 2.O00 3.000
NSRVC-ZIOw,HNSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW1VZDI 15.000 2.00D 3.000
0.361
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF - 1.3550 SQ. FT.
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- -G - -4 - 2 2 4
ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYM8OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2237J) NSRDCI-31,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2flWIVZD1
(RN253) a NSRDC-31J0N SFC/LU4SC BOOSTER BICZFIWIV2DI1
nACH








1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



















'D -lT - - . - 4 -. 2 G . .. 4
ANGLE OF I
DATA SET SYNIBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRIN2Z37) Q NSROC-3110.MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFlWIV2DI
IRNZ253) 2 NSRDC-3II10NSFC/LMSC O.vSTER BIC2FlIWV2CI
MACH







1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




























CCNFIGURATION CESCRIPTION INC.DC CNOPOS INCIDW WNSPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRDC-3110, 4SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWI V2DI 15000D 2.000 3.000 1.OD0 SREF 1.3550 E.Q.FT.





SCALE 1 .50o0 PERCNT
PAGE 11 08
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( RN2z54 I A
MACH
t4 -12 -10D - 3 -6 -4 -
SIDE SLIP
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2F1IWV2Dl
NSRDC-3110NMSFC/ LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FlWlV2D1
2 0 2 4 6
ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW




a 10 14 16
I
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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- 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 t6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS
15.000 2. D00 3.000 1.000












NSROC-3110,I SFC/LHSC BOOSTER B1CZFIlVZD1
0.381
PAGE 1110
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
._ ., 
__~l __! ___






-16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 - -
SIDE SLIP
DATA SFT SYrsOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(11RN-2Z30R) - NSRDC-3slDhSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVZDI
(RNf254 ) 3 NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LkSC BOOSTER BIC2FlWIVZDI
A . . .,A . . _! . . . 1 I L-I . .I .. I . . , , , , 




















































-10° - 8 - -4 - O 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYNDOL CONFIGURATiON DESCRIPTION
IRNz22s9) NSRDC-311 ,IMSFC/LWSC BOOSTER BtC2FIWDI1
IRN23D5)P NSRDC-3JID0, SFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CZF1WZD0
MACH 0.eS2
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





























-. 02 ---- -
-0 -O - 6 - 4 - a 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMSOL COSFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(R42289), N$SRC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER B81.2FIW201( RN2305) NSRDC-3110,l SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FW2DI
MACH
6 ' s0 12 14 16
:ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15.00DD 1.000 3.00D 1.00O























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110 BETA = O
t TT I i ! I TI w ! T I i I v ! 'r'! ! " ! i -r-l--r- -b-. '
r
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- 6 o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14








56 IG . 20 22 24 26
INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SO.FT.
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1lo ~ 8f - ·; - 4 - 2 tl 2 4 C 6 8 lO iL2 14 16 J, 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYNMOL CONFIGURATION D£ESCRIPTIO
{(NN209) n NSRDC-3110 MHS.C/LfSC BOOSTER B$C2FIWEDS
(RNE305 - 2 NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2DS
A CH 0.382
INCIDC CNDPOS -INCIOW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
5.GOO i.cGOO 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
__ _. _ ___ _ _ i _ ~, i ,. __ . .1 w _ -"r-l ! _ 
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2 4 6 10 12' 14 16 10 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK., LPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERE
-R BlCEFZFiW2D 15.f0 1.0o0 3.000 1.000 SREF




























































-O - 8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4
(RN229) C NSROC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BiC'FIW2DI
(RN230 ) . NSRVC-3110,HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2DI
MACH 0.382
ATTACK° ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDFPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
15.000 1.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES

































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTiju
(RNs2289 a NWSRD¢C-3110,HSFC/LMSC DOOSTEI
tRN2305) NSRDC-3110si FC/LMSC BOOSTEi
HA CH
2 4 6 8 10 S2 14
ANGLE OF. ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
6R BIC2FIW2DO 15.000 1.0D00 3.000
R oICFIW2D. 15.000 1.G000 3.000
0.362
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORNATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRP 31.1400 INCHES



























NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIt D1
0. 32
0
0.6 0.8 1.0 1.:2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
COEFFICIENT, CL
INCIDC CNDOOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
.- - -_ _.----+- -__ - -__
- . - - -- - ______ I______ ____ ____ ___
I~! t | " r!W wf ' ' ffII !!'· !!J ~ ~!! 1 '~ _--t ! ~' i~ ____! t!
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-14 -12 -10o - 8 -6 -4 -2 0 6 aI 10 a 2 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRN2290) B NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC 6OOSTER BIC2FW2DI







1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

















































-58e -14 -12 -10 - - -6 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUlRATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZ290) Q NSROC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2D0
(RN2306 ' NSROC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWZDI
MACH
- 2 0 2 4 6
P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
15000D 1.000 3.000
15 .000D 1.000 3.000
0.380
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1G000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





















14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGCURATION DESCRIPTION INCICC CNDPOS INCICW
NSRDC-3S10,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2fFI2Dl 15.000 1.000 3.000
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FLW2DI 15.000 1.QDD 3.000
0.305
NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
i.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.Ft.
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1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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0 2 4 6 8 11
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
I- NCIDC CNDHPOS INCIDW
R 8!C2FIW2D1 15.000 2.000 3.000




1.ODO SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA






















2 4 6 6 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNOFOS INCIDW WHGFOS
R BICFI WZOD 15.000 2.000 3.000 1. 00










LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
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O 2 4 6 8 0l 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHIA, DEGREES
ON INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW
)OSTER 1C2F1201. 15.000 . 2.000 3.000
)OSTER BSC2FIWZOI 15.000 a.000 3.000
0.382
16 1a 20 22 24
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRP 31 .14D0 INCHES
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES




































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
_. __ . .. _. .I
_r-r-,- 
.r-s--r- _i-v--r _-ri -T-r-r --s-r --r-- ---r- -ri-- -rrr r~i ~ rt- ,-r
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2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK 9 ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW
R BIC2FlW2DI 15.000 2.0D0 3.000
6R BIC2FIW2DI 15.000 2.000 3.000





























































2 4 6 8 10o 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BIC2F1W2D1 15.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SS.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
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INCIOC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS
15.000 2.000 3.000 1.000





















































-0.C -0.4 --0. 0.0 0.g 0.4
LI
DATA SET SYMBOL COGFIGURA*ION CESCRIPTION
(RN2Z97) Q NSRC-3110,:SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2DI
IRN2313J- ' NSRDC-3110;NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BtC2F&W201
MACH 0.382
NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
IFT COEFFICIENT. CL
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 3.000 1.oo0 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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IRNa229, QI RN23 14 1
MACH




6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS
R BZCZFIWZDI 15 .OD 2.o00 3.000 1.000





















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
-w-,-v- -r-w-i -. n- .- r~- -in- -r-r~- ,,, -rr-r in 1TT ; -T __Tm- r- rI - I2
_ - .. - _ _ _ - -_
_ 
_ . _ -Ill.-
_ _....... _ .. _.__
e
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2298 1 , NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LM3C BOOSTER B.C2FIWZOI
(RNZS14 NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LHSC BOOSTER 8lC2FIW2lI
-6 -4 - 2 I 0 2 4 6




B 12 14 16
INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 L.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


























































.il , J , g ,'1 T i i i~ ul u l!** I~ 1 1 * g * j * f _,,, I 4T ! w
tXCWXX~~~~~~~~~~~lull
, 0J







-6 -4 - 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
TER BICZF1WZDI 15.00O 2.000 3.000





























DATA SET SYMBOL CC2FICGURATICJ DESCRIFTION
(RNZD65) ~ NsRCC-31lO,MSFC/ LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlIV
(RNa00 J7 NSRDC-3I.D,CsFC/L.SC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
HACH 0.381
6 8 so 12 14 16 16 20 22 24 26
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPO5 REFERENCE INFORMATION
3 .000 1,0G Ou.ul0d 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
.20 [ .I -I II u-' I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I IT r 'VIv-r-r r -" V I I
.Ifi~~~~ ~~ Im Ir Ir
0
DATA SET SYHNOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNzO651) ) NSRDC-311DNSFC/LNSC BOOSTCI
(RN2081) . NSRDC-31I0DMSFC/LMSC BOOSTEF
. . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I'
. _ . _ .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~/
. _ _ . . _
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 ZE
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
*R BICIFIl VI 3.000 1.GO 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.


































'LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSi NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
~~~~~~-.-_ _. ^_ ^ _ . _
~~~~~_ , , __ , __ .. _










INCIDC CNCFOS INCIOW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF
























































-40 - -4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2065) NSRDC-3110NISFC/LPNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlVI
(RftNzs 61) ZN NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlVI
NACH
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS
3.000 1.000 0o000 1 .000




















- 10 - - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 s6 1e 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACKP ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA 5ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RN2065J Q NSROC-3110,MSFC¢/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWAV1 3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





....... SCALE 1.5000 PERCNT
PAGE 1138
HACH 0.381
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16 18 24 26
WNFPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




































1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_ _ ~___ _ _ __ _;__ ___._ _  ___ ~ 
_ r- _. _7 . , ,2
2
.__ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _   _ _ _ J
__
L - S _ .^ __ ^ , S _ ~~~~~~~~~~~
-0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/ LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlVI 3.000 1.000 0.000
NSRDC-3110 ,SFC/LISC BOOSTER BICIFIWVI 3.000 1.000 0.000

























































SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCI'C CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-31j0,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFWV U1 3.000 1.000 0.000
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI 3.000 1.000 0.000
0.381
a tD 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
I.OU0 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.













i- -- --= tsok -) ----~~~~~~~~~~~
-.040 -





SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRCC-310VMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIVL 1 3.000 1.000 0.0OD
NSRDC-3110,NSFCX/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWVI 3.000 1.000 0.000
0.381
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






















































-le -1O - 6 -4 - 2 O 2 4 6 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI 3.000 1.0O0 0.000
NSROC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI 3.000 1.000 0.000
O.301
ID 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSROC 3110. BETA = 0
-CG.O 
-3LO
IJ _~ _1 ___ _,l _I __l __1 _I _l _1 _Il _W .~ W . w" fT TTT~ .1 .Il..
, , [-- .........
. ____DH 
- G -4 -2 0
z -- JILT- I- I F I__








ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW
R BSCIFIWIV1 3.000 2.000 : 0.000
BICIFI WI V 3.000 2.000 0.000
0.361
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.OOD SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.












































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNSPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICFIWWIV1 3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


























-.20 I; S . 88 I-S
-1* -0 - 6 - 4 - 2 0
DATA STr SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2073)1 N5SRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTEI
(RN208 ) £ NSROC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTEI
MACH 0.04:
STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
..-. ,, L. .
2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 16 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BICIFIWVIV 3.000 2.G00 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.














a 2 4 6 10a t
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIG URATION DESCRIFTION INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW
NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI 3.000 2.000 0.000
NDSRDC-3110 ISFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV1 3.000 2.000 0.000
o0.38
54 16 16 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



























































- 2 - 4 6 0 t10 i2 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
. Irinr C~NDPOS INrIOWCOnrrFIR AuN vDESCRIPTrIO
NSRCC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIYV
INSRDC-3110 NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICF1WlIVI
16 1
. 0iLI0C CNDPOS INCI0W WN2.0
.=CC Z.00C0 C.CC - :. auC
3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000
0.361
21






















'ATA SET 57MBIOL CONFIURATION DCESCRIPTION
ATA Sz T YH3 OL CNSDC-31,SFGUT C C BOOSTER BlClFlWVIC
CRNZO89T ) NSROC-31,10,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BSICFIWIVI¢'RN2089) D - JtO,HSFC/LH.,C ,O00  ICiIF I I
MA CH 0.381
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


































2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1a 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNCFOS tNCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1 a$C2F:W:V: ;.00G 2.i0i ci. 00 i.Ou0 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
R BlCIF1WIVI 3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41. 360 INCHES
XMRP 3 .1400 INCHES



























0,4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1-.6 1.8 2.0
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
WVSI 3.200 .00, .O u. UU 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
























-16 -14 -12 -10 -0 -
OATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATICm DESCRIPTION
; RNZ07d i W hSRIC-31UH,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
(RNZO90) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
MACH
6 - 4 - 2 4 : 6










8 0o 12 14 16
OS REFERENCE INFORMiTION
00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




































-. -4 - - 4
:3C-, 0.4) S NSRDC-5iiO L/LkbC E51ER BIClFIWtV1
~.R010 SFCLMSC OOSTER CFWV
Z
-. D25 . .-
-. 3 - -
-.03 =. -----
-1 -14 -12 -1o -e -6 -4
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYNDOL CONFIGURATION $ESCRIFTION
[RNZn?4~' 1C( ;?DC-JiiDsH~FcLC/ C BUOQSIR B$CIFI I Z
(RNZO9D' ~ NSRDC-310,IJSFC/LN'C BOOSTER BiCIFlWIVI
NACH 0.381
ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNODOS INCIOW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
5.000 2;000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
-B------ - w - § --- fFl 0 -gI0
D: - e | | - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
XX X X10~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
:X: XF X XSXX~~~~~k
X  X4I44







8 - 6 -4
SIDE SLIP
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-311D,HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER _-C!F .I...
NSRDC-31510,iSFC/LNSC BOOSTER B1CIFI I V






6 10 12 1.4 16
S
CW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
O 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

































































6 8 10 12 14
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW
300p 1.000 0. O000
3.D00 1.000 0.000
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER ST~UDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 31IO, BETA = 0


























-4 - 2g 2 4 6 6 J10 2 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
NSRDC-31I0,HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER B1Cl FWIVDI1
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIVI
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000
0.380
. -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~7- ' '


























































· I , , ,
· '1{
- a -4 - E 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRCC-311I0,NSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC1FIWIVDI
0.RC-311,80 FC/LSC TER CF380i1
O.36D




3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 BREF
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4 0 X Xa-
X T X bALX~~~~
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a - - 4 - 2 0 a I s4 6 i o 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER B1CIFlWIV2DO 3.000 1.OD0 D.000




1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.










































- 6 -4 - 2 O 2 4
ANGLE OF J
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-31S0 NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIV2DI





3.000 1 000 0.000
3.000 1.000 0.000
16 1 8 20 22 24
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF, L.3550 SQ.F1















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
.2 24 ...
22 24 20













1.000 SREF 1.3550 SO'.FT.



























































( RN2 29 )
'RNZ453 )
HACH






6 8 10 12 14 16 I1
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES





























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA =
26





















-U -U.4 -Doz U.J J. U.4
LIFT
DATA SET SYMBOL . CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTION
FRN2IZ9J Q NSR0C-3110,NSFC/LKSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2OI
(RNZ145S) NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
MACH
1.Z 1.4
I I w , 1 w w I ~ wr I * * .* * * * I * * * * "* * * * * = · * r- ! * * ~ ff * *I
:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:- .....
t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~e t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ , 
i _ " .t i * l. . ^ . ., . ^ . . I ^ z d . . ^ . . - I . , | . . 0 .) ^ & . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_n _A _n 5. n n n b n v n n R * n x o .~~~~~~~~~~,I.e. 
COEFFICIENT, CL
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000



























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS,. NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
-. 00 _
ffl! Il II - I *W _ ! w ; .! !I I"! _i es fil Il _f1_ _ ;Jr . _ . _
_,,_ __ L_ ._ 
___ ___ _ __ __ __ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~IrT
' . ." __ ' 
_ 
"'. .... _. ' ' ' __'
__ _ _ ___ _,_
, ._ _ _ _ . _ .~~~, 
-14





SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC -CNDPOS INCIDW
NSROC-310, NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVODI 3.000 1.o000 0.00
NSRDC-3110ONSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICSIFWIVZDO 3.000 1.OD0 0.000
0.380
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







































































: -I! w I ! I ,' I1 " I '1 I I ! . w -- - ! !-- -j -r-r-r T -i-jT-1-
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-14 -12 -10 6 - 4 -





3.000 1 . D 0.000
3.000 1.000 0.000
0.380
6 10 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRP 31.1400 INCHES




























... _ .. __ 
_ _ n W _\
-i0 - 8 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNDOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN213D) NSRDC-3110 NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2DI








1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





















*-o - - 6 - 4 - a 0 2 4
ANTGLE OF 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2137) C NSROC-3110IHSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVZDI
CRN2153) NSRDC-3110INSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVZDI
HA CH 0. 38
AI IAlCK, ALPHA, EUtLKGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.0 00 0. 000 1.0 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.














-.0 - 0 - · -4 - 2 ' D 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONI
(RN2S1371 NSRDC-31%0,NSFC/LNSC B00STER BSICIFIWIIV2DI
(RN2153 * NSRDC-31JO0,IFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC.FIWIVZD1
MACH 0.391
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







- .. - I . - I -























-S-0 -8 . -




6 - 4 - 2
0
I ! ! iT I" l e I I I ' ffl - e i ! If ~ I ; i 1 i i i- ltI 
t fl___ _____ 
~
t~~~~~' ~'"'- ~'- ~,--- A-.-
t t 4 TT>- X~~~~~~~~~A.,,




2 4 6 8 o10 l 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIOW
R BIlClFlWlVZDI 3.000 2.D00 0.000

























-o, - - 6 - 4 2 4 6 a 1D 12 14 16 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET Y5BnOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2137) M NSRDC-31lOHSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BSC1FlWlV2D1
(RN2153) NSRDC-3%10.MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BSC1FFWV2D1
NACH
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNSPO$
1.000 2.000 O.O00 1.000
3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000
0.381
REFERENCE INFORMATION
























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
~l .i _~ _lg _1 __ri *___ !1! *l _i *r! r1 _i""l _1 _t _ l __ ~ it*r'*! . . r
L.~~~~~~ Y













4 6 8 t0 12 14. 16 18 20 22 24 g6





NSRDC-3110, SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BSCIFJi V2DI
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2DI
0.38B
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



















.00 . . .
-10 - 6 -e 6 - 4 -2 a
LI
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL

















- -6 -- - 4 - e
-10 -8 -6 - 4 - 2
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
¢RNY23?) Q NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTE
(RN153) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTE
NA CH 0.36;
NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
2 4 6 8 D1 12 14 116 18 20 22 24 2E
.ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORNATION
ER BICIFIFwiV2O 3.000 .2,G00 O.OD 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


































iwT ll Wfl ! !'''w~!ili!er w iw I! ____ __.~ __l __! _;_
_. , _ . _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
__ .... _A _
__l___ :__
_ : _ _ . _ _ _ ._E __~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~




10 12 14 16 18
ANGLE-OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW WNGPOS REFI
3.000 2.OOC .0.000 1.000 SREF

























SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS
NSRDC-31QI ,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BlClFIWIVZOD 3.000 2.000
· . HSRDC-3110OHSFC/L¢SC BOOSTER 6BCIFWlIVZ.D 3.000 2.OOO
HACH 0.301
INCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.














































6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
R BICIFIWIVZOI 3.000 2.000 0.000
R BlCIFltIV2DI 3.000 2.000 0.000
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_ - -_ 
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA O0 DEGREES
J _i _ _ f _ iWl * ir i- I 11 i I ... -' 1 - -
r E f - i J * I *"-' rI * _ '. 1i _ i Tzr 
L = ==- _ _ _ -==== __=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .
_ ~~~~~~~~~~~. . ,-
. -__I
: - ~~~~~~ _ ._ _ _ _~~~~~~~~
_ ___ _ _ 
_ _.
-22 -0G - 8 -6 -4 - 0 2 4 - 6









DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2t3s) NSRCC--311DHSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2DI



































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0
_ _ __ __ A t ~~. ........
. __ __ ___ 
.- _ . _ . _ _ 8 3 -. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, 







-lO U - 4
SIDE SLIP
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION








































. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. I . I L ' 6 . I a . .I . . I . ' . a J .· J L 'l I . . I .






















16 1s 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INClDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BICIFIWIVI 15.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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_ _ __ _ _ ___ _ _ -~~~~~~~~~~~~
_____ _ _ __ __ _ _ __
a -6 0 4 6 8 10 12 14











16 10 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORNATION
1.D00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA =
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
-8 - 6 -4 - a 0 2 4 6 a 10 $2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2069) NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOS
(R 2085) NNSRDC-31O NSFC/LHSC BOOS1
MACH 0.381
ANGLE OF ATTACI
TER BIC FI 1 V
TER BICIFIWIV1
K. ALPHA. DEGREES.
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS RCFERCNCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.00 0.000 100 OD SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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- 6 - 4 - 2 0 4
ANGLE OF
CONFIZURATION OEcRbIPrITON
NSRDC-3110 ,SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI

















20 22 24 26
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
LREF 41 .4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRP 31 .1400 INCHES
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES
ZMRP O.2250 INCHES
SCALE 1 .5D00 PERCNT
PAGE 1181
















-. o -G - 6 - -2 . 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA 5ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRN2069) Q NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFlWlVl
(RN20B5) NSRDC-3110IHSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFlWIVl
NA CH 0.381
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1,000 0.000 1.00D SREF 1.3550. SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
.~ _.- t 
-- _-__
- I i I II I I iI I 1 I I
i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I
: _ I ,, _r 
___tf_ _ __ __










6 8 10 12 14
MTTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW -WNGPOS
15.0O I.000 0.00D 1.000
15.000 1.000 0.000 2.000
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LMSC/MSFC RBOOSTER STUDY. IfNGITUDIINAI CHARACTFRISTI.CS NSRDlC 3110. RFTA = I
r-t @ w-B- --- a w - # - aw -§w- @vgwl- -l glWX- w· i, ~& ·- Bav wa * ·t v 
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NSRDC-sJa0,MSFC/LMNC BOOSTER B1CIFlWIVI -






1.000 SREF 1.3550. S.FT.


































































15.000 1. 0O 0.000
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




















-. L- .. . . -
-so -14 -1 -10 - -
-16 -14 -50 -0 - 8 - 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYIBOL CONFICURATION DE3SCRIPTIOl
¢RN20701 Q NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LSmCOFOSTER BiCIFIWlVI
(RNZG061 NLI tRDC-I,311NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlVI
NACH
- 0a 2 4 6






1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


































w w l i t ,' w ~ ~ l " i f U l ! i ! i" ~ I l I l Il l ~ f l
,,..-. __ _ _ _..
. _ . _ _ _ _ __ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*
_ _ . v _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-12 -10
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(lRN20r70I NSRCC-3110,NSFC/LMSC DOOSTE
lRNZO06 ) NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC B005TE
MA CH
- 6 -4 - a 2 4 - 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW
ER BICIFI 1 VI 15.00 1.000D 0.000
ER BICIFIWIVI 15.000D 1.000 0.00D
0.579
6 10 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SO.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
,,l .I m .1 .m ,-. I1 IF .l . 1 .~ ffT ,,, .,.% , 
f~~~~~~Ig~
Ik
r _ _ _ S _ _ _ _ _~
t t-s S t-l -= t t~~~~~~
- -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 f
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2ZD70)J Q NSRDC-3110,M3FC/LNSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIVI




6 8 1 0 12 14 16
WINGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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10. BETA = 0
1s 20 22 24 es
WNGPO REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



























a - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0
SYrBOL CONFCGURATION DESCRIPTION
NRDC-3I1O,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER. Bl CFI WIl VI
. NSDRC-3JIO,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlVI
MA CH
2 4 6 8 _10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15.00D 2.000 0.000 1.000
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STUDY, LONGI TUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATIOI DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER B1CFIWlVI 15..000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


































- 6 - 4 -2 2 4
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110 ,SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWI V




































. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
. ~/ ,,_._ _
.~/ ____.________


























1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.0OO LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES















-10 -e 6 - 4 - - 4
ANGLE OF
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(RN2077J 2 NSRDC-30IMHSFC/LNSC BOSOTER BICIFIWIVI
lRNZ093) £1 NSORC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BtCFIWSIVI
HACH
6 10 12 t14





NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.0;D SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.












Z 4 6 B 10 1t 24 16 18
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW WNGFOS
R BICIFFIWIV 15.000 2.000D 0.000 1,D000 S






































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARAC iERiSTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = -
_ _ _ " , 1 _ _ _ I 
... , , '-' -,. ....
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. ,' 
I ______________ ______ _____ _ __ __ __ _ __ __ __ _____________ _____________ ______________ ______________ ______________
__ _ _ _I _ _ __P_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ ____
-. 80 z
DATA SET SYMBOL




-0.2 0.0 O.Z' 0.4 0.D 1.0 .2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
N3RDC-3110,H4SFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlVI 15.000 2.000 0.D000 1.000 SREF 1.5550 SG.FT.






























































. X _ I .- __ _ _
t_~~~. ..... 
-10 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNCPOS INCCDW
6R BICIFIWIVI 15.000 2.000 0.OO0
















































Ile -$14 -11 -10 - a
SIDE SLIP
OATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION ODESCRIPTION .;,
IRNZOrB6) ( NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
(RNZ094 NSROC-3J110,tSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFtItVI
MACN 0.o60





8 10 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.













































( RN2094 ) 
MA CH
14 12 -10 - 8
CONFIGURATION DCESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/ LHSC BOOSTER BIClFlWlVl
NSROC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
0.380
T !w·!' !I,!'- ,~[!~:rTi -rr
LI I......I
.~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ GL*\. 
__ __ . _+ t ____ 
___ __~~~~~~~4 .
_ _ t __. _ _E
.- _ _ _  _ _ lE_ _ _ _ _ _ -. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
. .) \N .~~~~~~~~~~~~~
___ _ AS S _'
_ _ . ._,_ : 
4 6 IO 14 16
.SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 0.000. 1.00O SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.

































INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



























o 2 4 6 8 10 t12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ON - - INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW
OSTER BIC1FIW1,21l 15.000 1.DD00 0.000
OSTER BICIFiIVZDI 15.000 1.000 0.000
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.33550 5Q.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES

























i' .: & ...
.. ~~ ... ,... 
- 6 4 -4 - 0 2 . 4
ANGLE OF
8 10 I2 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SEt SMTOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRN2J33) Q NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2DI







1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOfSTER STUDY, /IONGITUDTINAI CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0iir ,-,,- -r-r-- T1 -, w-rr -r||-- wnS- , ri - T-w ,ww -rW-r -i|-i- w-ri-r -i- -r w i-i iw 
__ . -'-1 .... .....-..
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- 4 - Z a 4
ANGLE OF A
CONFIGURA TION CESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LPISC BOOSTER B1 CFlWIV2DI
NSRDC-31SJ , O SFC/LHSC BOOS TER B1(:1 Fl WI VZDJ






























































Ns.-io ~ JcL~ BO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ON INCIOC CNDFOS INCICW W
'STER BICIFlWIV2CI 15,000 1.OD0. D.0D0















































-I , ., _ - __ .
i .- J 
_. .-
_ _
- _ ....__ 
/ft t~tt-T
!E . , , ' <_ 
_ 
_ _ _ .
2 4 6 0 s 12 1 4 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS
LR BlCIFIWVVZDI 15.000 1.000 0.000 1.000
-R BICIFIWIVZC1 15.000 1.000 0.000 2.000
0.381






















- DATA SET SVMBOL CO4FIGURATlON DESCRIPTION
* (RN2133) Q NSRCC-3110:MSFC/LtSC BOOSTER BICIFI WI VD












.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360. INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRP 31. 1400 INCHES















( N2149 ) C
A- M CH
7.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.;
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
CONFIGUVRATION DESCRIPTION .INCIOC CNCPOS INCIDW
NSROC-3110,MSIFC/LNSC BOOSTER BCIFIVDZ 1 15.000 1..DDD 0.00DDD
NSRDC-3j1vOmSFC/LmSC IBOOSTER BICIFIWIVODI .- 15.000 1.OD 0.000
0.381
. 4.. 4i . . I . i .
1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 iFCHES
BREF 41 .4:60 IIICHES































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL .CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCICC CNDFOS INCIDC WtlGF)S
RN2134 ) Q NSIRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIClFIWlV2D1 15.000 1.000 - D.OO.] .000












LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUIDY. LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110,. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
-~~= t- ,---
_ ~ ~~ ~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~~~~ ' r _, _'"_ 
_~~~~~~~~~~~ .
__.__ ,
. =- = ===- === ===.
-12 -10 - 6 4 - 2 0 10 12 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES










CNCPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 D.O000 1.000 SREF 1..355 SQ.FT.

















































LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA O0 DEGREES
$ -1 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 0 a 2 4 6 a
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW
HS;DC-31%o0,MSFC/Ll4SC- BOOSE.f, BlCIF2WIY2D1 15.000 1.000 0.000
HSROC-311D,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTERIC B FWIWV2DI 15.000 1.000 0.000
WNCFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








LMSC/NSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA 0 
i ~ f i ! I ~ i ~ i'i I' ~r,_ r w i i'~ w ~ i i I w i i d i i i 1 I I I ~ Ti w i ~ '--I"'r"i'--i--i ii iq






~ · r ~ :










NSRDC-3II 0, SFC/LMSC 8003TEI
NSRDC-31%CNSFC/LNSC BOOSTEF
2 4 6 8 10 %Z 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
R B C1FfIWV21 15.000 2.GDo 0.000
R BICIFIWIVzoI 15.000 2.000 0.000
Is6 l 20 22 24 26
WNGPDS REFERENCE INFORHATION
1.000 SRE'F 1.3550 SG.FT.
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II I I t I
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER S;TUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 31 10 BETA = O0
.t - - .- .. -'





- a - 6 - 4 2 o 2 4
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110M SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWLVVZD
NSRDC-311ONSFC/LMSC BOOTER OBCIF1WlVZDI
e s 0o 12 14 16 1s 20 22 24 26
ATTACK, ALPhA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIoW W
1 15.000 2.000 0.000
I 15.00D 2.000 0.00D
NACH 0.S30
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATIO0
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





































1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




























LMSC/tISFC BOOSTER STUOY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA - 0
. J _ 











2 4 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW
R BICIFWIWV201 S1.000 2.000 0.000
R 1BilFlWIVDI 15.000 2.000 0.000
NACH
16 18 20 22 24
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41 .460 INCHES


























































_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .. .... __ 





·2 4 6 10O 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW WNG
R BICIFlWlVzoI 15.000 2.000 0.000 1.





22 24 . 26
REFERENCE INFORMATION















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
RN2AT 41 NSRYC- ONFGUR FCATI LC BOOSTER BDESCRIPTVON
(RN21?1) NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2DI
NA CH








1.000 SREF 1.5550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
- 0 - 6 -4 - * 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 i6 t8 20 22 24 26
DATA SET SYBOL CONFIGURATIOC DESCRIPTION
(RNZ141) NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
(RN215) 1 NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOST5
HACH
ANGLE O- ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS
r. IClFIIWlV2D1 15.000 2.000 0.000 1.000
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__ . _ _ . _f _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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X 4 X TtS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t T~~~~











15 .OO 2.000 O.000
15.000 Z.OOO , .o000
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.0l00 SREF 1.3550- SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.436( INCHES
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_ _ ~~  ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, __'_1; ^
· ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _. . _ ,. < 
)v-1 s2 -1 B -6 4 -2 2 4 .8 O 2 14 1





SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFICURATION CESCRIPTION INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110HMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFlWIVZO I 15.000 2.000 D.000
NSRDC-3110, SFC/LS C BOOSTER B1C1FIWIVZOI 1 5.00( 2.000 0.000
0.380
WNCFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.00D SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110,. ALPHA






_____ __ ___ _--_ 9 ___ ____ ______r __ -___ 
_ _
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ., __ _. _
____ _ ___ ____ 


































-a -4 - 0 D 4 6


























1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUOINA[ CHARACTFRITTIC-. Cpnr 1fln .rDTA - n;l _;Ti __. .W I-rIvo U.Ese 
_ _% IO I AV-J t llaFU6 JII _ _ _t IA
_ _ __ _ -7 _~~~~~~: .
_ _. l ~~~' _I _ 
'~~~v---T 1




_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. r .___
'., -
-4 -2 






















1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






































ANGLE OFT SYOL O
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CRN2097) Q NSRDC-3110,SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICtFlbWVI(RNIS13) D NSRDC-31I0,NSFFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWItV1
MACH
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREE3
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3.000 1.000 3.000 1.00D

















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
LATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
(RNZOJ?) NSRDC-311V,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BlCIFfWIVl 3.000 1.000 3.000
(RN2113) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI 3.000 1.000 3.DOC0
MACH 0.383
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
























































1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







20 22 24 26











INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



































- a G "- '
-10 -0 O




[ER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA 0=





6 8 s0 12 14
TTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
3.000 1.0. 3 .000
3.000 1.000 3.000
0.583
i8 g0 22 24 te
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
-i
/ ... '''I''' ''' ''' T ,
/~~~~~~










- 6 - 2 0 2 4 6- 8 10 12 14 16




INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNCP
3.000 1.000 S.000 1.0
3.000 1.000 3.000 2.0
1s 20 22 24 26
:OS REFERENCE INFORMATION
100 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.












































II~ ~ L I F
-. 15
TA SET -0. -0.2 O.0 0o. 0.4
LII
'OATA SET S¥N00O Cc*FIQUrATIOIJ DESCRIPTION
IRNZ097J NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LS$C BOOSTER EI.IFIWIVI





_ ___3t0D0_ 4_"fS- -Z--10
D.383
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.Z550 SQ.FT.





































I.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BRMSTER STUDY. LATFRA[ CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES1*r-l -- ,.v v Ivw · ~, w [ . T, . ... I *,. ... w . -o . - .... ~w -- .............. 
-- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ fi . .
- -
3 -4 -J, -fr - ~ -l) 0 2 4 i ;2 % 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNo209) R NSRDC-3110,I SFC/L$SC BOOSTER BlCIFlWIV1(UNZ114) NSADC-311VNSFC/LNlSC DOOSTER ICIFItbiVi
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW




1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


































-18 -14 -12 -0 - a - 6 -4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL COdFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRN2098) B NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER .BICIFIlWIl
(RN2114) NSROC-3110 .SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
MACH






1.000 SREF 1.3550 S.,FT.
Z.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES




SCALE 1 .5 000 PERCNT
PAGE 1232
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
| ~~~--
X~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ IXXv
_ __ / e _ _ _~~~~~~~~~
., l- 
I~~J4 




- 10 -o - 6 - 4 -2 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
16 18 20' 22 24 26
DATA SET SYMBOL






INCIDC CNDOPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMAtlON
3.000D 2.000 3.000 .000D SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
3.000 2.50D 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES









































CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
RN205) 8 NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
(RNZIZI I NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
MACH 0.381
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 i8 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BICIFIWlVI 3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
R BICIFIWIVI 3.000 2.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES






LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSROC 3110. BETA = 0
6~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ,
- - - u - - -*{
W - - - |~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t
,, Li~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~





1 -4 - 2 o
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER
NSRDC-3j0 ,NSFC/ L"SC BOOSTER
Z 4 6 8 1i 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES-
:NCIDC, CNDPOS INCIDW WNG
R BICIFIWI VI 3.000 2.000 3.000 1 .
R BJCIFlWIVI 5.000 2.000 3.000 2 .
0.381
is 20 22 24 26
POS REFERENCE INFORMATION
000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


































































D 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
N INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
STER BlClFlW1VI 3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000
ISTER BICIFIWVV:I 3.00 2.000 3.000 2.000
0.30 











I I ! f ! I if
O














.0.. .. . ..r. . 6...1L .
-0l -8 - 0 -4 - 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
I(RN2105) NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER OICIFIWIVI(RNl ZIZ) 7 NSRVC-3110 NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlVI
PACH






1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

















CATA SET '¥SYBOL 
( RNI05; 1






NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFI WIVS
D.301
6 8 10 12 14
ATTACK, ALPHA,- DEGREES





1.00D SREF 1.3550 SQ. FT.
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2 4 6 1o0 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
R BICIFIWlVI 3.DDJ 2.000 3.000
R BICIFIWVI 3.000 2.000 ?.000
0.3d1
O20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.35550 S.FT.








LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA 0 O
0.2L 0.4 0.6 0.8 i.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 I . 2.0
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
OATA SET SYIBOL CONFIUORATION DESCRIPTION
(RaNlO)10 Q NSROC-3110,.SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BlCIFIWlVI






































































-1_ -14 -12 -10 - - - 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
IRN21I6) R NSRDC-S310,N5FC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI(RNZIZ2) NSRDC-3110.NSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIUIVI
NACH
- 9 0 2 4 6






1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES













INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3 2.000 . 0a 3.000 1.000


















































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTIR-JTUnY. ATFEAI rwHAArTPCDTcTTrC KIeDnr .. i in n.- _-n .nrrtr
fI 
-
X_. ultv LfilL51nL LnKilt-nnbLbnol1z 3NKUL J11lU ALPHA U UtbREES
toI-1-
-- --
_6 - .1 
_ 
-





















1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.










lSC/MSFC BUUb1EK STUUY, LUNbJIUUINAL CHAKAIl'KI!11S, NSDUC 31U0 BTLIA U 0
~~.1121117 I III II|. r In W r 
,_ ,_ _  _ _, _ ~/-"-- _
.I- 8 -- .
10 -S - 6 -4 - 0 E 4 6 tl 10 12 14 1tj 58 ZG 22 24 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK 9 ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET 5YBDOL 'CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNGZ161) 2 NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC SOOSTER BICIFIWIV2DI







1.000 SREF 1.5550 SG.FT.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA 0
;~~~, ... , ..... r~ .... ,, ,, *j I,, wg- ... _2rI -|*w 
1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-- - - -
- - - -~~~~~~,,,,,
- - - - - - - - - - -
- -~~~~~~~
/
- f - -
-
-
- | -- 
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
L . . . . . .
-
- G -4 -2 I 2 4 10 12 14 8 20 22
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DArTA SET SYMBL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN12161) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFI1IVZDI
(R1217r I NSRGCC 3110 MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVZDI
MACH 0. 300
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
3.000 1.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XHRP 31.1400 INCHES


























-10 - 8 24 26
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 31!.0, BETA = O
i .i ... .l. .i…
. ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .I. 
.
O a 4 e I0 10 14 16 tO 24 to
ANGLE OF ATTACKt ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA aSET SYNBOL CO4FIGUR6AT1C DESCRIPTION .
(RNZ161) 1NSIOC-3110,IO. FC/L#C BOOSTER BICIFI¥IVD.






1.000 SREF 1.3550 6a.F1
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-.-- _ _ _____ 
_ ._.._ . _ 
0 -4 - 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATiON DESCRIPTION
(RN2161) Q NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LHSC BOOSI




INCIDC CNCPOS INCID WNGPFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.COO 3.0D00 1.00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




































rUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 31-10, BETA : 0
,.,,T ,. ..rTrT w  
F- ---  · q
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I'
__- ___ _- _._J_ _ _ __









NSROC 3110 NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER
6 10 12 14 16 te
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS
R B.CIFtIWViD$ 3000 1. ODD .000 I.OOD
EIICIF1 Wi VD I 3.000 1.00 D 3.000 2.000
0. 3e
















































4 6 a 10 14 i8 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNSPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 3.000DD J.D00 SREF 1.3550 S0.FT.
3.000 1.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
























-10 - 8 -4 -2 0 2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
t RNZ16Bi) Q NSRHDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2DI
(RN2177) LA NSRDC 3110 MSFC/L1SC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2I1
MACH 0.380






















-10 - -6 -4 - 2 O
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2161) NSRDC-3110 ffSFC/LNSC BOOSTEf




_ . . _ -f _.: -. ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -I
_ _ X ,-,.. ,_ _---
.. 
_ 
_ _ _ ___ 
 -:_
.- ,_ _·___ __ _ _ ----
10 a2 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
REES
NCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA,' DEG
INCIDC CNDPOS IN
R B.CIFIWIV20D 3.000 1.000 3
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1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
CIOW WNGPOS
3.000 1.0D0 3.000 1.000 SREF






















CATA SET SYmBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2161) 2 NSRDC-3110, NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2DI



























-6 -14 -12 -10 -a - 4
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2Z62J Q NSRCC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BSCIFIWIV2DI
[RN2J 78) NSRCC-3110, 4SFC/LMSC BOOSTER fiICIFIWIVZOI
MACH 0.382
ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








































( RN21 78re Ac
MACH
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-14 -12 -10 -8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 t
NSRDC-311DsMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFlWIV2CI
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIClFWI V2DI
0.382
10 . . . . . 4 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.










































INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW IWNGPOS
3.000 1.0OG 3.000 1.000
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INCIDC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3.000 2. 12O 3.000 1.000
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O 2 4 10 12 14 IC je 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110,SFC/LNSC BOOSTER 'BiCIFWIV2DI
NSRDC-3110 HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVZDI
0.383
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL-CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
,.. 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-I
- 6 - 4 2 o 6 8 10 12 14 16 t8 20 22 24 26


























































-So - a - 6 - 4 - 2 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 1s 20 2Z 24 26
ANGLE-OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYNBOL 'COtFIGURATICO DESCRIPTION INCICC CNDPOS INC!DW WNCFOS REFERENCa INFORNATION
(RN2169)' NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIClFIWIV2D1 3.000 2.000 3.00D 1.000 SREF I .3550 SQ.FT.
cRN2165I) .NSROC-3110,HSFC/LSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIVZDI 3.000 2.000 3.DDO 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRP 31.1400 INCHES
: YNRP 0.0000 INCHES
ZHRP 0.2250 INCHES








-'o -O - e -4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYH60L CONIFCGURATIO DOESCRIPTION








INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.0DO 1.000 SREF 1.3550 'SC.FT.










_ 0 -_ _ -
-6
-O - -6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZ169) NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2D1
(RNZIB5) NSRDC-311,GMSFC/LM$C BCOSTER BICIFIW1V2IDI
MACH 0.383
I . L. J... L. I .. L . I .. .. I ..







I.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA O0
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C (RN21 Os )Zs
- MACH
8












1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.F*










































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC !10, BETA = 0
, e . , .





0.5 0.4 0.6 .o.e 1.0
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
INCIDC CNDPOS INCI
TER. lClFlWiV2DI 3.000 2.000 3.0
TER BICIFIWIV2DI 3.000 2.000 3.0
MACH 0.383
t.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
DW WNOPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0D 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
00 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XHRP 31.1400 INCHES

























(RN21659 Q(RN2, 85) 
I : .
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA 0 DEGREES
_' __ i - ' _ __ _ fi r 1I·iI" 
i-' _ _ _ _ _ -: _ _ -<L. 
r _ t 9 _ _ _ _w~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
. _ . _ _ 
> t,_ .,,
_ _ ~~~... ____._
' . -. _ _ __ _ -_. _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
__ === == _ = ==~~~~~~-=-==
-.. 00 $ --- 
-10 -14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 2 2 8 iO 12 14
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW
(RN217D) NSRDC-311),ONSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 8ICFI1bkIV2C1 3.000 2.000 3.000













































-LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSROC 3110, ALPHA =0 DEGREES
i i i ...... I i i I I '- ! I' !















_ _ , _ _1 ___ .
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.r
I~ ~ l . ?'_
',_ =_ ., _"'"
-. 040 Le
DATA SET SYMBOL
l RNZ16 ) 
MACH
-14 -12 -10 -. 8 -6 - 4 - 0- 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
N5RDC-321D MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFlWIV2DI




3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF
















































-. 5 -1 
-16 -14 -12 -10 - 0 - 0 - 4 -
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYt4OL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION
(RN2J0)} Q NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER 81CIFIWIVZDI







2 4 6 10 12 14 1ie
BETA, DEGREES
DC CNDPO5 INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
00 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1- .3550 G.FT.









LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER SFUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
Tr l 'I'' wn~r -,r . . , , :§ rr .
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- 6 -4 - 2 a a 4 6 8 10 12 .14 16
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15.000 1.000 3.boo 1.000
15.000 1 .G00 3.000 2.00
0.381
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- 0 - 2 O 2 4 6 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DE
CONFIGURATICf DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-310,4WSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFSWIVS
NSRDC-3110, NFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWitV
INCICC CNDPOS
SS .000 1 .00
15 .000 1.000
0.301
14 160 1 20 22 24 t6
-GREES
INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORNATION
3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550- SQ.FT.
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- 0 - -4 2 O 6 a sO 12 14 16 is 20 22 24. 26







NSRDCC-3110 IJSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIF lWVI
0 .381
INCICC CNOPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTFRISTICS. Ncplnr tln. RFTA=
' 9. , . . .'
. _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ -/H 
_ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. 
_ , +~~~~~~~~~~ 
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DATA S-E T SYNBOL
CRN2171 )




-.- __I . . . . . . . . . I 1
- -
-- I I . . . I .a . .. I. I I I.
2 4 6 a 10 2 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS61 ircF ~Il i
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2 4 6 $0 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALPHA, DEGREES
INCZDC CNCPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORNATJ
ER BICIFIWlVI 15.00 0 1.000 .000 .000oo SREF - -1.3550 S





XNRP' 31 .1400 INCHES
-YRP D0.OD00 INCHES
ZMRP- 0.1250 INCHES

















-SO -o - -4 - Z 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(R-IOrI~) Q NSRDC-3110,5FCi/LNC BOOSTER BlC FIWIVJ
(RNTZ117) - NSRDC-3110,NSFC/L. SC BOOSTER BICIFIWVI
A CH 0.3lB
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
5is.000 lo 3.00DD0 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SO.FT.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
...........J 1 ...... ,.. .. T T .. "1"'1 --r " r- 
-_X_ -- -_I_
._ -_ _ -_ 0 _ _
lib - 8S - 6S -- 4 -- 2 ° P 4. 6 8. O 12 tA t6 - 18 cO 22 .24 .266
CATA SET SYNBOL





ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS INCICW
R BICIFIW'IV1 15.000 1.uOO 3.000
.R 1Cl Fl Wl Vl 1.000 1. 000 . 3.00
0O.5381
WNCFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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NSRDC-31 t SFC/LMSC BOS TER 81CiFlWlVi
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/L"SC BOOSTER 81CIFIWIVI
INCIODC CNDFOS ZNCIDW




1.4 1.6 1.6 2.0
WNGFOS REFERENCE JNFORMATiON
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = Q DEGREES











SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSROC-31I0,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlVI 15.000 1.000 3.000 -
NSRDC-31I0,HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFlWIVI 15.000 1.000 3.U00
0.380
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.













































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA 0 DEGREES
.. ' . .-- --- -4
-~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· 
i 
-14 -10 0 -O4 -_
NSRDC-3ISO NSFC/LASC D005TER BICIFIWlVI.
NS1DC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICSFIWIVI
0.30 s .
2 4 4 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15.000 1.000 .D0O 100D0
15.D00 J, 3.0 2.000 00



















































_ -1j . . .
-. 0 -
-I0 -14 -12 -g - -6 - 4
SIDE SLI
CATA SET SYNSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
RN2102) 5 NSRDC-311GMSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
IRNZI18) NSRDC-3110I MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIIVI
HACH
.- ? o a 4 6






I.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
v T ... . .1..
- 1 -- --- ---





t FN2 ZS )A
MACH
4 -a 0 a 4 6 6a lO i 14








16 22 24 a6
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 . SG.FT
































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
T j 1 -']'"~~~~~I' '
X _ _ _ _ T 10:11r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
_~~ i: /L: SW.S 
__ _ 
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.. _ * .__ . . ___
_. ___ _s _ _H. . ._ __ _ . __ , __-~~~i i
-. 041 








2 4 6 08 0 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
R B1CIFI WlV1 15.000 2.000 3.000
R BitCIF1WlV 15.000 2.OOO 3.000
16 15 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.5550 SQ.FI'.






















































NSRDC-3110, SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
6 1 1 0 12 14 16 18 · 20
ATTACKo ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS
.15.000 2. 0 3.000 J .000














LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS; NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
. " I I I I r I r I . . I , i ii 1T~~~T1 1"] 1 '
F i . I - I -- I I 1 - 1 1 1 1


























( RNZI 25 )
HACH
- 6
_ _ ,.fa 
___ 
_ _ -/fZ z _ _ ___'
L _ _ _ _ _ ............ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~.. _ ~ . _ ~ _ 
O 2 4 6 8 10. I2 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW
.R 1CIFI Wl Vl 15.000 2.000 3.000








































-' 0 -O -6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 B 10 12 14 16 Ia 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICN INCIOC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
'109) NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFlWIV1 15.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
125 ) NSRDC-3110,MI SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI 15.000 2.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES








LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERIS! FICSo NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0





- 4 2 0 4 a 10 12 14 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRNl1O9) C NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LH4SC BOOSTER BICIFIWVIVI
(RN21Z5) NSRDC-311DNSFC/LNSC BOOSTER 0BCIFIWIVI
HA CH O.381
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SC.FT.
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'.020 .- /- 
m
.010
.005 - - -
10-£0 -S -4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2109) q NSRDC-311(0,SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlV¥(RNZIZS) NSRDC-3110 ,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFI WIVlI
MACH 0.361
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.009 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 S.FT.


















DATA SET Y¥4BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNS209) Q NSRDC-311D,HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BtCIFIWIVI(RNI25I) NSRVC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTfR BSCIsFWIVI
MACH 0.3f1
0.6 0.8 1.0 i.2 1.4 1.6 1.6 2.0
FT COEFFICIENT. CL
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


















C-.0 -- - - - -
-J
. -. 0o
-10 -11 -12 -10 -8 -6 -4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYI¥40L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZIIOI NSROC-3110,HSFC/LSC BOOSTER BICI.FlWJIV(RNZEI26) NSRDC-3110, JSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV1
NACH
P ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCZDC CNCPOS INCOCW WNGPOS
15.000 2.000 3.000 1.000
















-I -14 -12 -I0 - 8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 0s 12. 14 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
rA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC CNDPOS INCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
'2110) I NSRDC-31.100,SFC/L"SC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVYI 15.000 2.000 3.000 1.b00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.














































-20 - -i - - -, -4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTLON
(RNZI) )I NSRDC-3110,SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFlWIVI(RNZI6) NSRC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
MACH
- 2 0 2 4 6






1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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a t0 12 14 16 24 26
K, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNGPOS INCID91 WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 3.000 1.COO SREF 1.3550 So.FT.




























2 4 6 8 10 i2 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
NR BICIFIWIV20I 15.000 1.000 3.000 1.000
R BiCIFIWIV2DI 15.000 1.000 3.000 2.000










LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA =
. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .





























( RN21. 1 )
MACH












s6 a s 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 Se.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRP 31.1400 INCHES





LtSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL








- 0. - .- .. . -
0.4- -
-10 - 0 - o - 4 - 0 * 4
ANGLE OF ,
DATA SET SYHSOL CONFliGURATION DESCRIFPTION
{tRN2165} ) NSRIC-3110, SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWI V201
(RN11 l NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER 01CIFIWIV2D1
NACH 0.3SZ
ATTACKo ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCDICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.00 1.000 3.DD0 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




























ISTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0












1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = n
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6 8 10 12 14 16
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGF
1 5.000. .000 3.000D l.


















































-O - 3 - G - 4 - a0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2165) Q NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1ClFIWIV2D1
(RHNJ1. ) NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BSCIFlWIV2DI
HACH








1.000 SREF 1.3550 SC.FT.








LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA 0= 




-0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4
LIFT
DATA SET SYHOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
RH2165 ) NSRDC-3110NMSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BlCIFIWI V2Dl








































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
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-1t -14 -JO 4 - 2 0 2 4 8 10 12 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 0ESCRIPTION
(RN2S66) Q NSRDC-3110,SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2ED
tRNJ2152) 2 NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFWIV2ODI
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15.000 1.000 3.000 1.000


























































































10-6 -4 -2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNOPOS INCIDW
ER BIC1FI1VV2D01 15.000 1.000 3.000
R BICIFIWV201DI 15.000 1.000 S.D00
0.381
I
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-12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 2 a
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BET
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC
NSROC-311O,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFlWIV2D1 15.000







10 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES

























NSRDC-3110GHSFC/ LMSC BOOSTER BICIFWIlVZID
NSRCC-3110S ,SFC/LHSC BOOSTER B$CIFlIYVZDI
0.381






1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = O
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NSR0C-31JD,SFC/ LMSC BOOSTER BICIFlWlVZDI
a 8 10 12 14
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNCPOS INC I1O'
15.000 2.000 3.000
I 15.000 2.000 3.000
0.361
16 18 20 24 26
WN-GPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 S,.FT.




























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
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WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORA TION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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t RN219 9) A
HA CH
8 - -
-2 D 2 4 6 6 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-311H,MSFC/.MSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVZDI
NSRDC-3110 .NSFC/,LNC BOOSTER BIClFl WI2DI
0.351
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFOHMATION
15.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF
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2 4 6 a o10 2 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNG
R BICIFIWIV2D 1 15.000 2.000 3.000 1.
R BICIFlbWIV2DI 15.000 2.000 3.000 2.
0.381
ie 20 22 24 26
CPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 SREF 1.3550 SO.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA
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INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 3.00D0 1.0D SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
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1
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA= 0
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- 0 4 6 8 10 z2 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CON4FIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BCIFWIVVZDiO 15.000 2.000 3.DDD 1.000
NSRDC-3JL10,SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlV2Dl 15.000 2.000 3.000 2.000
0.381
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DATA SET SYMBOL







.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1V2ZD 15.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW
NSRDC-311 NISFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlVZD1 15.000 2.000 3.000
NSRDC-311i0MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIwIV2DI 15.000 Z.000 3.000
0.361
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.











































































( RN21 74) 
t RNZi 90) 
HA CH
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-10 - - 46-14 -12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
COCFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER DIClFIWIV2DI 15.000 2.000 3.000
NSRDC-3110,IO SFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICFIFWIV201 15.000 2.00D 3.000
0.361
8 10 12 14 I6
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



















DATA S0T 5r3YN; 0'.






6 -4 -Z 0 2 4 1 a0 12 $4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCI:OW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
BR BIClFIlIV2DI 15.000 2.n0 3.000 'I.U00: SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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